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Exaririnatidn of ITT case set

member, Rep. Jerome: Waldie, committee of the House
Com- fro-m a / Senate .committee^ of action, .if any, which was de« ¦";.'
:
D-Calif., predicted Nixon; would merce Corinnittee, said that Three members of the prose- signed to or did withhold from ¦/./ .
be impeached . and tried in the part of tie investigation relat- cutor's staff resigned in protest the // Senate ' ; Judiciary Com- 7¦ ' .' .
Senate. Waldie appeared Sun- ing to allegations of federal b e c a u 8 e , t .i iey . believed mittee.. 7 / - .
. X A-:
day on the CBS program VFace criminal offenses by ITT execu- Kleindienst should have faced a In other Watergate - related
the Nation,!' with fellow com- tives related : to settlement of more serious charge. 7 . 7 / - : - ' . developments:
mittee member Lawrence Ho- the/antitrust cases "has " failed In a letter to James D. St.
• Sen. Walter F, Mondale, D- .//
gan , R-Md.
to disclose the commission of Glair, the ; President's chief. Wa- Minh., stud Nixon ' was fnistra¦
'
"
Hogan did hot ;agree7with .any such violations ./.,/. "[
tergate lawyer,, Doar asked for ting the impeachment process ;
^WaWie that Nixon' /would be im- ¦ "We; were never pursuing tapes of 20 conversations that by threatening to make ii
peached for obstruction of jus- that aspect," said Albert Jeh- t o o k p l a c e , during the "nothing more than an empty '. '¦ ':.
tice in the Watergate cover-up, ner, minority counsel for the Kleindienst confirmation hear- gesture, ..'• subject to executive/
but said that if . impeachment impeachment inquiry. Jenner ings. A- yveto." His comments were condoes come "it will come in the indicated that the inquiry has "St. Clair lias told; the com- tained ih remarks to be deliv- 7
¦
'
areas related to Watergate;?'
focused primarily on whether mittee/¦' ;' the President : has ered on the Senate eflobr today. /
7 On the West coast , six gover- President Nixon,.was ' aware of agreed only to turn over; a tran• In Los Angeles, IJniteoT
nors ¦• '¦; interviewed . o n NBC's possible -false: statements by ad- script of; one conversation. That Auto Workers " President Leon-7
Johii Doar, chief counsel for "Meet the press" said evidence ministration officials at7 the one was /with Mitchell and H. .ard Woodcock, in the opening .
the impeachment inquiry, sSid sought by.the committee should Kleindienst . confirmation; hear- H. Haideman on April.4, '1972. ' address to the union 's 24th con' " ¦' •-:'. ¦/ ¦'
that , ''unless you start with the be released by Nixon. The six, ings.,
Doar had said .in . his letter stitutional:convention, said Nix- .
premise that every allegation is attending the National Gover- Kleindienst pleaded guilty that he sought;the tapes 'to!de- dn's impeachment fight has
true7 1don't think: it. yanks the. nor 's Conference in Seattle , May A 16 to -a misdemeanor termine, • '¦whether the President caused/the . administration , .t» // :
rug put from under us.' . .
were Democrats Jimmy/ Carter charge of refusing to answer or his/aides took part in or had lose effectiveness in dealing .;
Meanwhile, / a " ¦: committee of Georgia, Daniel, Walker of Il- fully and accurately questions knowledge of "a plan or course with the economy.
linois, Wendell Anderson of
Minnesota and Wendell Ford of All other charges dropped
Kentucky, and Republicans
Tom * McCall: of Oregon , and
Daniel J, Evans of Washington.
Carter and McCall also said!
failure of Nixon to give up the
evidence should be grounds for
removing him from office:
party; and . a ' .. citizens rights In the ITT phase of the imgroup. A -y "
peachment inquiry, the' coihthe: 52-year-old former chief mittee is investigating the alleof staff and ambassador to gation that an antitrust- suit
Washington said he would con- against International Telephone WASHING-TON . (U P I)
- The development occurred June 28, 1971, the day :Ellsberg
.
tinue Premier Golda. Meir's pol- and Telegraph Corporation was Charles
. W-; .Colson, former before ; '¦¦U.S. District . / Judge was indicted in connection with
,
icy. toward the Middle /.East settled in . return for a pledge of special ; counsel to. President
A, , Gesell, just, is he his release of the. Pentagon
peace negotiations • in: Geneva , financial help toward the cost Nixoh, pleaded quilty today.to a Gerhard
was
about
to: begin a hearing on Papers. All7 charges . were '
including her refusal to bargain of conducting the 1972 Republi- single count; of obstruction of pre-trial motions
in the Ells- dismissed against him a year
there with /the Palestine guer: can National . Convention in San justice in 7 connection
the herg break-in case, which had ago on grounds of government
riUa .organizations.
Dictgd. In addition, it is alleged 1973 trial of Pentagonwith
Papers been scheduled for trial June misconduct in/ the case follow.
The final meeting of Premier that ; perjury . may ; have been defendant
;
ing disclosure of White House
Daniel
Ellsberg.
-17.' ""- '¦ 7- / 7.; '7 /* ¦¦;. ' .
Gplaa Meir's cabinet Sunday committed by several /adminisColson waived/ 7 indictment "plumbers": involvement in the .
marked the departure from the tration officials during the /Sen- Watergate Special Prosecutor
break-in of the office of his
government of four long-domi- ate hearings on the nomination Leon Jaworski, in 7 accepting before pleading guilty to the psychiatrist.
..
obstruction/
of
justice
charge,
'
nant members of' the Israeli of Richard. Kleindienst as attor- Colson's guilty plea, dropped all
; De- ney general. Last Thursday,' other, charges ;now pending which carries a maximum "How do you wish to plead?"
Establishment:-.
Mrs.
Meir,
¦
fense ' Minister Moshe/ Dayan , special prosecutor 7 Leon Ja- against , him both in the penalty of fives years iii prison, Gesell asked Colson standing,
head bowed,. before him. . . 7
Foreign Minister Abba Eban worski, in a letter fo Rep; J. J. Watergate cover-up case and in a fine of $5,000 or both.
¦and Finance ; Minister Pinhas Pickle of ,Texas, ranking Demo- the breakrih of the office of
Colson is one of the highest, "1/plead.guilty, your Loner';n
ranking former /White House he replied, his voice hreaMhg.: 7
Sapir7 .
crat on the investigations S ub- Ellsberg's psychiatrist. .
officials to plead guilty or to be
convicted* in connection with
Watergate and related scandals. Nixon's former counsel,
John W. -Dean, pleaded guilty
previously to a conspiracy
count •„ in connection , with the
'
'
.
6'
ftltfftic QJily.:'a'frattdful" -<>f. school istricts In Min-;. Jf ' Watergate cover-up and has not
9(»llllllla'
| . .'^ft
nesota have ; settled teacher contracts for.|
-^
j.
|
1 i974-75 ;ahd negotiators feel talks in some areas; will drag M been; sentenced.
;
X % Assistant special prosecutor
P ' on into . fail--stbry, page;2.
Bl
ler
Festival
in . Eleva, Wis,, con- § William Merrill told Gesell the
% : ETActival "^ '°'
government could have proved
:# "!..CallV'Q.I eluded Sunday with* the featured grand pa- |
that Colson : .was "responsible
page
S.
§!rade—story and pictures,
. |f for devising and implementing
| a scheme to defame and
ny A majority of Minnesotans surveyed feel/Re- j
H Ci||«W
H;-^.M * y Pj . serve Mining Co. should halt its discharge of % destroy/the public/ image and
1 taconite waste' : into Lake Superior immediately—story 7 page if credibility of Daniel Ellsberg
y xXx. A -rr A 'y A ' .% and ttiose engaged in the legal
/
I 4. 7/
The
nation
's
governors
open their an- g| defense of Daniel Ellsberg, with
P AJW
fiflVPfflfifC
*wCl lflUI a nua i meeting, saying they hope to
the intent to influence, obstruct,
g
^ and impede the conduct and
|
|avoid speculation about scandals in Washington while claim- J|
|
|
ing they are dciir? a bettur j ob of meeting the problems of H outcome" of Ellsberg's criminal trial. ,
/
H the Watergate era—story, pa^e 5.CHARLES W. COLSON
^
}^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^He
^ said the scheme . began
Enters guilty plea
By DONALD Mi ' ROTHBERG
WASHINGTON r (AP) — The
House Judiciary : Committee
turns its. attention this week to
the in? antitrust settlement,
.confident there's plenty ' to look
at ; despite the special ;prosecutor's announcement absolving
c o r p o r a t e o f' f i c i a l s of
wrongdoing in the case.
"Our inquiry is completely
independent of that," said
Chairman Peter W. Rodino Jr.,
D-N.J;, when ^sked about the
effect of the prosecutor's finding.

PtANT EXPLODES, BURNS . . . What
. remains of . the Nypro, Ltd. chemical plant
. hear Flixboroiigh, a village ih eastern Ehg- .

lahd , is. shown Sunday after an explosion
Saturday* and fire that continued Sunday.
(News report , page. 14) (AP Photofax)

Troop talks progress noted

Colson pl eads guilty
to obstruct,n& j ustice

Israel g#fe a hev/ cabinet

By The Associated Press
Premier-designate
Yitzhak
Rabin presentecl.his hew government;to the Israeli parliament today- . pledging that Israel will; work, for peace in the
Middle East "but not . peace at
any price. " ;
He said ; the truce pacts
worked put by Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger
ppened the road to fuller peace
talks with the Arabs, :but . that
Israel , will keep/ strengthening
its army arid not withdraw to
the prewar borders of 1967 as
the Arabs demand.

peace, an honorable peace, but
not peace at any price," he
said;..'
disthe
Rab in said
engagement, pacts worked out
by Kissinger between Israel,
Egypt and Syria are "not peace
agreements," adding "where
do we go from here? ...
"The next stage on the road
to . peace must . ..be.;'.' between
Egypt and Israel"; with negotiations by steps toward a full settlement, he said. ''As for Syria ,
there is no¦ place ¦for an interim
stage."" . ¦:• /' - . ¦
This was a clear declaration
that Israel intended no more
"Our policy is clear. We pre- withdrawals on the Syrian; front
fer peace- tp new military vic- and : that only a full peace
tories, stable peace, a just treaty would be considered. But

he questioned "whether Syna is
ready to sign ; a peace, treaty
with Israel, '
Turning - to Lebanon, Rabin
said . peace would be '.easy to
reach" if Beirut agreed, but he
warned that if Arab terrorists
continued to infiltrate from
Lebanese soil "the Lebanon
government will bear , all the
re'¦- ¦::7 '
sponsibility.'* .' '..
Rabin was expected to win
confirmation ; of his government
from the Knesset, Israel's /parliament, . even though his: coalition has a majority of only/two.
His coalition is made up of the
Labor party "which has ruled /Israel ever since/it became a nation , the Independent Liberal

B ritish sch^dute
emergency t^lks
on North Ireland

By RONALD THOMSON
LONDON (A.P): - The British
interrupted
its
Parliament
spring vacation today for an
emergency debate on the future
of Northern Ireland amid growing sentiment for British withdrawal from the province after
nearly five ye ars of bloodshed.
More than 1,000 persons have
died in the war between Northern Ireland's Protestant majority and the Roman Catholic
community, outnumbered two
to one. The dead include more
than 200 British soldiers who
tried to restore peace.

Prime Minister Harold Wilson called Parliament back into
session after a coalition of moderate Protestants and Catholics
attempting to govern Northern
Ireland was forced to resign.
The British government resumed direct rule of the province after a 15-day general
strike led by militant Protestants opposed to the sharing of
power with the Catholics.
Although there was considerable belief in British political
circles before tho strike that
the moderates in Northern Ireland eventually would win out ,
m any of 'Wilson's Laborites,
somo Conservatives and a num-

^-

I' v . ;G>:h;" .tHe' inside17 - ;7; I

ber of Liberals now reportedly
favor setting a date for Britain
to get out of Northern Ireland.
The tabloid Daily Mirror,
which has a national circulation
of more than 4 million, devoted
its entire front page today to
what; it called Britain's gravest
crisis since the British-French
invasion of Suez in 1956 and to
a decision the country must
face: Pulling out its troops and
abandoning sovereignty
over
¦
the province. , " •
"Extreme Protestants and
Catholics are now joined in an
unholy alliance by their dislike
of Britain and British troops,"
it said.
One usually informed political source said the government's new formula includes
election of a new provincial assembly, as demanded by the
Protestant leaders of the general strike/ and another attempt
at a provincial government
named by the assembly.
The source said British officials hope the Catholics would
go along with this because Sinn
Fein , the political front for the
outlawed
Irish Republican
Army, is now legal and could
put up candidates.
Meanwhile, the killing of a
former IRA leader in Northern
Ireland raised the officlal fatality toll to 1,025 since August
1969.
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Cost Overruns blasted

Wisconsin Democrats
rip military spending

BIG CATCH FOR THE GOVERNORS . . . Rhode Island
Gov. Philip Npe], left , and Wisconsin Gov. Patrick Lucey
proudly hold their catch of salmon after fishing trip near
Westport, Wash., Sunday. Other salmon caught off the boat
are in foreground , Most, of the nation 's governors are in
Washington for the National Governors' Conference which
opened today in Seattle, (AP Photofax)

By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
pair of Wisconsin Democrat
fired salvoes at military spending over the weekend , taking
aim' at billions of dollars in
weapons cost overruns and military spending in Indochina .
Sen, William Proxmire released General Accounting Office figures Sunday showing
cost overruns totaling $26.3. billion for the development of 55
new weapons systems.
And Rep, Les Aspin said estimates prepared by the Defense
Intelligence Agency show that
the United States has spent
nearly 30 times as much in Indochina since 1966 as the Soviet

California battle featured

Eight states set primaries Tuesday

By BILL STALL
Associated Press Writer
The year's bifigest flurry of
primary elections hits eight
s-tlitos Tuesday when voters
choose nominees to- succeed retiring governors in California
and New Mexico and a U.S.
senator In Iowa,
Also nt stake nre nominations
for senator and governor In
South Dnketa , a Senate seat in
California , the governorship of
Iowa and 7fl U.S. House seats in
the eight slates. Forty-three of
the House seats are in CaliforElghtcen Democrats and six
Republicans want to succeed
<JOP Gov. Ronald Reagan , who
ia stepping down after two

terms and preparing for a possible White House bid in 1978,
Public opinion polls Indicated
the clear front-runners were
Democrat Edmund G, Brown
Jr., 36, son of the governor that
Reagan defeated in 1W1G, and
Republican Houston I. Flournoy, 44, California state controller, Brown is California secretary of state .
In New Mexico, six Democrats nnd four Republicans aro
bidding for nominations to succeed Democratic Gov. Bruce
King, who cannot, succeed himself.
Iowa Democrat Harold E.
Hughes Is vacating his U.S,
Scnato seat, abandoning politics
to becoma a religious lay lead-

er.
Democratic Rop. John C. Cul*
ver is unopposed for the nomination for Hughes' sent. Stale
Sen. George MUllgan and State
Rep. David Stanley, who lost to
Hughoft six years ngo, are In
tho GOP primary.

Republican Gov. Robert 1).
Ray of Iowa Is unopposed in his
party renomlnatlon bid, Tboro
are three Democratic candidates,
In South Dakota , Gov. Richard F. Knelp's bid for a third
term is challenged in the
Democratic primary by Lt.
Gov. William Dougherty, his
running mate in tho past two
campaigns.

Sen, , George
Democratic
McGovern is unopposed for his
party 's renominatlon , while
threo Republicans compote to
battle him In tho general election , including retired Air
Force Col, Leo K. Thorsness ,
who spent six years in a North
Vietnamese prison camp,
U.S. House nominations are
at stake in New Jersey, Montana and Mississippi,
In California , Son. Alan
Cranston faced only token opposition from two other Democrats. There were five Republicans 'n the race including state
Sen. H, L. Richardson nnd Bar!
Brian , former health nnd velfare secretary under Reagan.
The California election could
'\
i

provida a test of potential reac
tion to Watergate and related
political scandals,
Since 1909 Republican Lt,
Gov. Ed Reinecke , 50, was considered the fron t-runner and
apparent heir of Rengan '-s support for tho gubernatorial nomination. But his support weakened and his campaign funds virtually dried up when ho was indicted by a Watergate grand
jury on threo counts of lying to
tho Senate Judiciary Committee in 1972.
Callfornlans also will decide
a major political reform measure put on the ballot by petition
campaign in reaction to Watergate.
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"The Democrats have
the best side, They are
Union and mainland China determine the extent , of cost
always attacking and the
combined—$107-1 billion to $3.65 overruns in the Safeguard antiRepublicans have to debillion.
ballistic-missile system . •
fend. The Democrats alHe
accused
the
Army
of
According to the figures reways have things to atjuggling
its
books
to
make
it
leased by Proxmire the weaptack, for the Republicans
impossible
to
make
such
a
deons systems involved are now
furnish
them plenty, and
termination
and
of
violating
its
expected to cost some $134.2
on the other hand , the
own
rules
on
identifying
the
billion, This compares with
Republicans haven't got ,
original estimates of $111,6 bil- cause of cost overruns.
much to defend . Their
Aspin said a May i960 planlion.
only defense is 'We are
And , a spokesman said the ning estimate showed a projin; try and get us out, ' "
quantity of many of the items ected cost of $4,385 bi'IIion for a
February 5, 1928
has been reduced to save mon- two-site system. After the
Strategic
Arms
Limitation
ey. The original estimate on thc
smaller quantity would have Talks, however , Congress limitffcuL J((T?*ML
been $107, 9 billion for an over- ed the Army to one site , currently estimated to cost $5,403
All rlahii re«erv«d for will Rooert
run of $26,3 billion ,
Memorial Commission
E i l l t a bv
Proxmire said the costs of billion. The Army says it never
Bryon Starling
had
an
estimate
for
a one-site
building the DD963 destroyer
have risen from the original system.
planning estimates of $1.8 billion to a current estimate of
$3,1 billion , and per ship cost
from $60 million to $102,6 million ,
"That is an Increase of more
than 70 per cent and not a
single ship has been completed ," he said,
WASHINGTON W - The Senate is opening debate on a
Other major cost, overruns $21,8-billion
military
bill with emphasis on
noted in the GAO report includ- programs to Increase procurement
the
accuracy
and yield of nuclear
ed $1.43 billion for the F15 weapons.
fiRhtor ; $756 million for the
Minuteman III missile; $417.0
The technological improvements advocated by tho Demillion for the SAM-D missile; fense Department to provide "strategic flexibility " are dial$394,1 million for the XM-l tank
loged as a pottential stimulant to he U.S.-Soviet arms race .
and $349,9 million for the
Sen. Thomas J. Mclntyre, D-N.H., sees prospective U.S.
VITAS helicopter.
ability to destroy Soviet missiles In their silos as possible
Aspin , meanwhile, churned
provocation for a Soviet first strike In "an International wild
thnt the Indochina spending fig- west filled with fears and dangers of a nuclear fast gun."
ures compiled by the Defense
Debate begins today, with A vote anticipated by midweek.
Intelligence Agency "put. the
controversny highlights a congressional program for tho
lie" to administration claims Tho
week thnt will see possible action also on taxes, appropriathat American aid to South
Vietnam was meant only to tion and an extension of tho Sugar Act.
counter Russian and Chinese
Tho House, which already has passed a $22.8-bUllon comassistance to the north.
panion to tlio annual military procurement bill for fiscal
And in a statement, released yenr 1975, is scheduled to act Tuesday on a compromise
Monday Aspin said that <JAO $7fl9-million supplemental defense procurement measure for
officials havo not been able to fiscal 1974.

Senate debate set
on military issue
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Few school di^^

1

ST. PAUL, Mum. (AP)-Most
M i n ne s oi a ' youngsters '•¦are
bringing hoine report cards as
the / school¦.¦'., term ends this
week, but teachers and school
boards '.' are being marked "incomplete" in their salary negotiations. . 7 7
Only a handful of school . districts have settled contracts for
the 1974-75 school year ,, and negotiators feel talks will drag on
Cong into the fall in some areas.
Under state law , hoards and
teachers; are; negotiating; a , oneyear contract beiore shifting to
a two-year pattern next.year. •
President Mort Mondale - of
the Minnesota Education Association (MEA) says strikes are
a; strong/ possibility, but he
doesn't feel work stoppages will
be widespread. ;
7 "I." . don't believe Minnesota
will7 be. strike-ridden, . There'll
be some, but strikes won't be
the dominan t factor¦," ¦Mondale

tricts;-' ' with about 50,000 teachers. The MEA is the bargaining
organization in 397 districts.
The MEA goal is a salary increase of at least 20 per cent.
Some teacher units are asking
more,-25 or 27 per cent.
Mondale says that ; figure
would make up the cost of living increases over the past two
years;, cover proj ected increases In the cost of living and
make up for previous salary
settlements considered too low.
The average/ teacher salary
for nine months
now is $10,800
¦
work. ' ':

He does not relish the thought,
of- teacher strikes, but says
teachers are not backing away
fro m the. idea , if needed. 7
"In a strike situation, teachers ' are not . the fair-haired
boys,'*. Mondale Said¦¦ in an interview. /.
'. ' ' '
He" says school boards may,
in some cases, plan strategy to
'• ' ' .' ¦. /.
push teachers toward the brink
said. ' ¦;
•. ' .. Minnesota has 437 school dis- o f a strike. ' v 7; - ¦

"It's a good way to put teachers¦; 611 the , defensive, to get
them on strike."
• Minnesota law once barred
strikes by. all public employes.
The law now allows teachers to
strike if a school board either
refuses to go into arbitration pirefuses to accept an arbitrator's awardi .
TM K year 's rpundl of negotiations 'is the first fuK test of a
revised, law,, which also/provides for . state mediation in
teacher-school ;boiafd disputes.
; "If the law is truly working,
the . negotiations shouldn't drag
on until November, but it is
possible . to; strategize - components of the law," Mondale
said./ ;,
.The Minnesota / School Boards
Association; (MSBA) says it has
not published a salary: guide to
match the MEA's 20 per ;cent
request.
'''Each school district is going
to have to make its own decision," said Jim Jacobs, admin-

istrative assistant of the MSBA- offer to the state Bureau of them from increasing property
Jacob termed the progress Mediation Services and . ask for takes. and school aids will dip
because enrollments are droptowards settlements "way be- : mediation; ./
ping. In effect, school boards
''
'
hind!" '. ; 7 7'7 7
/! 7;; If mediation fails to settle the are saying there's no more
. H e said 10/districts/have ;.rW impasse, the bureau can order Wood in the financial turnip.
ported settled ;, contracts, with , arbitration. A panel of three arbuy that as
pay boosts, ranging from ; 11.4 bitrators , normally is chosen Mondale doesn't
¦
per cent in Cottonwood to 15,2 with/power to write a settle-* ••fiact.;/;,,- /.;.' "7 ;. " .: .
per cent in Elbow lake. Also ment! A strike can follow if the 7" "i believe there is moiey
settled''" •' , iare ' Olivia, ; Grygla , school hoard refuses the settle- available In most districts .for a
¦ ' ' : // ¦ settlement.without a strike,"- he
Walker, Sacred Heart, Uil- ment.. "- .•• ;. ' ¦;
•/• . .
¦ ¦¦ ¦
'¦
wortb, Clarissa, Plummer and This year 's salary talks coihe /said, .;• '"'
7 "
Akefey. /
at a time when - school boards Mondale said about one-quabThe next deadline for negotia- are ; increasingly ,-• complaining ter of the districts are riot up to
tors is Juty 11. If there is no they are c&ught in a budget their legal levy limit. Iri other
settlement by then, teachers Or squeeze by state laws,;
cases, he says teacher negotiaboards can present their final They say that laws prevent tors will pore over school budg-

ets , to see. if aidrqinistratprs . Mondale if on : • two-year
have "manipulated" the avail- leave.Jrom tho White - l&ai
Lake district. Ha is the brpthet
able funds. 77
Mondale say* the bitter of Sen. Walter P. Moiidaie,
struggle at Hortonvjlle, Wis.', is ~D—Minn7 . /
flesh in the rhinds ot tedchers. As a teacher, Mondale sayi
He said the board and teachers he is frustrated when school administrator* talk in 7 terms ol
were close to a settlement
wheii the board ¦^' walked laying / off teachers to find
away,'' aiid wound up firing 85 enough money to jpay for higher
cost of fuel oil, or to pay for
teachers./ .'/ 7
"It's really a •: tragedy, the other nohteaching costs, :
bad feelings that resuJt in a "What happens in education
community. I saw one mail happens when a teacher sits
jump out of 4 car with an ax down with a kid. It doesn't haphandle : and take after the pen because the building ii
there," he says.' *
teachers," Mondale said./

l^p^l^i^i^J^^iSlif

milk price explariaticih

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Sen- explanation of: why :he Taised butions were no factor and ,, in
ate Watergate investigators milk price Supports tn 1971, and any event,' were small. / ;/
have rejected President Nixon's they suggest he was influenced Rejecting each : of those
by huge campaign fund pledges
from milk.producers.
"The facts are that (1) when
the President made his decision
' .¦ ¦ Advertisement
the milk producer commitment
.
(of $2 milliori) represented one
of the three largest pledges to
his campaign," the investigators . said in a 359-page staff
report approved by. Senate
Watergate committee' Chairman
Sarh J. Ervin. ;' .
"And (2) the milk producers
contributed far more to the
President than to all other 1972
presidential candidates combined," they said;
Nixon announced the price
NQRTHBROOK, 111, — A
successful art dealer in this support increase on March 25,
Chicago suburb has an- 1971, twd . days after . he had
nounced a new, easy way; conferred7 with , dairy industry
to start collecting rare por-1 leaders.. /
The report says Nixon's
ceiath plates with high resals
decision to boost milk price
potential
when he did "at the
According to Thomas supports
least,,.was ah act of
very
president
of
this
Gilmore li,
political one-upmanship" and it
dealership, a woman bought concludes by rejecting Nixon's
one exceptional plate for claim he considered only the
$25 in 1965. It now brings yoting -"support" milk produc$1,050, and another she pur- ers might give; him when he
chased at $10 in 1969 now decided in their favor. Xy-y
"By all aceounts...the 'supsells JFor $245. X X
Mr. Gilmore says> "Since port' they had promised him —
many plates do not increase of which he was aware —¦.. and in
provided, included substanin value, amateurs often fact
tial
contributions
the Presimake serious mistakes." dent's campaign ,"to
it says.
He offers a free report tellUPI obtained a copy of the
ing what to look for, -what report, which has been sent to
to pay, when to sell, and the other senators on Ervin's
much more.
Watergate committee for. their
To get yonr free report consideration.
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ohould
If ourWif e
CotteciRare
Plates?

with no obligation ,just send
your name, address, and zip
code to Thomas Gilmore.
Bradford Galleries, 342W
Bradford Place , Northbrook, 111. 60062.A postcard
will do. Because of limited
quantities , please mail your
request by June 15, 1974.

Tn January, Nixon - Issued a
white paper making three main
points regarding his price
support decision.
—There was congressional
pressure for a milk pice
support boost.
—The increase was justified
economically.
. .^-The . milk producers' contri-

contentions one 7 by one,/ t h e
staff report said// Nixon vastly
overstated - the extent of/ congressional pressure and , in any
event, went far beyond what
congressmen were proposing.

Flo- ridafien
action maf^^
impact on area

Three area Minnesota communities may be directly affected by an impending court action
against the city of Brainerd for
failure to flo,iridate its public
water supply.
Millville in Wabasha County
and Peterson and Canton in Fillmore County are among 38 communities in the state that have
failed to comply with a 3967
state law requiring flouridation
of municipal drinking water. .
According to Everett Fay;
Canton city clerk, "flo .vridation
is just one of those things we've
been (dragging our feet on. The
people don't want it here, and
the waterworks operator , doesn't
feel he knows how to adequately administer the chemicals."
He added, "I guess we'll just
have to wait aiid see how Brainerd comes out, "
Larry, Mierau, public health
sanitarian for the Southea- rn
Minnesota district, said, "If the
court decides on the side of the
health department, we hope the
other communities will fall in
line : and comply with flouridation , *(Ve use legal action sparingly because it often destroys
the working relationship between the community and the
department.", .
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Appearances
expected in
burglary case

An initial appearance was expected in Winona County Court
today by two unidentified men
arrested by city police at about
5:30 p.m. Sunday in connection
with an alleged burglary at the
Ted Maier Drugstore , 78 E. 3rd
¦St77 .
Thonias /Majerus , a pharmaT
cist at the store, said today that
cash rejgisters in the store had
been opened and money removed, but that the thieves had left
the money behind/when they apparentl y panicked1 and fled after setting off a /burglar alarm
shortly before 5:30 p.m.
Majerus said that entry was
apparently made by/ forcing
locks on the front and rear
doors of the building, and that
the escape was made through a
basement delivery chute.
Police arrested a pair of suspects within minutes bf the
alarm in . front ' ." Of ' ¦ Speltz 66
Service Station , 177 Walnut St.
Roy Crouch , owner of the
Merchant's Hotel , ISO E.. 4th St.,
said today that he and several
hotel residents had observed police chasing the pair down an
alley shortly after fhe alleged
entry and making the arrest at
the station; . .
/. Police spokesmen declined to
make further comment On the/
incident until the two men appear in court. • ¦','•

BoardABoynton talk
about zoning problem
By STEVEN P. JOHNSON
Daily News Staff Writer

The Winona County Board
will schedule 8 special meeting with Couhty Zoning Administrator Vernold Boynton to
find.a solution to problems in
his; office.- .That action came at a discussion, with Boynton this inorn:
. . • , • ' ." ."" ' i b*g . concern' • '-. . /.
, ing/ the/ zon-

ihg
. CpUnty
¦'
;" _

adhiinis-

trator 's letter
. -. - /
to the editor
7 DOdrd
. /: that appeared
.. ,' .'.- ' 7. ¦. ¦¦ in the Winona
Sunday/News.
In / that open letter to the
board, Boynton criticized newspaper coverage; of his activities, defended actions he has
taken in recent months and
concluded by saying, "I ' then
ask it (the county bo^rd ). for
an apology or it leaves me no
choice but to. submit my resighatiori at a later date. "
BUT THIS MORNING Boynton . told the board that "I don't
want ; to resign," noting that
he is three ' years¦ from retirement, lie is 62. .; '¦
He got ;rio ¦¦'¦. apology; from the
board ,/ however. :
/
.
"I don't think -we owe the
man an apology," ith- District
Commissioner/ JEdward Malewicki said. /
..Commissioners: •:' have been
concerned ior some time about

zoning administration problems
and have discussed , it several
times, rriost recently at a May
21 session Boyntoii did not attend.; ¦'•'.. ./ .
At that meeting 2nd District
Commissioner ; Leo Borkowski
suggested a study of Boynton 's
activities to determine/what is
causing the problems/ in his office and if he needs additional
.staff ; and Borkowski today renewed that suggestion for an
"investigation. " .
Boynton said today.his office
heeds additional manpower arid
said he has discussed it with
Couhty : Sanitary Administrator
Larry Rupprecht who, Boynton
said, is also in need .of additional help. Those two men now
share an office and share a
secretary., They have no additional staff;.

BUT BEFORE Boynton and
Rupprecht get any additiL.al
staff , said Board Chairman Len
Merchlewltz, "you're going • to
have to prove it to us" that
it's needed; ;Commissioners . said . they
would; schedule, a meiting; >h
to be devoted exclusively to the
Boynton question , -and 7 7 ^d
it: would include Rupprecht and
representatives of the ¦; - Ay
planning commission, which
deals with Bdyntoh- : on zoning
matters. ' ¦• ' ¦
While commissioners agreed
the problems could be arising
because there 's . too much - work
for Boynton to handle effectively, they came to no agreement

Office seekers
speak at Osseo
AA RP meeting
OSSEO, Wis, (SpeciaO —Allyn Papenfuss,: '• .; Augusta, and
Alvin Baldus, Menomonie, both
seeking elective office in Wisconsin, spoke .-•recently at a
; meeting of the . Osseo chapter
Of the American/ Association of
:
/ Retired Persons (AARP)./. .;/ .
'
Papenfuss, running for the
state Assembly from the ; 9lst
: District , is a former Augusta
feedmill operator. Baldus, a
. Democrat campaigning for the
/ 3rd District: Congressional seat,
now held by Rep. Vernon Thomson is assistant majority leader
in . the : state Assembly7
. Association President Sam Bu¦; daM reported on the recent na. .. :, tioiial AARP meeting. He aii.' , -.. n'ounced the Osseo AARP will
entertain residents of the Osseo
Nursing : Home June li, nine
. members Will attend, a leadership training progra m at Black
'
7 River Pail s';' June 13 and that
there will be no June or July
meetings; . - . /
The Spaniards ; brought the
first beef cattle into . Texas
across the Rio Grande in 1690; A

on how to deteriodne thati
Borkowskl in May - had suggested Boynton be directed to
keep- a log; of all his activities
and 5th District Commissioner
James Papenfuss renewed that
suggestion today, but Merchlewltz argued that alone would
become overly time-cbjisuming.
The upcoming; meeting will
likely: iron out how Boynton's
present workload will be determined.7 '¦'•/¦¦/

7
CftMMISSIQNERS we*e particularly ;' irked; that Boynton
submitted:the letter to the Daily
DERAILED CARS . ; : . Gal's of the westbound Milwaulcefi
& Sunday News rather than dk
cars ahead of the caboose left the tracks. Six were loaded.
rectly to the board,, and Boyii- Road freight train No. 81 are wrapped around each other foiSome of the cars ,. loaded with iron billets and plastic insulation;
ton replied that "I figured that 'lowing a'derailmeEt .at 4:45: p.rn. Sunday at ,Norma, Mhttij / material, were en rdiite to Winoiia. ;
/
'
the public had a right to hear ;; off Highway 26, 4.4 miles south of La Crescent,;Miim. Fourteen.
my side of this,'! asserting the
newspaper wasn't presenting
his side of arguments. . "¦.
"f ao matter where I've . been
going,", he saidi ''the people are
teading ; this newspaper."
"But. Doc (Boynton's hick- ^
name) , there , are inequities," ^^ ^^^ ^
adding,
Borkow'ski replied ,
' :' -7;
'
LA CRESCENT Minn. - The ,
'
.' '
"Your, office procedure over derailment of 14 ,cars oi' .a-Milr ] today were rerailihg . the cars*, ates Labetween Savannah, 111,, . Crosse. • .
and were to inspect . cars ^nd
Wis,,
going
to
Winona
were /
Crosse,
but
makes
/Cars
*
there . . . too, should be shaken waukee, .Railroad freight train
trucks and tracks before an es- a connection with the La Crosse 1 loaded with a plastic ihsulatibD
•.- ; 7 "'- ' ¦ "'
up." ;near here. Sunday at: 4:45 p.ni; ; timate of -loss can be determin- division out of La Crescent later material and with iron billets.
Bojntpn argued newspaper is being investigated by railroad 1 ed. . . " y /"/ . ' . " A' :
En route to/La Crosse were a,
in.the evening.- ¦¦:• . '"
articles make it appear recent personnel as cleanup operations
He said equipment damage MOST OF , THE loaded cars piggy:.back unit: with two trailzoning problems iare his fault, are /under way.
was not too clostly. . ..
were , headed for Winona. The ers . of coffee and a Tnoh-chemi- 7
No one was injured Th the in"and -/I' m -not'" .at fault /
Stuckey said the train oper- balance were ; en 'route to La cal product for;a chernical firm.
"But ybu aren't - all; lily- cident. /
wliite," Borkowski replied, ci- / Supt. J. W.. Stuckey, Iowa di- ,
ting occasions at recent meet- vision ,; said . the track will be ;
ings when Boynton: had simply reopened by >W tonight. He was
forgotten to present A applica- unable to estimate the loss.
SOME OF the cars were hurltions when they should have
ed into the front yard of the
been.: ¦.:' " /'7James . Dagendesh . home, La
.Crescent Rt; 1, crushing a swing
set;and sand box, damaging a
shed containing a hay . : baler
and snowmobile and knocking
;
over a large maple tree7
. The IJagendesh family . was.
not home at the time though
arrived home shortly after
the derailment and found their
driveway blocked by. the derailed cars. Members of the family
had to crawl oyer - the top of
the wreckage tp get ; into their ,
farm driveway. ;-. • ¦.
¦
Fourteen cars ahead of the :
caboose of ; Train No. 81 derail-;
ed at . Mile Post . 1557 at Norma ,
Minn., about 4.4 miles south, of
: La Crescent-7 : //
The . .derailment was 3.4 .miles
south of the site of a deirailT. ment two. years ago.
THE WESTBOUND train had
71 cars and two, locomotives —
32' ' , "ldads ,'7.43 empties and;3,732: tons; Six loads and eight
FRONT YARD WRECKAGE
arrived home, shortly "- after / the dercrilment.
empties were derailed. About
. Members
500 feet of track was torn up;
Their front yard: looked like it vvas covered
of the James Dagendesh family. La Crescent
Stuckey: said that workmen • Rt./l, Mjnh., survey the wreckage in the front , with snow , since a car. loaded yrith plastic
yard of their rutaj farin hoiiie after 14 cars : insulation material en route to Winona, split
of a Milwaukee Road freight train carii.O ; . open, spilling Its contorts, onto /-the grass.
( hurtling: onto their property about 4:45 p.m.
(Daily News, photos) . '
I Sunday. The ' family, wliich had been camping,

Caiuse under Jny&igaiifa

..

FESTIVAL ROYALTY . . . Greeting the
onlookers of the 16th annual / Eleva Broiler
Festival parade Sunday at Eleva , Wis., are
the . 1974 Miss Eleva , Susan Pederson , 15,

Eleva. Rt. 2, and attendants, Debbie Enos,
15, Eleva , and • Tamroie Todahl , 15, Eleva
Bt. l.y (Mary Perham photo)

Thousands vfew Eleva parad e
By MARY PERH AM
Daily; News correspondent

ELEVA, Wis. — Thousands
viewed the 16th annual Eleva
Broiler Festival parade here
Sunday afternoon , featuring
Miss Eleva of .1974, Susan Pederson , and attendants Debbie
Enos and Tammle Todahl,
There were 60 units in the
grand parade and 21 in the Old
Tyme Parade ,
.
WINNERS In thc mnrcliirig
units were: ' first — Senior Warriors Baton and Drum Corps,
La Crosse, Wis, ; second , Mondovi High School Band , and
third . Independence High Scliool
Band ,
Capturing prizes in tho float
division wero : first , Durand
Fur Fest; second , Osseo Business Men 's Association , and
third , Woodville 's Lions Club
,
Viking Ship.
Jack Kelley, WBIZ Radio ,
Eau Claire , was master of cere-

monies of the Saturday evening] ber on the drums.
• .
talent contest.
I Judges for he Saturday morn¦
Kristi Aase , 4, daughter of ing kiddie parad'e were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Aase, Mon-; Sherman Olson , Mondovi ; Mrs.
dovi , won the firs t-place $50j Edgar Johnson , Mondovi , and
award singing "Pape r Roses.": Mrs. Betty Vitex , Eau Claire.
Her mother accompanied her ori 1 Committee members for the
the "piano. Kristy is ah old-tim- event were: Mrs 7 Richard'Marer in the business: when she ten, Mrs. Dean Tilsop , Mrs Dale
was 2% , she won second prize 1 Peterson and Mrs. Catl Petersinging at the Gilmanton Fair. son.
Second prize of $40 was
WINNERS in thc Saturday afawarded to Ricky and Jerry
ternoon tractor pulling contest ,
Martini , who played the guitar
listed first , second and third ,
and violin with vocal selections.
were:
OTHER
WINNERS
were : 5,000 Stock — Gary Gilbertson ,
third prize, $30 — John Emery, Black River Falls; Arnold RisEleva , .singing "If I Were a ler , Mondovi; Ronald GilbertRich Man ," from Fiddler on the son , Black River. Falls.
Roof; fourth prize , $15, Jean
5,000 Open—Larry Sass, RushMorrissctle and Janet Vinton , ford , Minn.; j oe Kramer, TremEau Claire , a vocal duet , "Fol- pealeau ; Ed Risler.
low me"; fifth prize, $10, 7,000 , Stock — Jerry Ffund ,
Mondovi Senior Citizens Band , Mondovi; Dick Bauer , Durand ;
the "Ding-a-lings, " and sixth Gary Gilberlson , Black River
prize, $5, Mike Llndahl , Eau Falls,
Claire , doing a specialty num- 1 7,000 Open—Larry Sass, Rush-

FIRST-PRIZE ENTR Y . . . Capturing
first prize In lho Saturday kiddie parade at
the Eleva Broiler Festival wero Brad, Chad

and Tony Schultz, dressed as Disney characters Pluto , Mlckoy Mouse and Donald
Duck. (Dally News photo )

ford ; Joe Kramer , Trempealeau ; Greg Rasmussen, Tomah.
9,500 Stock — Don Erickson ,
Eleva; Dave Winter; Ford Stelter , Gilmanton .
9,500 Open — Mike Linehan ,
Norwalk ; Eric Larson , Eau
Claire ; Larry' Bobo, !'" .">
12,000 pound stqck-JGary Risler , Mondovi; Donald Erickson ,
Eleva , and Jinn Bauer , Mondovi.
32 .0OO pound open — Dave
Schrier, Norwalk , Wis., with a
4,320 John Deere tractor of 800
horse power which cost $24,000 ,
a world champion tractor ; Eric
Larson , Eau Claire , and Gary
RIsler , Mondovi .
, Hot Rod — Greg Rehri, Bloomer; Howard Johnson , Mondoyi ,
and Howard Johnston and Leroy
Korpal , Arcadia.

Five injured
in aulo trash

Five persons were injured and
the car in which they were
riding was demolished when it
left CSAH 12 near Dakota at
about 3 a.m. Sunday, following
an apparent brake failure.
Iri fair condition at Lutheran
Hospital , La Crosse, are Brenda
Voss, 18, Dakota , with head and
chest injuries, and Dennis Henderson , 25, Kellogg, with a head
injury.
The driver of the 1969 sedan ,
Mrs. Robin . Chester , 21, .La
Crescent , was held overnight
for observation and released today from St. Francis Hospital ,
La Crosse. Carlyn . Richmond ,
18,/address unavailable , is in
'air condition at St. Francis
with a broken leg and lacerations.
Another passenger in the
vehicle , Michael Wilson , 21, La
Crescent , did . not require hospitalization.
According to sheriff's deputes, the car left the road nt
the intersection of CSAH 12 and
16 after the brakes apparently
failed , traveling about 120 feet
down an embankment and stopping near a railroad track.

DAMAGED SHED . . . One of the derailed
Milwaukee Road cars toppled onto a shed on

the James Dagendesh farm , La Crescent Rt.
1, damaging a hay baler and a snowmobile.

Thunderstorms possible in area

A storm system that
moved into the Winona area
Sunday night could produce
some heavy thunderstorms
tonight
before clearing
Tuesday.
With mostly sunny skies,
temperature s peaked at 76
Sunday afternoon but the
eastward movement of a
storm front brought a clpud
cover that yielded .47 of an
Ineli of rain by noon today. ' .
Temperatures tumbled to
a low of 44 this morning
and remained unseasonably
cool today.
It was (16 at noon, a low
In the 50s was predicted for
tonight but Tuesday 's high
could reach the low 80s.
The normal temperature
range for a June 3 in "Winonn is from 75 to 55.
This morning 's forecaHt
called for variable cloudiness and a chance of showers or thunderstorms — occasionally heavy — tonlRht
and continuing Into Tuesday.
Skies should become fair
to partly cloudy Wednesday
and Thursd ay but the
chance of showers and
thunderstorms returns to
tbe forecast for Friday.

Elsewhere , there were
thunderstorms over the
southern Atlantic coastal
states and much of the
plains and Texas.
Northwestern Texas had
1%-lnch hall Sunday, ac-

companied by a few tornadoes and winds gusting to 60
miles an hour .
Today's rain here was
added to an already abnormal amount of precipitation
absorbed by the Winona

May: mostly wet
Precipitation
Degree
Inches
Mean Normal Days Total Normal
1974
15.5
17.3
1,535
.54
1.17
15.7
10.2
1,340
1.09
.97
4,43
29.9
32.2
l .OflB
1.02
2„'ll
2,09
45.8
47.7
576
4,6
53.0
50.5
353 4.91

—Temperatures—
Max. Min.
January ..... 60
February .... 47
Mnrch
fi5
April
8,1
May
.,,, 86

-25
-in
-7
20
32

Tolals [or 1074
December
November
October
September
August
July
Juno
Muy
April
Mnrch ,
February
January

.... 51
.... fin
81
...IW
114
1)9
1)4
lift
V»
.06
....45
52

Totals for 1073

-20
n
29
31
411
5.1
40
20
15
21
-15
-25

1073
17
34.6
55.0
fid.2
70 6
72.8
08.9
53,1
43,2
30,2
22 ,ft
10,2

14,50

10.13

1,4118
012
2(12
144
—
—
—
309
054
77ft
1,1110
1,513

2
2,92
1,119
3,30
«,12
3,116
3.55
fi,98
6,03
3.35
.95
1,02

1.11
l.M
2,-19
1.B5
3.60
3.70
4,70
4,0
2,31
1,62
,97
1,17

6,414

45.07

20,43

4,802
21,25
35,1
46.3
02,5
00.5
75,4
(ill. H
50.5
47.7
32,2
10.2
17.3

*i

Winonan escapes
inj ury in misha p
near Rollingstone

area this year.
May was the fourth consecutive month this year
that greater , than normal
moisture was recorded,
Total precipitation for the
month was 4.91 inches , compared with a normal 4.0-inch
output for the month,
Precipitation for the first
five months of this year
wns 14,50 indies , compared with a normal January-May total of 10,13.
May also wns a little cooler than normal.
Willi temperatures ranging from fiO to 32, the mean
tempera tore for the month
wns 5,1.0.
The normal moan for Mny
is 50,5,
A trace or more of precipitation was recorded on
21 days during May, with a
run of 16 consecutive days
when there wns at least n
tvneo of pTecipilnUcm.
g±

J!L
jr ^^L
§

\r\

A Winona man escaped without injury after the vehicle he
was driving went out of control
and left Highway 248, 2!£ miles
west of Rollingstone about 10
p.m, Sunday.
The vehicle , driven by. David
L. Schneider, 42, Winona Rt, 1,
was pulling a trailer loaded with
two motorcycles. Schneider ap- ,
parently lost control of his 1073
four-wheel drive vehicle when
tho trailer began to fishtail after
ono of the tires left the edge of
the roadway,' Winona County
sheriff 's deputies snid today,
Deputies snld the trailer became unhooked from the vehicle
nnd both It nnd the two cycles
wore demolished, Schneider 'a
vehicle traveled about 250 feet
in a ditch after lonving the
hig hway, sustaining; $700 in
damages.
A passenger In the vehicle,
Patricia Schneider, 38, 651 W.
Snrnin St., received minor injuries hut did not require hospitalization.
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WASHINGTON <UPX) - Seii. personally admire very much7
William . Fulbright's defeat in but who, if he gets•¦: the
the Arkansas Democratic pri- chairmanship of the banking
mary could drastically change committee, will hopefully be a
the flavor of two important little more conservative and
Senate committees.
more thoughtful than some
7When . Fulbright leaves office financial people fear." 7
In January, Sen.- John Spark- While he had not been
man, B-Ala., • will become expected to decide lor several
chairman of the Senate Foreign months, Sparkman told : UPI
Relations Committee. To take last week that be wanted the
the job, he must hand over the foreign relations job, leaving
chairmanship of the banking only a formality for Mm to get
committee to Sen. William ttie job officially and for
Prbxmlre, D-Wis._
Proxmire to ascend to the
Bankers I l k « Sparkman banking chairmanship. 77'
Inhere le Is no*. He ,te a Fulbright had used Foreign
conservative, and, according to Relations as a forum for
published ;reports ,. they have dissent oii U.S. foreign policy,
been, involved in a nationwide challenging the Vietnam ¦ policampaign to persuade Spark- cies of Presidents Nixon and
man to stay on as banking Johnson, , 7
chairman..
But throughout his years on
Bankers view Proxmire as a the comibittee, Sparkman has
maverick, and : mote that his held the reputation of being a
record shows lie is highly strong administration supporconsumer oriented.
ter, regardless of which party
Gaylord Freeman, chairman controlled the White House.
of the board of the First He has, on occasion, said the
National Bank of Chicago, said: primary responsibility for fo"Proxmire is brilliant, quick reign policy rest* with the
thinking and very bright, a White House, and he speaks
younger man with less experi- with pride of the traditional
ence in financial areas" than bipartisan support for presidenSparkman. "He ls a man I tial policy in Congress.

Steak is nearly
$15 per pound
in Japanese city

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Skyrocketing world food costs
boosted the price of a pound of
boneless sirloin steak to $14.70
in Tokyo between March and
May, but the Agriculture
Department says relief is
finally in sight for foreign
consumers.
The department's Foreign
Agricultural Service compared
prices of 14 food items in 14
world capitals and found
median prices for 10 of the
items rose between March and
May. - Only - the. prices of

Chamber joins
regiiMtil group
if helped create

The winona Area Chamber of
Commerce formally has joined
an organization it helped create to voice businessmen's concerns in Southeastern Minnesota; 7 ,•• . ' . ,' . • . ¦
The Region 10 Area Development Association, open to
commercial
chambers and
clubs in the 11-county Kegion
10 area, has applied for a seat
on the Southeastern Minnesota
Development Commission. .
Association officers , elected in
Rochester Thursday, are Howard Kramer, Red Wing, chairman; Koger Bartelt , St. Charles,
vice chairman ; and Kenneth
Umbehocker, Rochester , secretary-treasurer.
The group will meet quarterly, several weeks: before commission meetings, while the association's executive committee
will meet monthly.
During the next few months,
tho group will review transporr
tatlon , economic development ,
environment and taxes to prepare a legislative package for
presentation to legislators ln
December,
A spokesman explained that
"our input as a business community is vital, if the part of
the state in which wo live ls to
be governed as we wish to see
it.".
¦
ALFALFA PRODUCTION
WASHINGTON (AP) - Production of alfalfa seed last year
totaled 102.3 mlKlon pounds,
down from 150.4 million in 11)72,
says tho Agriculture Department. Output in California , the
largest producer, dropped to
25.5 million pounds from 31.5
million a year earlier.

boneless chuck roast and eggs
were cheaper. .White bread and
onions remained unchanged.
According to the survey, the
median price of boneless sirloin
—the cost in 50 per cent of the
cities surveyed —rose from
$2.41 a pound in March to a
record $2.70 in early May. But
steak prices in Tokyo leaped by
$4.39 —from $10.31 a pound in
March to $14.70 in May.
There was better news
however. Other FAS data
showed food price increases in
"several major economies"
have been smaller than inflationary gains for other products. 7
"In general, many of the
factors that led to higher prices
last year are less likely to
dominate the market this
year," agriculture officials
said. They added that big crops
in many , major producing
countries should improve the
outlook.

Discuss he&lth ccri'e
Health team sets
visit to Freeburg
FREEBURG, Minn! : —; The
rural moble health team "will be
here Tuesday through Thursday,
with the mobile unit scheduled
to park by tiie school
llie trailer will be open from
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday and
Wednesday, and until 3:30 p.m.
'Thursday.. v 7 '
7
People with medical or legal
problems,. or those seeking help
on other : social problems, are
encouraged to. visit the; trailer.
A nurse will staff . the trailer,
arid a 7sociai worker will be
available to make home visits.
The free trailer services include
vision arid hearing screening,
blood pressure check, urine test
tor diabetes for patients who
bring urine samples and hematrocrit blood test.' •
The health team staff will
use federal guidelines to decide
if patients ture eligible for further services. In addition, team
outreach workers will visit area
families, to get information to
provide help and invite them to
use team services.

p|nu§|g<>

SEATTLE/ "Wash. (AP) TThe nation's gpveirriprs . open
their annual meeting here toddy, saying they hope to' avoid
speculation about scandals in
the nation's capital 7 while
claiming they are doing a better job of meeting the problems
of the Watergate era. .
Washington's
Bepubllcaii
GoyV Daniel J. Evahsy this
year's conference chairman,
told a newis conference Sunday
that in areas of campaign reform and government ethics,
"states have <jiiite clearly taken national leadership."

ties arid a panel oii health care.
The health care seminar featured Sen; Edward M7 Kennedy, D-Mass.; American Medical
Association President Dr. Riissell B; Roth; arid Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare
Caspar Weinberger.
All but four of ihe nation's
governors are expected to attend the formal opening of the
conference today. Govs. John
Burns of Hawaii, Bob Ray of
Iowa, Francis Sargent of Massachusetts and George WaUace
ol Alabama have said itbey
would not attend.

*'IB state after state significant sunshine laws, and other
similar laws on. ethics, on campaign limitations, on lobbyist
reporting* open government
have taken plabe while ; there
has not been similar action as
dramatic at . the national level."
Tie opening day 's business
sesslons .included Evans' "State
of the States" speech,7a roundtable discussion with key congressional leaders of both par-

On 7 Sunday the . conference's
executive committee approved
a broad resolution, sponsored
by Govs, William G. Milliken,
R-Mich., and Patrick J. Lucey,
D-Wis., calling for reforms "at
all levels of government." .
The resolution^ due for consideration by the full conference Wednesday, urges "ioophofe-free" campaijgn finance reforms in public campaign financing, strict ethics codes,

¦wider disclosure of lobbying activities and greater openness in
govermrient.
; Most of the questions at
Evans' news conference and
during an appearance of six
governors on NBC's "Wteet the
Press"7 dealt with Watergate
and President Nixon's refusal
to supply additional evidence
sought by the House impeachnient; probe and special Water-

gate prosecutor Leon Jaworski.:
Three governors from each
party said Niaon should supply
the material sought by the
House Judiciary Committee.
Democrat Jimmy Carter of
Georgia and Republican Tom
McCall of Oregon said failure
to do so would be grounds for
removing Nixon from office.

Appleton ordered fo
close landfill site

fice. "yy. y y ' A . y yy A y - y

APPLETON, Wis. (UPD^-The
city of Appleton has until Oct. 1
to find another: method of solid
waste:disposal as a result of an
order from the state Department
of Naturail Resources. 7
:. The DNR ordered the city to
stop usirig its land fill site iri
the town of Center after Tilling
the water and soil at the site
were not suited to waste disposal.

"He should give them everything they want or step down
as President," said McCall, the
only Republican governor who
wants Nixon to resign from of-

"I personally believe the
President is guilty, end I think
that the release of evidence will
prove it," Carter said.
Those who said they thought
Nixon should provide the materials sought by the : House panel
were Evans, and Govs. Daniel
Walker, D-lll,, Wendell R. Anderson, D-Minri., and Wendell
H. Ford, D-Ky.
Evans was asked at. tbe news
conference if he could foresee a
situation in which Nixoh would

be justified in balking at a Supreme Court order to, supply
Watergate evidence.
He said the question was Vtoa
speculative", but noted any
court decision is composed of a
vierdict and a written opinion.
"The opinion itself may ho
highly qualified and as such
might not clearly represent an
impeachable offense if the
President were to say 'No,'."
said Evans, who is not¦a¦ law¦ ;. :• ¦; ' . '
yer.
Disagreeirient emerged over
the ,Impact of Watergate on the
mcKid of the country.
Carter, who heads the Democratic campaign drive for the
November congressional aiid
gubernatorial elections, said
'"Watergate is really, an embarrassing thing
for
¦
¦ the American
people/ ' '• ¦:¦ . '¦' • :7. :
"It's kind of like having an
illegitimate child in the family.
You know it's happened/ You
know /who is responsible. But
you don't want to talk about it
much in public."

The First National Bank of Winona
IS NOW
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In other world capitals:
The price of sirloin steak
remained at the governmentcontrolled 69 cents a pound in
Buenos Aires, but officials said
many price-controlled meat
items were not available in
local supermarkets.
Sirloih in Washington rose
from $2.29 in March to $2.59 a
pound in May despite generally
lower U.S. beef prices.
A pound bacon in Brasilia
cost $3.09; in May compared
with 94 cents in Washington ,
but Brazilians paid only $1.14 a
pound for boneless sirloin
compared with $2,38 in Paris ,
$2.59 in Washington and $4J9 in
Stockholm.

Former Spring Grove
teacher is honored
SPRING GROVE, Minn . (Special ) — Gary Olson, son of Mrs.
Ellen 0-!son, Spring Grove, recently received the Outstanding
Young Educator award from the
Jaycees in Prairie du Chlen,
Wis.
Olson has been a business education teacher in West Grant
High School near Patch Grove,
Wis., the past 10 years. Ho is
a graduate of Mankato State
College.
Ho teaches six classes,
coaches junior high football, assists with the school newspaper
and Is sponsor for the junior
and senior class activities.
He is an active Lions Club
member.
O!son and his -wife, Mary,
have lived in Patch Grove (seven years. They have two children: Amy, 5, and Eric, 2.

ELECTION
MINNESOTA BEEF RESEARCH
AND PROMOTION BOARD
DATE: Tuesday, Juno 11, 1974
VOTING HOURS: lOiOO A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
VOTING LOCATION: Each County Extension Office, except Honnep'n where voting »hall be at tho ASCS Office,
Hamel, Minnesota
WHO MAV VOTE.-Any person who owns or operates
a beef producing facility and shares In the profltt
,
and risk of loss from such a facility.
STATE OP MINNESOTA
Department of Agriculture
St. Paul, Minn. 55155

ONLY THE NAME HAS CHANGED
Effective June 1, 1974, The First National Ba nk of Winona
,.ill be known as First Northwestern National Bank. Only our
hame is new. We're still "The Bank" — your bank,with the
same friendly way of doing business at the same location.
We 're proud of our hometown roots. We're equally proud of
our 45 year affiliation v/ith Northwest Bancorporation. We
wanted a new name for our bank that would reflect both
¦fjcto rs.

Our affiliation with Northwest Bancorporation — Banco for
short — means we are backed by the largest financial institution in a seven state area. It gives us a working business
relationship with other banks in the area to serve your credit
and business needs faster and better.
Yet,our interests rema in centered in our hometown. Our
Board of Directors is made up of local businessmen. Our
' management and employes are all your hometown friends
and neighbors.

rlnST

Come to our Open House...

Everyone Is invited to attend our Ope-n House to be held Thursday and
Friday, June 6 and 7. Refreshments will be served, and there will be a
registration for valuable Open House Prizes. Plan to attendl Watch for
details in Wednesday 's Winona Daily News.

< Notice to Customers:

# Your present supply of First National checks/deposit tickets, loan
payment
books, and any other forms you now have remains valid.
It
^ will not be necessary to exchange your present Savings Certifl^ cat.*. New supplies will be imprinted with our new name.
<?
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Carl you have
freedom without
free enterprfse?
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A page of opinions and ideas

. WASHINGTON — The irony of
William Fulbright's defeat as senator froiri Arkansas is that it happened precisely when be had finally
established a. close and effective
woriihg relationship between tlie
Foreign; Relations Committee and
the Department of State..
For most .of his long service as
chairman of that powerful committee, Fulbright was at odds with Secretaries of State Dean Rusk and William Rogers. 7
THERE WAS nothing personal
about that. lie ws a.Rhodes scholarand a personal ; friend and golfing
companion . of. Rogers, but .they
differed fundamentally on Vietnam,
foreign: and military . aid and other
policies and loitered . down into sullen opposition.
President ."'xon and Secretary of
State ; Kissinger i changed all that,
however, with . their opening to
China, their insistence ori arms control with the Soviet Union and their
determined efforts for reconciliation
in the Middle East ¦- crowned on
the day of Fulbright's defeat with
agreement between Israel and Syria
for a cease-fire along the . Golan
Heights..- . ' . .' .
The question'- . .how : is whoether it
¦
should be assumed ,.-• that Fulbright's service iri the field of foreign policy should end with his defeat or whether his talents and influence might still , be, used at this!
cri tical point in . the relations" between the executive arid the legislature - , and 7,'between'7 the - United
States and the Soviet Union, China ,
Europe nd aJapn. 7;'A- ' -:
IN PART ISAN and personal
terms it is hard to imagine the
president offering :to appoint Fulbright to any .key foreign-policy post

*'7.7¦;« Wltiona Dally New», Winona, Mlnneiota, Monday, June 3J 1974 ;

An extract from an address by Walter B.
Wrisfon, chairman/ First National City Corp;, -to
the Economic Club of Detroit:

Anyone in our society".whose .eyesight and/hearing are not totally impaired^!3 likely to believe
that we ' are . on a ' collision course with Doomsday- Ceitainly the energy shortage has produced no
scarcity" in . the rhetoric of crisis. . Considering the
amount of; time and space devoted to- . predictions
of Impending disaster , it would appear that the
media -have sought to validate a variation on
Gresharri's law 7Bad hews - drives out good. v' . ' " '
. : Prophets of doom have a second weakness.
They fall to appreciate man's inherent ability to
adjust and. Innovate. : the British; economist . Thomas M&ihus .predicted In 1798 that the- Imbalance
between population growth and food production
would cause the world to starve to death. . He was
incapable of imagining that out of the Industrial
Revolution would come reapers, threshers, combines and tractors. He did not foresee the era of
cheap energy. Nor did he envision chemicals and
fertilizers creating , such abundance 'that: foolish
governments
¦ would pay farmers not to cultivate
the - «oil. • •
' .A . .third ' -fault -accounts for the inability of . the
doomsayers accurately to predict what will happen .
Examples abound; A commission.appointed by Herbert Hoover. in l929 later reported to Franklin D, Roosevelt on how- to plot our 7 course
through 1952. The report was iri 13 volumes prepared by 500 "researchers." The summary required
1,600 pages. Yet there was not a word about atomfe
energy, ' jet propulsion , antibiotics,: transistors or
many other , significant developments. Our laterday Malthusians, whose forecasts are Often dignified with cprnputer print-outs, appear oblivious to
the fact that man, given ; the proper incentive; and
freedom to act , has repeatedly found - substitutes
for dwindling materials. The United States was denied JO percent cl its sources oif: natural rubber
during - World War n, but technological ingenuity
created synthetic rubber which is now more widely
and . flexibly, used-than the natural product. * ;
TO A LARG E EXTENT, what we call the

energy : crisis was made in Washington. A scarcity
of energy in the United States was assured , as
early as 1954, when. Congress empowered the Federal Power Gommissloh set an artificially, low wellhead price on natural gas to be used in interstate
corrimerce. This low price celling overstimulated
consumer demand and discouraged producer initiative - an infallible guarantee of an eventual shortage. Likewise, a ceiling on mortgage rates has
great political appeal, but when the government
creates inflation , rates rise and the . frozen rate
becomes the rate at which' you cannot borrow
money to build your house.

Substil'Utirig bureaucratic regulation' for the marketplace has always created uncertainty and served
first to- produce and then to intensify shortages;
¦ There is a paradox in the fact ' that those who
look tO" government to reanedy every economic grievance in our society also want government to .get
out of their personal lives and stop telling them
how to- run their affairs. They cannot;have it both
ways. No people have ever preserved political liberty for very long in an environment of economic
dictatorship. We often leam too late that freedom
is Indivisible. ' A
h America we have what is described as a
free enterprise economy. Nevertheless bur government today regulates more business practices than
most .other democracies.
0VERREGULATION le partly our own fault.

We let something run wide open until the. law of
compensating forces operates. Businessmen sometimes fall to anticipate or even respond to the
demands of tha consumer. 3f this continues too long,
the public becomes angry. Typically, then, the industry or the labor union that is perceived to be
out . of . control forms a "self-regulating" group to
set standards and police Its own activity. These
selfregulatory groups usually fall to respond quickly and strongly enough, so that pressure continues
to mount and the government steps In.
Aa time goes on, the bureaucracy changes the
active verb "to compete" into the passive "t» bo
regulated. " This process tends to create a rigid ,
backward-looking system — which is neither business-oriented nor constimer-orientcd. Instead it ls
bureaucracy-oriented.
Creativity, particularly tlio -Invention and application of new technology, requires brains , capital
and hard work. Reward runs with risk but tlie regulatory system Is not receptive to change. Thereupon talented people move on to areas where talent
ls rewarded.
OUR CURRENT energy crisis furnishes another fork In tho road. We can create a new ICC for
oil and gas with tlm absolutely predictable result
Hint tho current market dislocations will become institutionalized , and temporary scarcit y will - bo regulated Into permanent .shortages.
Tlio other way to go is to permit (lie ¦enormous
Innovative talents of tlio American people to function.
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AN ESSAY IST uses current events

V William
-, WASHINGTON .-^ Nothing much
Is going to happen in June, : 7
A genuine peace could settle
over the Middle East, of course, and
the Supreme Court, .could enter . the
Watergate case; perhaps an arnfis
control :, breakthrough will ;avert
World War III, or ah upheaval in
China:will .bring it. closer. The first
untimely economic recovery could
get> underway. 7; v
Otherwise, June is doomed to. be
a dull news month, an interlude J*
seph Goebbels would have called a
"creative pause" or what the M Capone nibb would have considered to
be a: time for Nitti-grittl.
THE INTERLUDE was heralded
by the play given to reverse news
recently: "The weekend the President did not resign" made - headlines as did the fact that the First
National City Bank did not raise its
interest fate to 12 percent, Uhhappeiiings have become newsworthy:
".Man does hot bite dog" is news.
Accordingly, I'm going ' to take my
vacation now; before Doar, Jeriner
and the rest of the khpeacli fuzz
make-it impossible to leave town at
all, and will resume these «ssays
from wherever the flying White
House may^ be at the end -of the
month, .
: After a year's columny, a personal word might be in order. J,
did not turn in my speechwriters'
typewriter (still smoking fro-m the
"nattering nabobs of negativism" ln
order to don the casual cashmere of
casuistry. On . the contrary, I had
hoped to become more, of an essayist than a columnist — perhaps a
slow Swift or a hazy Hazlitt , a strident Strunsky or a winkin' Mencken—rather than a columnist delivering topical broadsides from his
ukasy chair.
A column Is a signed editorial, a
polemic, some form of opinionated
revelation , a view with a sharp point
on urgent matters. An essay finds
consequence in the inconsequential
seeking new routes to the tops of
mountains that have been climbed
hundreds of times. '

as a springboard into his own world.
After looking , into Nixon's transcripts, Montaigne rnight have written "Of the Affection of Fathers";
David Hume "Of Liberty and "Necessity"; Charles Lamb "A Chapter
of Ears"; Francis Bacon "On Simulation and Dissimulation"; George
Orwell "Inside the Whale" and Richard Steele "On Deference to Public
Opinion" or "On Growing. Old;'" : ¦
An essayist creates his own world,
and confronts absurdity. ; (That's art
essay-style sentence, perfectly; balanced and murky enough to pass for
Wisdom,) The field of columnists is
burgeoning, but it is hard to think
of anyone today who makes a vocation out of the art of the essay; .
Why, then, haven't. I escheTved
the crowded field of columnists and
marched to my different drummer?
Why, after one . essay, do I get
drawn into three or four ' columns?
One reason is that my different
drummer has just marched oiit . of
Walden Pond and It is hard to catch
the beat of his wet drum. Another
resaon is . that, we are living through'
one. of the great dramas of the century, picking our way througli a
constitutional minefield, and to write
of other matters often requires an
effort of will (good title for George
Will's column). yr
If we are going to have a ffixation about government fixing, then
let us. fix on it — time enough , af?
ter the crisis is past, to verify "Verities with essays On Political Loyalty, On the Art of Swearing, On Egil
Ellsberg, On Trusting Lawyers70n
Culpa for Mayor and On the ISyes
of History Are Upon You;
AND SO I shall spend the next

few weeks trying to. fight off .periodic attacks of perspective, so as
to return unapologetic about dealing
with a topic at . least every other
time.
Eventually, however, this national
convulsion will end, the fascination ,
wli] fade, the happenings will get
more coverage than the unhappenIngs, and would-be essayists who
are now grimly hung up on the timely can go tra ipsing off in pursuit of
the timeless.
New York Times News Service

Your plant is you
Forbes Magazine

People don 't buy any old plants.
They pick the ones that coime
closest to matching their personalities. In other words , whether consciously or subconsciously, people
identify with (heir plants, A shy
Iierson prefers delicate air terns or
mimosa; nn alcoholic might eniphnlliizo with n potted palm,
Don 't Imifib. A surprising cross
Bcction of thoughtful psychologists
and enterprising plant store owners say psychoflora is no joke. Dr.
Emanuel Demby, a psychologist who
Is founder and chairman of MPI
IWorkeling Research , has oven written a technical report on tha
subject. What plant would salt you?
Jlarney Etengoff, owner o>f New
"Vork's Bloomin ' Jungle , offers the
following guide:
Hippies
like
once-fashlonnble
plants that are currently considered
off bent , such ns jades , black roses
and 12-lenfwl flowering apostles.
Little old ladles lean toward traditionally roimnntic items like lii'
ies of Ihe vnllcy, or perhaps Africnn
violets ,
Professional ' persons, especially
nrdiilccls , want loll plunks willi
strong design lines sucli as flcns
I reeu and dracnena hookcri . Eton
goff adds: "Kcntia palms are hot

//

right now, because they are scarce
and expensive at $100 lo $300 apiece.
That lends prestige. "
Jetsctters , not needing prestige ,
reach for tho splashy elegance of
orchids or broniclinds , such as living base or bresla.
And Volkswagen liberals - basic
middlccl .ass hoipcowncrs — settle
for solid inexpensive stuff like Rrnp 'o
Ivy, asparagus fern nnd spider
plants, Says Etengoff: "They nre
tiie frozen food of lho plant world, "
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pr Fulbright accepting one if , of fered, but both are. in trouble now, and
cooperation between the .parties on
foreign policy is not only essentia!,
but . may be the last hope of .reconciliation here in these tragic
days. .

7 It so happens .that the president
has some key jobs . to fill .at the
State Department.: Kenneth. Rush,
Kissinger's deputy, has just been
transferred to the White House to
ease the burdens oh Al Haig and
supervise economic policy, and two
of. the three key posts under Rush
are also vacant.
At the same : time, Walter: Annehberg has asked .to-, come home
from his . post as U.S.; aftibassa;dor to London, and while there have
been : reports that "-.Thniston Morton
of Kentucky ^ is being considered for
: that post, apparently, the president
has made no commitment to him or
anyone else. . . .''77UNFORTUNAT ELY, the American political system leaves little
room for the defeated warriors ¦: o£
politics , it recognizes .the - talents
and service of, remarkable men like
David Bruce and Ellsworth Bunker
who have served the republic in the
highest diplomatic1 posts regardless
of their.party affiliations and go on
into .their 70s in such critical missions as Peking or Saigon. 7 :
. In the parliamentary system of
democratic- government, in Britain ,
for ; example, Fulbright would have
had a ''safe seat" in the House of
Commons so long as he retained his
present . Vigor, and later he would
have found a place in the House of

The meaning

:

BOSTON — The -use of torture as
a political Instrument is an evil beyond just ification or cornpromise, a
practice officially condemned ¦'> by
every civilized society. .Yet it goes
¦
on. - ' '-:
7Such thoughts, are
provoked by fresh
reports on the 'say- ,
agery practiced by.
the mllitaiy junta in
Chile. Evidence of
torture iri Chile has
been 7 published by,
among many other,
Amnesty. International, the highly/reLewis
spected group thai7
favors no Ideology except humanity. Amnesty's findings : are summarized with tellinig jsimpiicity in
an article by Rose Styron in the
New York Review of Books. .
VICTOR JARA, a folksinger, was

held with thousands of others in a
Santiago sports. stadium. He was given a guitar and ordered to play.
As he did, the guards broke his
fingers, then cut them off. He began to sing, and they beat and then
shot him. Several witnesses have
described that death It is a relatively , mild example of what Mrs,
Styron relates.
Many reports tell of the use of
electric shock to make prisoners
"confess " to what their captors desire . Sexual assault is a: common
theme. Mrs:-Styron mentions a women's prison . Case de Mujeres el
Buen Pastor, where young girls are
sent from prison camps, pregnant ,
"with their hair pulled out and their

Anthony Lewis
nipples '- ;and " genitals: badly burn*
ed.?,' 7.v " '7 - 7' " :" ;777. At least one complaint. of such
treatment has been made offici ally
in: the Chilean courts,. Mrs. .Virginia
Ayress, complained* that her daughter, Luz de Las Nieves Ayress, jiad
been beaten , sexually abused, tortured with electric currents arid —
in a scene right out of ''nineteen
eighty:four."—had rats arid spiders
put on and into , her body. The
courts forwarded the complaint to
the armed forces.
People are arrested, tortured arid
summarily: killed ;in Chile fbr any
reason or no reason, Large numbers of doctors have been arrested ,
some because they did not join in a
strike last summer against the Leftist government of Dr. Salvador Allende. Amnesty has an appeal from
Chilean doctors saying that 85 of
their profession are in prison, held
without any charges; another 65 are
said to have been shot or died of
torture or untreated wounds.
Last month the 28 Roman Catholic
Bishops of Chile , in an urrusual public statement, condemned the practice of torture and arbitrary arrest.
BUT WHAT haj all this to do with

the United States? Secretary of
State Kissinger has told us that this
country cannot reform the internal
policies of other, governpients. As a
generality that is fair enough. But
it is not enough when we have a

Lords, where a mailfs experience
and wisdom <can be rescued withoutv
.
taxing his energies. ;
But our system is more sharp
and even cruel. We elect ttem and
give them more work than they can
stand and then defeat them and give
them , less respect than they can
bear. .
IN A SENSE, bur >y«tem li probably right. It makes more.room for
the younjj.. It chooses the nien who
are coming, like Dale Jumpers, instead of the men who ; iare going,
like Fulbright, but we don't have to
scrap the Fulbrights just beca'dse
we defeat them, aiid that is now the
point of Fulbright's defeat.
He has just turned 69. He is an
old football player,' . in excellent
health, a former university president whose Fulbrig ht fellows helped
promote cultural exchanges ber
tween the natipnsTand-promoted , the
notion that- collective security and
international cooperation are not intolerable, but inevitable.
In the - jungle of modern politics,
it would be normal to say Fulbright
is finished , and his Opponents will
no doubt say good riddance, but .Kissinger, who has suffered under his
bleak and melancholy- criticism, is
not likely to take that-view ; 7
KISSING ER is looking for reconciliation and for men who can. help
him with the Congress and with his
department and the nations of the
world ,: and he; is hot likely to say
"good riddance. '! But the president,
and - not Kissinger,: will have the
last-word on that , and it will be interesting to see how Mr, Nixon , who
knows something ' about, political defeat, deals witb :the question , A
New York Times News Servko

share of responsibility. . .
However, much the 7 Allende government ' ¦:contributed to its ' own
doyvnfali , the: United :States; made
things.worse by cutting essential econbniic7assistance — except to . tha
Chilean military. Since : the coup,
Washington has given strong, support to the military, regime.
: Words : would matter ¦ in this instance. Ij the United , States. spoke
out against: the torture, if our embassy, in Santiago was active in
watching the trials aanid ' other visible manifestations of oppression , if
more American lawyers joined international legal groups in . protesting the junta 's lawlessness, if Congress moved to attach conditions to
aid; those who. rule Chile7 would almost'" certainly listen.
;
But: the government shows ho concern for human rights. Henry Kissinger and his President were silent for months while their allies
in Pakistan slaughtered, the Bengalis. Washington has. nothing to say
abwt a Greek government that rules
by terror. Or about the government
of South Korea, whose kidnapp ings
and brutalities make communist regimes look almost decorous by comparison. -: Some of the nastiest governments
In the world today were born or
grew with American aid. That being
the case, the most modest view of
our responsibility woul d require us
to say a restraining word to them
occasionally. But we say nothing,
we see nothing.
,

New York Times News Service

The losing gamble

BELFAST , Northern Ireland - A
contradiction was built into the very
idea of a "power-sharing" government by a coalition of Northern Ireland's Protestant and Catholic political forces. Any such groups willing to form a power-sharing coalition
probably could never command
enough popular support lo govern;
while groups with broad-bnsed political appeal are too Jiearly at opposite extremes to joi n in a coalition.
When the British proclaimed a
new constitution for Northern Ireland, or Ulster , in 1073, limy we re
in effect gambling dia l, this contradiction could be overcome — Hint
moderate, centrist government ,
backed by British security forces,
could not only persuade the Protestant majority to accept powersharing rather than majority rule,
but could gradually shut off Catholic support for a united Ireland
and the Irish Republican Army . A
Council of Ireland to consult and
cooperate on certain issues wns to
bo substituted for actual union of
the two Irelnnrl.s.
NOW THE British have lost this

Ramble almost before they took il.
The strikers were demanding new
elections for the Northern Ireland
assembly, from which the powershnrlng executive was formed , although by the constitution (hero
would be no elections for three years
in ordinary circumstances. If elections wore to bo held now , few political %ires here doubt thnt both
tlie extreme Protestant , or unionist ,

Tom Wicker
parties and the Republicans and
Catholic extremists would make
great gains at the expense of the
moderate parties that formed thp
executive.
So the demand for new elections,
practically speaking/ was a demand
for an end to power-sharing, the final abandonment of the Council of
Ireland , and a return either to Prolestanl majority rule — in which
henvy-linnded anti-Catholic discrimination led to the beginning of "the
troubles " in 1968 and 11)69 - or to
direct rule by the British. This left
the British , who control security
here, little choice but to try to break
the strike — which was as much
against (lie London government as
against tlie executive — and prop
up (lie power-sharing exectulvc.
What may happen in Northern
Ireland cannot be predicted; but
with Prime Minister Wilson of Britain racing another election , probably
this fall , tho collapse of the powersharing device makes withdrawal of
tlie British army a real possibility.
II. could also let loose a genuine
civil war in northern Ireland , not
only between Protestant and IRA
extremists but in Ihe general population—with llie outnumbered Catholics of Belfast in grnvest danger.
IT HAS BEEN , In short, a hlumpb
of extremism and irrationality. In
Nort hern Ireland, that seems to bo
the norm,
In this view, Protestant leaxs oi

the Council of Ireland should event'ully slacken , onco it becohies clear
that concessions have made It. too
weak to lead to a united Ireland ;
Catholics might come to believe that
IRA extremism had helped bring
on the general strike that had
threatened them with renewed Protestant rule. If so, in tho three
years before elections , power-sharing and tlie moderate groups making
it work might ultimately be seen
as the only hope for an end to
strife and instability.
Otlier knowledgeable Irishmen
scoff nt such notio ns ,
Wow York Timet News Service

Thomas A, Narlin
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Police!
rep ort
A Burglaries

• ' - ' :"7: ^CiTYv ;:7 7 :A; 7
Hollywood Bar, 929 E, Sanborn St;, entry through same
window Friday night and again
early Sunday ; pinball machines
forced , about $10 taken Friday;
20 cartons cigarettes taken
Sunday; no estimate of¦ ¦,-.dam;¦¦';¦ ' ': ' ; •• ¦ "
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WEATHER FORECAST; . X. / Warmer weather is iorecast
for the Midwest aiid Great Lakes7 Cooler weather is expected
for the northers Plains and Atlantic coast. Showers are . forecast for the central- Plains, upper. Great Lakes and: Florida .
.' (AP Photofax) ' ';- v ': 7:

xLocal observations

OFFICIAL WIlSfONAWEATHER OBSERVATIONS for the¦
¦¦' ¦
24 hours ending at noon today.
-' ;
Maximuih temp«rature.76,
mininiuna 44, ndohi 66, pre¦¦
' •- - - ' '" ¦¦'
cipitation .47.;
¦•A".year ago today: High 82-. . low 54, noon 76, precipita-tion ,07.; . ' ¦' ¦;¦ .; ., : ¦:¦.: ¦ ,, ' - 7 '. 7'
Norirtal temperature range for this date 75 to 55: Recotd
high , 90 in-1940 and .l948j record low 38in . 1945 and 1946. .:
* Sun rises tomorrow at 5:25 sets at 8:45.
11 A.M. MAX CONRAD FIELD OBSERVAllONS
(Mississippi Valley Airlines)
Barometric pressure 29.96 arid failing, wind from the
southeast at 540 mph, cloud. " cover 2,000 scattered , -visibility
'• ¦:.'-. ' ;
, , " ¦'' .
10 miles.
.

:

: ;.' ''i- ;7: ' VT/ie/<s7 ' : 7. ' . 7:7

" ~. X A y CITY A A A A '^ - 'A
From Jerry 's Auto. Sales, 759
E. 3rd St., green 1968. Chevrolet
taken Saturday night or early
Sunday; recovered at 1;10 p.m.
Sunday
¦ ¦by police ori East Broad

•way. ' - . ." ¦¦"..
; From J. C. Penney Co.; 1858
Service Dr., fishing sinkers valued at 21 cents taken at 1:50
p.m7 Sunday; 11-year-old male
suspect, apprehended ,

;

Full
June 4'.

Forecasts

S.E. Minnesota

Variable cloudiness . with

7chaace oI "s h o w ei r s or

thunderstoTius with a few
heavy tliuhderstornis tonight ending early Tuesday.
Highs; Tuesday low 80s,
Lows toiiiglit mid to upper
. SOs. Chaiice; of rain 40 per :ccht tonight and 20 percent
¦; Tuesday. ' 7
/

7 Minnesota

7 Variable

cloudiness with
pccasional showers
and
tlian derstorm s with a few
heavy thunderstorms tonight. F air west asd partly
cloiitty with thunderstorms
ending southeast Tuesday.
Lows tonight upper ,40s to
low 50s' . north '.' to low 60s '.-• ¦
southwest.; Highs Tuesday
7 mostly 70s. :-

¦-.;¦ -• •.\..' :Wiscon 'sin.-; ' '7

Chance ot showers or thunderstorms ever most: sections tonight , Lows tonight mostly ill
tbe 50s. Tuesday partly cloudy
with chance of : showers or
thundtrstoi'ms and no importaiit clinnge .. . in ' . . temperaturcii.
Highs mid 70s to lower 80s.

5-dav forecast
-;
^ IINM

SOTA

Wcdni'stlay through . -' Fri ;
day ; fair to part ly cloudy
Wednesday . and Thursday.
Chance of a few sliowers or
thunderstorms mainl y south
Friibv . . Lows mill 40s to
lipper .Siis. ' .- .i li.K lis: mostly 60s
ncrtlr-aii! 70s snutli.
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Sentence Wihoiian
to five years
oh probation
- A Winoiia man was sentenced
to five years on probation this
morning by Winona County District Court*Judge- Glenn E. Kelley. ' -- :.. ' : Wayne Glomski, 30, 309 E; 5th
St., drew the sentence . after
pleading guilty to an aggravated assault charge this mornteg- " -7 '
He had been charged in a
grand . jury indictment in connection with an alleged attack
on his estranged wife, Virginia,
and Robert Skappel, Winona , at
his wife's home in Goodview
April is.
Other charges In the indictment—three of assault , one of
aggrava ted assault, two of illegal use of a dangerous weapon and . one of ; terroristic
threats — were dismissed by
Judge Kelley after County Attorney Julius E. Gernes said
the two alleged victims had approved the diiposition.
Since all the charges: arose
out of a ; single course, of action , the maximum sentence
would have been no greater if
he had been convicted of all
the charges.
During his five years on probation , Judge Kelley ordered
Glomski to stay away from his
wife, tour Stillwater State Prison , not violate any laws and
seek alcohol counseling.
Glomski appeared with defense attorney Steven Goldberg.
¦
.

Anoka boy drowns in
river while fishina

BROOKLYN PARK , Minn.
(AP ) — A 15-year-old Anoka
boy drowned Saturday in the
Mississippi River,
The victim was identified by
Brooklyn Park police as Dale
Freih , Jr.
Authorities said Freih and his
cousin, Tracy Freih , also 15,
fell Into the river from a darn
bank while fishing about 5 p.m.
Tracy Freih was rescued.

. 'Iri years gone by
(Extracts from ther filet of this newspaper,)

Ten years ago ... . . 1964
President Johnson snld today the United States is stronger m llilinily "then nny adversary or combination of adverKririo: , " but. "llm stiiKfiuring strength is not to destroy but to
sfivc . not to put nn end lo civillzalon but to put an end to
conflict, " ' . '
'

Twenty-five years ago . . . 1949
Gooi^f: Shirk , ' wealthy Gibbon. Minn., farmer convicted
of slavery, today lost bis appeal in the Minnesota supremo
courtOS lo havo tho state courts determine how much back
lin owed u furmlinml.
WII
^ I L Gen. W. illcr Rcrlell Smith , former ambassador lo
Russl.'i , says Prima Minister Stalin onco told him: "We do
nol w;ml. war nn7 moro thnn tho West does, but we aro less
Interested in penco thnn tho West and therein lies the
strcnKlli of (im- position. "

Fiff- y years ago . . . 1924
A Fin d cniiiio driven by Frank Cada wns overturned
nnrl a lo iiiiii K car driven by John Yncgcr struck a telephone
post Jinil was luidly damaged ln a collision nt Grand and
Wnlwi' iha nimbi.

Seventy -five years ago . . . 1899
Gus Pri itwert has secured a handsome peanut roosler
and corn poppoi'. 11 is of tho newest design with all the
nttnchin enlH.

One-hundred yea rs ago . . . 1874
Stmwbon'ies i "10 flrHt of t,lc fi e flSon . hnvo keen kindly
left at tho itcpubllcan ortlco by Frank Curtis .

At Community
Hospital
Memorial
¦

.y ., .. ' SATURDAY '. -'. ' - , ' 7 ' .
' Admissions
Mre. Luiia M/ Wood, Sugar
Loaf Rtv 3. ; :. ';¦ • "' " Vv -7 7 7'
Discharges •' -'.• . ¦:.
380 Pelzer
Duane Northrup,
¦¦
St, . 7 ' - .; 7' - .7 7 - ' '• ' 7 ;' . "¦' • - '7" ' • :
Admission
Mrs. Loren . Pelofske, 472 E.
King St. r
Thomas Vbndrasek, . 859 .E..
' -V AA' ¦-.
3rd St. 7
Discharges
Mrs 7 Jeff Gudmundsbn, Wiaona Et.7 3. ¦•
Espe and baby,
Mrs. Craig.
¦
Stockton; '• Minn.
Mrs. Lonnie Eglaad and baby,
V
Houston, Minn. . - Birtlia
Mr/ : and Mrs. James Sery-a,'
929 E. 5th, a: daughter.

Winona Funerals

Mrs. Ebba Le«fkamp

MINNESOTA CITY, Minn.- — fune-ral
services¦ lor Mrs. Ebba Leerkame. Minnesota ¦ City, ' who died at Comtnunity
Memorial Hospital. Saturday, w)ll'be at
1 '. p.m.. Tuesday at Fawcett Funeral
Home, Winona, ttie Rev. Daniel . Derrvek,
' ¦ : Newman
: '
¦
'
Center,- Wlnon* - State . College,
•
A CITY - ,. .. .
1
officiating. Burial will be In --.Oakland
Telephone wire: cut at Dennis Cemetery, Mlnnesola Clly. ¦ She was a
of The Oaks Supper
¦ employe
Halverson residence, 266 W. 4th former
¦
'¦ •
- . - " ¦'.. . .
:
Club.
*. -' •
Peta
St., diiritg the day Saturday; . Survivors include!.one. -s.Uter; ¦Mrs,
* . '¦
Clarksville,
IpWa.
Gerferts,
apparent entry / through porch . priends : m;ay . call Tuesday from 1 p.m.'
window;¦ no- report: of missing ¦ until ' time' . .bf. -services. --. at .the . funeral
.home, '
7 ' ¦'" • ¦ .

V

items

Vandalism

-. -

¦
¦¦-

Accidents

1st Quarter
June 25

The dmly record

- . .: ". '77CITY .7¦ :A:
¦
Friday 7 - ' : ' - ' - .' : . ,
:
5th Street
. 10:25 a ;m. >^.West ;
near Lee Street, turnip * collision;, Melvin L. Boone, Minnesota
City^ 1972 four-wheel drive, vehicle, $100; Bruce "WV Logue,
835 46th Ave., :Good view, 1970
sedan ,.$9O0.
Snnday
7:15 p.rn. — : West Wabasha
near Hilbert Street,;, car hit
tree ; Colin C. Hauge, 914 44tl
Ave., Goodview, 1974 truck,
$900. ;
9:56 p.m. — West Broadway
near South Baker'Street, turning
collision; Richard O. Meska, 451
W. Mark : St., 1970 2-door, $450;
Rick E. Orr , 326 High Forest
St., 1968 4-door, $400. 7

Travel writers
praise museums
• Travel writers, from the Midwest toured the city Saturday as
guests of the Winona • Area
Chamber of Commerce Ambassadors. .. 7
The tour included, the Wilkie
Steamboat , " Museum, Winona
County Historical . Society Museum, and a trip to Lake Park
where the Save . Lake Winona
project was explained by Eugene Sweazey. .
The 22 visiting writers cited
and Historical Sothe Wilkie
¦
ciety ': '; Museum' , as outstanding- tourist attractions.
- . '.
X•¦: 7-' . - ¦
IMPOUNDED COOS
¦
. . -' . ' Winona ' ¦'.
mo. (j-. _ Medium, blend male
¦ ' psrt' .
cockcr, no license, available.
No. 88 —- Uarse, tan female, parMhei^
herd, available.
. . .
.
. NO, . N — Larfle. - blacK
*txl tan lemsle,
part-shepherd
and woll, available.
¦
¦
¦ M o n — Wedlum, blacH -. and white
male mlxe<f-broed, no license, available.
No. ?4' —Medium , blacH and brown female, elk hoiind, no license, available.
No. K — Small, brown and white, male
terrier; no license, available.
WINONA DAW LOCKAGE
tt,700 cubic , fee l per second at 8 a.m.
today. ' ¦¦ . ¦
- Saturday
-¦
: A-.AS p.m. — La Crosse Queen, 31
passengers, up.
5 p.m.' .—' La Crosse Queen, 31 passengers, dovm. '
.
7:15 p.m. — Rusly Flowers, six barges, down.
Small cralt — 50.
Sunday
¦to a.m. — Wyaconda , one barae, i>p.
nine barges,
Arrowhead,
12:45 p.m. —
down.
Dyer, th ree
J,
1 .-;} p.m. — Arthur
barges, do-wn,
5:15 p.m. — Tara Ann. six bargei, up,
4:50 p.m. — Cecelia Carol , 10 baroos,
up.
10:30 ' p.m. — Ann King, . ll barges,
down. .
. :
. 1 1 p.m. — Mendota , two bnroes , down.
Small craf t — , B8.
Today
13:5« a.m. — H. F, Leonard, 11 barges, up,
2:2. a.m, — J. VV. Hershey, IS barses,
down.
3:35 a.m. — Mlnneiota, 13 barges; up.
4:10 a.m. — Larry Turner, lour barg' ¦ ' .,
es, down,
5:40 a.m. — Richard C. Young, 15
barges , up,
7:45 a.m. — Jaa, five barges, up,

..

'

Winona Coun ty Gqurt

Civil, Criminal Division
Darrel Voss, Dalota'., Mitm.,
today pleaded guilty to a charge
of drunk driving and Winona
County. Court .Judge Dennis A;
Challeen referred . him to court
services for a presentence investigation. He was arrested May
24 near East Broadway and
Mankato Avenue.
. Kevin Reps, IS, Stockton;
Minm, pleaded - guilty to careless driving and was fined $100,
with the alternative of attending
the alcohol education course at
Winona State College. He was
arrested:May 21 in. Lewiston on
CSAH 29, ::
Dermis Misch, 18,. Stockton,
Minn., pleaded guilty tb damaging public property and .was referred to court services for a
presentence investigation; He
was arrested Friday near the
Stockton City Hall and accused
of driving his car on the lawn.
Gary Plachecki , 21, 930 40th
Ave., Goodvie\v, pleaded guilty
to shoplifting and. was referred
to court services, for a presentence inyestigation.. He was" arrested May 3 at the* Goodview
Red ' Owl Family ¦ Center and
was charged with taking: a package: of meat valued ai $2.39.
: Patrick Speltz, Rollingstone
,
to
Minn., pleaded i^ilty
disregarding a stop sign and failure
to appear for trial .and was fined
a total of $35. He. was arrested
for the stop sign violation March
11 on 40th Avenue at Highway
61 in Goodview.
Lawrence Stanek, 723 E. Sanborn St., pleaded guilty to operating a motorcycle with no
endorsement and was fined $25,
reduced to $15. if he obtains endorsement within 30 days. He
was arrested Saturday on Gilmore Avenue.
Donald L. Anderson , Stockton ,
Minh,, pleaded guilty to driving
a motorcycle without a tailligh t and was fined $15, reduced
to $5 if he repairs the light by
June 14. He was arrested Friday near East Sarnia and Hamilton streets.
FORFEITURES :
William C. Dulai, JOI- W . Mark St.,
S50, speedlna 40 In a 30-mlle zone. . '4
p.m. . May 23, East B roadway and Walnut streets .
¦Virginia C Glomski, , W5 W. Jfft St. ,
s:j, speeding 40 In a 30-mlle zone, 10:32
p.m. May .23, West 5lh and Ewlno streets.
Conrad A. Obleolo, Rushford, /V.lnn.,
SIS, disregarding slop sion, 10:50 p.m.
Saturday, West 3rd ard Main streets.
Melvin L. Boone, Minnesota Clly, A\lnn„
&S0, failure to yield , - causing accident,
10:25, a.m. Friday, Wesl ith Street near
Lee Slreet.
Janet K. Hanson, 109 Zumbro St., t5,
20-hour parking, 10:40 a.m. May 25,
East 3rd and Zumbro Streets.
Mark Rude, 12 Erie lane, $20, delinquent-overtime parking, January 1974,
cily. ' -

FIRE CALLS
Today
8:15 a.m. — Community Memorial Hospital, fire alarm activated by smoko from , burnt
toast, returned 8:26 a.m.

Dredging study
request accepted
WASHINGTO N , D.C. - The
House Appropriati ons Committee has accepted a request
Congressmen
Vernon
from
Thomson , Wisconsin 's 3rd District , and Albeit II, Quie, Minnesota 's 1st District, for $1 million to be earmarked for finding
an environmentally sound solution to thc problem of dredging
and dredge spoil disposal on the
Upper Mississippi River.
Tho proposal is part of a budget pa ckage to be considered
this week.
IN MAKING the request , fcotli
congressmen pointed out that
the dredge spoil question is n
serious one because of tho importance of tho river to thousands of people. The congressmen echoed tho point that glltritipn has caused problems and
that sand from dredging operations has closed mnny of the
backwater spawning areas important to the river 's fisheries .
Thoy both emphasized tho im-

portance of the commercial aspects of tho river as well as
they stressed the urgency of
finding a satisfactory solution,
[Quie , Thomson and Minnesota
I^ep, John Blatnik also joined
forces to attempt to speed up
congressional action on land
acquisition along the St. Croix
River,
IN WISCONSIN'S 3rd district,
Thomson lias reported success
in efforts to obtain funding for
several major programs for the
near future , including 550,000
for n study of siltation and erosion in tho watershed of the
lower Chippew a River—an area
often blnmcd for mnny of the
the siltation problems of tho
Mississippi River below Lako
Pepin — and $5«,000 for a study
to detormino the need for auxiliary locks for small craft at
tho dnms on tho Mississippi.
These measures have been
added to tho budget package to
be studied later this week by
tho House.
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Winona Deaths

7 TWo-Stite Deaths
Mrs. Alvina Ewald

PHESTON, Minn. (Special)Mrs. Alvina Ewald, 93, Preston,
died today at Methodist Hospital/ Rochester, Minn. 7
Thauwald Funeral Home,
Preston, is hi charge of airangements.7 ' VJHeriry A. Siems
¦;¦" LAKE CITY Mina, (Special)
,
.
¦TT Henry A. Siems, .63, rural
Lake City, died Sunday at his
home in Oak Center. He was: a
retired employe of Oak Center
'
.Creamery..; • 7
The son of Mr. andMrs. Carsteh Siems, he was born in Chester Township, Wabasha CbuntyAug. 29,V1910. Ch Sept. 2, 1943/
he married :Laverria Heitman at
St. John 's Lutheran Church,
Bear Valley.
Survivors are: his wife ; four
John and Carste
brothers^;
n,
Zumbro Falls,-.Minn.; "William ,
Elgin,: Minn., and Frederick'
Sierra Vista , Ariz;, and two
sisters, Mrs.. TRalph (Emma)
Schwirtz , Hammond, Minn., and
Mrs, Norman (Dora ) Allers,
Beldenville, Wis. One brother
has died,
.Funeral services will be: at 2
p.m. Wednesday at St. John's
Lutheran Church ; the Rev. Theo
Haar officiating. Burial will be
in; . Trinity Lutheran Cemetery,
Lincoln. • .• '; Friends may call after 1 p.m,
Tuesday and until noon Wednesday . at - Anderson ; Funeral
Chapel , Lake City, then at the
church Wednesday from; 1 p.m .
until time of services. .
:•¦ ¦ Mrs. Ervin Vermilya
ST. CHARLES, Minh. — Mrs/
Ervin (Mary) Vermilya, 83, St."
Charles, died Sunday at National Health Enterprise, Inc., Rochester, Minn.
7
The former ; Mary Bateman;
she was born in Quincy- Township, Olmsted County, Oct; 6,
1890, - the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Bateman.:On Oct. 28,
1913. she married Ervin Vermilya. He has; died .
Survivors are: one spnj Hugh ,;
Dover, Minn. ; . two - 'daughters,
Mrs. Warren (Dotty) Trapp and
Mrs. ;. Wayne;* (Betty) Boelteri
Rochester , Minn.; five grandchildren, and one sister , Mrs.
Frances Sasse, St. Charles, One
brother and one sister , have
died ,-' : . '.
,7'
Funeral: services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday at Sellner-Hoff
Funeral Home , St. Charles , the
Rev. Kenneth Rogers,. St: Charles United Methodist Church , of-,
ficiatihg. Burial will be in Little
Valley Cemetery, Quincy Township.-: v.
; Friends ; may call Tuesday
after 4 p.m. and Wednesday until time of services ^t the funeral home.
Olive r Johnsrud
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) — Oliver Johnsrud, .74,
Margate, Fla., former . Spring
Grove resident , died at Margate Friday.
The son o! Mr. ahd Mrs. Olaus
Johnsrud , he was bora March
31, -19CD.
; Survivors . are : his wife ; one
son ; three grandchildren , and
two brothers , Newman, Minneapolis , Minn., and Harold ,
Spring Grove.
.

. Peder A. Hansen .
LANESBORO , Minn. — Peder A. . Hansen , 89, Lanesboro ,
died today at the home of his
daughter in rural Lanesboro
where he had been living the
bast 1% years. He had farmed
in the Crandon , Wis., area , '..^d
been employed as a carpenter
in Chicago , 111., and was custodian at a church in Oak Park ,
III,, 20 years retiring to Lanesboro in 1958.
He was born Aug. 26 , 1884, In
Flokkefjord , Norway, son of
Hans and Annie Pedersen. He
immigrated to the United
States in 1905. On Aug. 28, 1915,
he married Beret Marie Frnntzwog at Chicago , 111. She died
in 1968.
Survivors are: one daughler ,
Mrs. Norrin (Phyllis) Storelee ,
Lanesboro; two grandchildren;
one brother , Lars, Norway, and
two sisters , the Misses Andrea
and Marie Pedersen , Norway .
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday at the Union
Prairie
Lutheran
Church ,
Lanesboro, tlie Rov. Leon Holtan officiating. Burial' will - be
In the church cemetery,
Friends may call at Johnson
Funeral Home, Lanesboro, Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. and at
tlie church Wednesday from 1
p.m. until time ot* services,
Looiw J . Evenson
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) — Louis J. Evenson, 83,
Spring Grove, died at 11:30
p.m. Saturday at St. Francis
Hospital , La Crosse, Wis. Ho
was a retired farmer.
' Tho son of Jacob and Johanna
(Juinnoll Evenson, ho was born
in Wilmington Township, Houston County, July 30, 1090. Ho
Wilmington
attended
rural
schools and nn Austin, Minn,,
business college. On Nov . 24,
1909, he married ' Lueiln Roblo
at Wilmington Luthera n Church,
Ho wos n member of WllmlnRton LiitlKtran Church where he
hold several offices , and the
Spring Grove Sons of Norway
Lodge ,
ono son ,
Survivors arc:

Autopiy prclered in
death of Blair7man

MONDAY

7

Walter F. Ron

Walter F. Bott, 64, 1301 Parkview Ave7 died at his home today. Cause of death is unknown.
Martin Funeral Honie, Winona, is in charge of arrangements; v 7
Mrs. Mary Diekitiion
Mrs. Mary Dickinson, 88, a
resident of St. Anne Hospice
since 1972, died at 1:15 a.m. today at Community Memorial
Hospital. A. long-time resident
of Fountain City, Wis., she had
lived at Scbttsdale, Ariz 7 several-' years.- : ' ' " '.'¦' V ; ' .;
" The former Mary Schroeder ,
she was born at DyersviUe,
Iowa, June 8, 1885, the daughter of . .John H. and Elizabeth
Kirchoff Schroeder. On June
12, 1922, she married - Fabian
C. Dickinson at St. Paul, Minn.
He . died. March 21,: 1951. . ; - . ; : .
- Survivors *are ; n ephews . and
nieces. ; ¦
A memorial Mass will be at
10:45 a.m. Wednesday at ;St.
Anne Hospice, the Rev. Frederick Dorn , hospice chaplain , officiating. Funeral services and
burial " .will . be in Scottsdate,
Ariz. .'.'"
.Bui-ke Funeral:Home-, Winona ,
is in charge of arrangements. .

WH1TEHAXL,' Wis. (Special).
—The Trempealeau County coroner has ordered,an autop sy to
determine the cause of the Saturday evenin g death of Tillman
Brekke,. 47, Blair Rt. 2. 7
He apparently died while riding in the back seat of a car.
also occupied by a brother, Basil
Brekke; and a sister, Mrs. Art
(Orrie) Skundberg, also of Blair
Rt. - 2 l - 7 ' 7 . 7 '
TREMPEALEAU
COUNTY
Traffic Officer -Willard Knutson
said it has not been ; determined
who was driving, the car when
it ran into, a ditch near the Irvin
Brekke farm ,, five mUes . south
of Whitehall , about 9:37 p.m.
Saturday. ¦

two-State Funerals

Basil.Breldco and/Mrs. Skund- .
berg reportedly; got out. of .th0
car, after the accident and opened up the back door to check on
then-:brother, Tillman. His body : y :
rolled off the back , seat and onto ¦;'
Uie grbund.' ;i Officer Kimtsoh said that Basil .
Brekke and ; Mrs. Skundberg
walked to the nearby farm home
of Earl; Helgeson, -He returned;,
with them to the car and . ad*
ministered mouth-to-mouth re- "' .
suscitation to. Tillman Brekke
without Success.
Brekke was pronounced dead
by Mrs. Monica Liley, Trempealeau County coroner , at 10:45
p.m^ : Saturd ay. . ,; . • .
Knutson said a :withess said
he saw the 19<>0 model car go by
¦
his.farm about 6:50 p.m., aljput ',-.
three quatters of a mile north
of where the right : front wheel .
of the car . ran .into a .ditch . At ;- ' ' •
that time he said.it looied hko ,. ' .Mrs.- Skundberg was driving. :
The witness reported that Tifiinan Brekke was seated in the
back seat, "all hunched over."

Robert P. Gamoke
.. . ARCADiA,. .-Wis;-. (Special) ^ , Funeral
tervlces for Robert P. Gamoke,. Arcadia/

,7

7THE INVESTIGATING officer
surmised that the driver may
have looked into . the back seat,7
noticed . that Tillman was. hot
breathing, got excited .'and '. rah
the' car into7 the.: ditch ,. on a
town road
in the Arneson Ridge
¦
area. -. '
; There ' was not a mark on tho
dead man, said Knutson, adding
thaithe man's death, will hot be
listel as a-traffic fatality.
Johnson
Funeral Hom«7'White- '
¦
hall, :' has charge of arrangements.

.

Who died Saturday at a Rochettar, Minn.,
Mrs, Nora Morgan
hospital, will, be af 10 a.m. Wednesday
.: .
Mrs.' Nora Thompson Morgan, . at Our Lady ot. Perpetual Help Ctiurch,
the
Rev;
John
.Mauel
officiating.
84, a resident at Watkins United will ba In Calvary Cemetery. - Burial
Methodist Home, .died ; at-¦ the . Friends may call Tuesday attar * p.m.
at Kllllan Funeral Home, Arcadia, where
home, at 7 a,m. Suiiday.;. • - .a wake service by Father, Mauel will be
' ...
at
8 and the Rosary by tha Knights -' of- '
The , former Nora Josephine ColUmbui
at 8:30. .
Thompson, she was born at La
Crosse, Wis., Aug. -31, 1889, the
daughter of Neis and Josephine
Stblte Thompson., She had lived
in Winona: since 1909, She was a
member of Central United
Methodist Church.Survivors arei one son, Allyn
S. Morgan Jr., : Winona; one
daughterj 3\lrs.: Robert (Ruth )
Broihier, La Crosse, Wis.; five
grandchildren, and seven greatgrandchildren. Two brothers and:
one sister have died.
Funeral services will be at
9:30 a.m. Wednesday at Fa?/cett Funeral Home, Winona , the . WASHINGTON (UPI) - The made public in open court at
Rev. Harlyn Hagmann, Central Supreme Court cleared the way the fullscale trial, thus assuring
United Methodist Church,. Offici- today for James Earl Ray to the 7 exclusive nature of the
ating; Burial will be 7 in Oak
book.
Grove Cemetery, La Crosse. 7 - withdraw his guilty plea to the U.S. District Court Judge :L.
There, will be no visitation. A- 1968 kulirg of . Martin Luther . Clure Morton denied Ray's
A memorial to the Watkins King. Ray 7clairas :7he. was motion for a hearing on
United ;Methodist Home is- be- influenced by the interest of his whether his plea was -voluntary,
ing arranged.
attorneys^ in. profits from a b6ok Morton : agreed with . the state
and cited the plea record ; la
about tiie slaying.
accepting the original plea .
James,. Spring Grove; three
The action could . mean Ray Judge .
daughters, Mrs. Arnold-.(Lilliah)
W* Preston . Battle
:
Renslo, Caledonia, Minn:; Mrs. eventually will be retried for: questioned Ray thoroughly arid
Henry (Alma) Olerud , . Spring the King slaying after a plea of the defendant said his pier was
knowledgeable and voluntary.
Grove,, and Mrs. Dell .(Cor- innocent; 7
raine) Farrens, - Dubois, Wyo.;
The
Supreme
Court
refused
to
six grandchildren ;¦¦. ' two great- hear appeals by Tennessee that
grandchildren 7 and one sister, Ray's , original plea was volunMrs. Emma Main , Sioux
¦ Falls,
, tary and intelligently made and
S.Dr 7
: ' ' - ".7- - ; therefore he should not be
Funeral services will be at given a. chance to have it
2 .p.m. Wednesday at Wilming- changed.
ton Lutheran. Church, the Rev,
The 6th U.S. Court of APP«als
K. Roger Johnson officiating,
with.burial in the church ceme- ordered a! hearing to decide
whether Ray 's X constitutional
tery.- . ,
¦
Friends may call Tuesday rights to due . process and ; ;
2*way ' ,. - ' : . • ¦ 7¦: ' • ¦
afternoon and evening and Wed- assistance of counsel were
nesday morning at Roble Fune- violated and if he can change
ral Home, Spring Grove, then his plea to innocent.
at the. church from 1 p.m. until :. Ray was sentenced to 99
Protection against almost
every hazard of lo» to your
lime of services.
years in the Tennessee state
boat. And protection againit
prison after pleading guilty in
liability loj sej . Allstate
Howard Danaher
1969 to killing the civil rights
Boatowher'i Insurance
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) leader in Memphis.
glvei you both.
— Howard Danaher, 65, Cedar ; Shortly after sentencing, Ray
Rapids, Jowa, former Caledonia claimed he had been coerced
resident , died at a Cedar Rapids into pleading guilty, by bis
hospital Sunday. ' .
attorney, Percy Foreman , well
See or Phon*
The son of James and Alvina known criminal , lawyer from
Schulte Danaher , he was born Houston , Tex.
¦
.
in Caledonia, Oct. 6, 1908, He
Foreman took over the case
SEARS STORE
,
married Helen White.
57 on tho Plain Ea»t
at Ray's request after Ray
Survivors are : his wife ; one dismissed his first lawyer,
Phona 452-7720
son , James, Caledonia; one Arthur Hanes. Hanes had
Res. Phono 454-2276
daughter , Mrs. Carroll (Sally) signed a contract on Ray's
Welsh , Swisher , Iowa ; five behalf with author William
grandchildren ; two great-grand- Bradford Huie. to write a book
children; two brothers , Claude about tho killing, ¦with Hanes
and Robert; Caledonia , and one getting 30 per cent of the
sister, Mrs. Leo (Dorothy) Mc- royalties .
Cormick , Caledonia. One son has
died,
When Foreman took over, he
Funeral services will be Tues- changed the agreement so that
day at tho Immaculate Concep- he would receive 60 per cent of
tion Church , Cedar Rapids , with the royalties.
^^^^HnNkJ^H^k t
burial in the church cemetery.
Ray contended that he was
Friends may call today at advised to plead guilty by
Turner-West Funeral Home, Foreman so that Information
about the case would not be
Cedar Rapids.

Way clearea for
Ray to wifh£fra>A/
filea of duilfy

BoatovsiierV

protection.
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Tpastrriistfesses
install officers

Before You Buy; v ,
By Margaret Dana

Tpastmistress piub at its recent b
Ubra (Sept. JS-ba 7a) : *£*. "J
meeting held at the Park Plaza. :willing
to take sides yet Is normal tor
, tentative state of. afAlso Installed were: : Miss the preliminary,-today.,
Forslv. yours.ll
existing
Dolores•:. Thill, vice president^ fairs
human,
being
for
and others
Scon>lo (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)= >" «"•
a n -a program
cash to settle old scores, at a dlscoun .
chairman; .Mrs.
"!>*>'•
. important new moves are «?%
Everybody «ems to tiava a dllferent
R a y O'Laughtheory on how your money Is to be
lih, secretary,
Saglltarlus (Nov. a-Wc. 2l)i . What;.
COURT OF HONOR;. . 7Members of7the court of honor : -W.i. '. W.ALme, club president aiid reserve champion in ar- and Miss Hilma
Is dona rlgtit for , you today consists
- held Saturday at Mer-. rangmeats ; Mrs- Harry Repinskij reserve "champion for iris; Volk, treasurer.
at
the
annual
iris
and
peony
show
mostly ol what you do for yourself,
giving others very little chance, to* in' ¦' : . : A Weekly Information Service for Consumers
•chants National Bank :are, "from left : Mrs.. James . Walz, Mrs. P, Earl Schwab, grand champion in the. peony section,. M i s s . Sadie
terfere . or Interrupt. Do what: you can
* .
v/ith
inflaMarsh
a
n
d
and . Mrs.; Donald Blake, gtand champion in the iris section.
Summertime is vacation time. But this year,
to be tactful, discreet.
7 grand champion; arrangements; Mrs. Francis Jilk, co-chau>
Capricorn (Dec. M-Jon. 1»): Your
Mrs. P r e d
tion, marring the economic weather, the choice of • what land
man of the; show,. presenting the memorial trophy to , Mrs. .' , : , (Daily News PhbtoJ ;. v
commonplace
to
emotional orientation
(Jirod will be
(rf vaation to take is harder than ever.
activity. brings unexpected reactions
from all concerned. The less you say
7 vnth a whole family to consider the choice is .never easy
club rereseiitaabout financing of your personal ven¦
,
"
ti y e-s.' - .Mrs.
tures, the better,
becausenot only costs, but the individual preferenes of adults
Area
resident
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. \t): Leave - .Ralph Kohner
and children enter in. -.7
vaguely defined subjects as they are.
King
The
try to clarify them, the
.-. ' - To widen your choice horizons, I've gathered some sugconducted
t
h
e
Mrs.
hptes birthday installation cereinony. . .. . . ' . ¦ harshermoretheycupattern
becomes. Learn lo
gestions—and some? cautions to aid in your .summer vacation
live
with
thei
"maybe."
"¦'
205; .There's a
Pisces
(Feb.
l»-March
decision making; :
ETTRIGK7:Wis. ; (Special); — Mrs. William Miller spoke on special meaning In the finer
details, of
:. Your own back yard Is probably the cheapest possible
anywhere;
' Be alert
to
Israel
and
today,
her
recent
tripl
conversation
observing;
John
Swenson
is
his
reasonably
is
Bring
your
personal
reyour
yard
to the message.
vacation spot you can choose. If
90th birthday today at Muld- Miss Marie Karasch gave her lationships Into reasonable order today, .
laige, with some shade and a clear expanse of lawn, why not
ice-breaker speech. Miss Thill
ton it into a combination
Mrs. Donald Blakfi j Mrs. P.. rangement, . "Cranberry Vel-¦ Blake, bi-color;Mrs. Brom, any er Nursing Home, West Salem, was toastmis.tress 'and Miss
¦. ¦¦¦;camplng-restLng-fun-yard for both
¦
'
7
'
;
7
'
vet.
grownups
and children?' -Earl Schwab and Mrs. James
"' ;
.•
other iris ; Hariy Kepinski,. any Wis,, where he is a resident. ; Marsh .and Mrs. Girod served
TRUEiTEST & GAtS..
''• ' ¦"¦'• Place a pup-tent in one corner, perhaps. Add a screened Walz were named grand cham- Other
winners in the court of Variety;iris, name unknown; Swenson was born .June 3, as individual ., evaltiators. Mrs.
1
and :are big
room—they sell for between $200 . and $400
¦ ¦ pions at the annual iris and honor included Mrs: Lowe who¦
Dehumidifiers
Edward Peplinski . was ; chairenough to eat, sleep and play games in. • .. . ¦. - .¦: peony show of the'' Winona Flow- placed . first- in competition for and John. Buggs, open division, 1884, at South Beaver: Creek, man
of
table
topics
and
Mrs.
;."
Town
of
Ettrick.
He
married
.There'*' ai'.jli» '. . '..
like
games,
Set lip sorrae games on the -town—old-time
, differer and Garden Club held Satur- the Francis E. Jilk Memorial for ten. stalks or more
¦' ''.fo every heed.
Crams;:was.
general
Audrey
Julia
Gilboe
¦
1914.
.in
She
is
a
¦
.
¦
. r
quoits, croquet—maybe a dart board placed in a safe loca- day at the Merchants National Perpetual Trophy7 for three ent varieties, iris. ' ¦:.
'. Ay
' - " . ;. ,
- '¦'
tion where darts cannot strike people or pets instead of the Bank, sponsors of the show.7 . specimen stalks of any named In the arrangement . competi- resident . of the Mulder Apart- evaluator. . ...
BROTHERS
nAnn
target. And—if you: can afford it-^a ismall swimming pool is
¦ Weist Salem. :'
Mrs. Blake was named , grand iris, and Mrs. Martin Peterson, tion , first piaceiawards went to ments,
I\VP P STORE, Inc.
The
couple
farmed
in
the
FAITH LIJTHERAN
a permanent pleasure. •
champion in the iris section second. : . . -. •
Mrs. Lowe, "Emerald Rays," South Beaver Creek Valley un- . ETTRIGK,. Wis, (Special) . Which leads to ;the next choice: water; perhaps the next with a "Golden Garland" iris; Other. first-place
winners
in using evergreen foliage ; Mrs. til their retirement. ' .
j^5Z^^
Cheapest recreational resource. If a river, lake or seashore is Mrs. Schwab in the peony sec• • ¦ ' .(
Faith Lutheran Church Women
^^ ' miww*M y-^'
:
^
:
nearby, take advantage of it. Ybu don't need a boat powered tion* with "Officiaj ialis Rub- the iris section were Mrs. Vince Lowey VBIue SappTiire," shades They have :six children:
will
of
Beaver
North
Creek
r
Suchomel, orchid pink or (lavenArthur,
North
Bend,
WLs.
;
Ray?
DELIVERY
FREE
by costly gasoline.
meet
Tuesday
at
2
p.nii
Elizaruin," and Mrs . Walz in the ar- der ; MrSi Arthur Dorn, violet or of blue or violet predominating; mond and Lester,
South Beav- beth circle/will present the pro- 578 B, 4th; St. . ' ,. Phon. *Sl*M
Contrary to popular belief, small boats without power or rangement section
with"Minne¦
purple; Mrs, A. J. Large, med- Mrs; hoyie, '-Golden; Crown," er Creek; Mrs.:WiIford (Helen )
without outboard or stem drive outnumber the larger craft sota Garnet."7 ;;
'
ium or dark blue;¦ Mrs. Sucho- shades of cream, yellow, or Mikkelson, Onalaska, Wis.- gram, .
two milby *5 to 1. Sailboats^ canoes and rpwboats number
¦
RESERVE
champions
were:
mel,
cream
Or
light . yellow;
Clifford ( Mildred) Haag,
lien or mope and provide a single person or a family with Mrs- Harry Repinski '
Re- Mrs.
with the Mrs.; ; Blake,; light, blue; Mrs. brown predominating; Mrs.
West ; Salem, and Mrs. Arthur
inexpensive, active fun in a .changing scicne/ ".
'
:
The recreational vehicle—a camper or trailer—is a belov- iris, "Winter7 Olympics," and Leo Brom, black; Mrs. Lewis pinski, "Cathedral Bells;" a tall (Stella) Bryhn,- South : Beaver
ed possession of a great many families. But with the arrival of Mrs.; W. . W. Lowe -with the ar- Albert, plicata ,or. fancy;;Mrs. arrangement; Mrs. Walz, "Glit- Creek. They have 20 grandchilthe gas shortage; and consequent high gasoline prices, many
ter Glow/' iris predominating; dren and . 25 great-grandchilfeel at traveling vacation is ruled but of their budgets.
Mrs.Ttowe, "Keepsake," peon- dren*:
7-7 Don't rule .it out altogether, though., A federal energy
ies
predoniinating ; Vince Suchconservation report indicates there will ie enough gas availomel,
"Olympic Jewel," for TeacHe rs hono red
go
too
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too
attempt
don't
they
able for travelers if
to
:fast. : . :-men; or/.y; Mrs . Albert, "Spark'7'
le,"';:miniature, three-inch ar- ARCADIA,. Wis. (Special ; Keep that camper out of mothbals and try some special
rangement ; , and 7;Mrs. Albert, Six members of the Arcadia
planning to nearby summer camping targets. Every state in
"Little Gem," miniature,.six- Public School, faculty who are
the union has wonderful parks and camping facilities—often
DEAR ABBY : My prolwm is a very loving husband. inch
resigning were honored at a rearrangement , /
much nearer than you realize. .
That's the trouble. He's TOO loving, For example, this
cent tea held at the school.
MRS.
LOWE,
They're easy enough: to locate,' too, thanks to maps that
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morning he drove the kids to school and came: back thinking announced that
,
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Superintendent
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Documents
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and
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request and the charge for postage and handling:
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all
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United States ... ...,...,.20 cents . (complete map)
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date.:
for
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getting
!
;
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when
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'
should
be
Dr.,
will
host
the
getting my house- show, the ' show was a success
. semi-ahnUal
/ ' / ¦ the Southwest .;......... ,15:cents Door^Panels & ^loor : Carped . '.-. ; |
work done.
business meeting and luncheon ;|7 . 7
No.,: 70P—National Parks oi and
attendance!
was
good
¦
'
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with
Will
you
please
.
tellWristhat
the
tim
.
e
for
romance
is
of
the
Catherine
Allison
Library
^he Midwest .......... ...15 cents 7
200 visitors registered by 4 p.m.
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after all the kids are asleep? .
7: 777 %
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.
Parks bfNo. 77P—National
¦" ¦
¦
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Also,
always
he
gets
ideas
after bowling. Bowling we^rs
'. ":the ' Northeast ....;.......
15 cents .:;;
¦
me out, but for him it's .an afrbdeeshiak (or however you Strum ALCW
SOLO PARENTS
No. 78P—National Parks of ' .- ' . "¦ ,
spell it). I wouldn't mind if I could sleep, the next morning,
Winona Solo Parents will
: New York City. ..........10 cents
but I . have to get up to drive the car pool. Am I wrong to
I
All i^or As Uttle As $25.00
STRUM; Wis. — "What Pente- meet tonight at 8 at the home \
No. ¦ftP—National Parks of
complain? After all, we're not newlyweds. We've been mar- cost; Means to Me," will be the of Mrs. Sharon Mart , Rolling'* .,
¦:. ' . Washington, D.C. ...;,..v. 15 cents . 7
ried for 17years. . '
17 YEARS program presented by the youth stone, Minn., for a card party.
For quicker service, check the phone directory for a GPO
at Immanuel Lutheran Church. CLASS REUNION
near yoii, under U.S. Government listings, "Public DocuDEAR NO BRIDE: . The ideal time for: romance is
//2 ^Lflft4 > RUG GLEANING |
Strum 7 "Wednesday at 8 p.m. at ARCADIA, Wis. ¦(Special)
ments Distribution Center." 7
when
both
parties
are
in
the
mood
and
have
nothing
else
the family birthday party spon- The Arcadi aHigh School Class
Camping can be fun and inexpensive—if you plan it right.
to do, but unfortunately, that's not always possible. I
PH0HE: 452-2048
This involves making sure your camper or camping trailer
sored by the American Lutheran of 1934 held a 40-year reunion
i
say,
shoot
the
ducks
while
they
re
flying—the
'
housework
is ready for the trip.
Church
Women.
will keep. And if the situation werereversed, I'd advise a
Saturday
evening
at
the
Arcad: The^ Transportation.Department: urgies citizens not to
¦
/¦Lunch will be• served.' The ia Country Club.
¦¦' ]
husband to do the same.
'
overload their vehicles. First, get the necessary weighing inpublic may attend.
structions from the manufacturer of your; recreational veDEAR ABBY": That answer you gave "Mad at My Hus- EQUITABLE RESERVE
liicle and learn and then observe them. The department found
band"—tlie
gal whose husband obj ected to her wearing a
Assembly 241 of the Equitable
that more than half such vehicle owners had never received
dress with a plunging "neckline—sounded like something out Reserve
proper directions for loading or for proper tire inflation. ToAssociation will meet
of
the
Dark
Ages
.
¦ You said,
Wednesday
"day, jail such vehicles are required to .have . a label indicating
at . 8:30 p.m.: at; the
''Some husbands don't mind if their wives dress home of Donald
the gross vehicle weight and the rating for each axle.
Rakstad , Gilsexy,
but
if
yours
does—don't!"
ly / Vmy i^M
REMEMBER : First weigh your loaded truck-camper on
more Ridge.
Abby,
you
dead
wrong.
A
woman
're
is
entitled
to
dress
Vehicle scales to be sure the empty vehicle's weight * plus
any way she chooses, and no one, Including her husband ,
cargo and occupant weight is within the top load indicated.
has the right to dictate otherwise.
G-E- T elementary
Your nearest dealer can help you if ybu find it difficult to
Would your answer have been the same if a man had
check. .
written to say that his wife objected to the way HE dressed? school chie f honored
Check your tires. If the vehicle has been stored for some
BEEN THERE
time, tire inflation will need checking. And examine the tread
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) on the tires. If any groove is less than 1-16 of an inch deep ia
Clayton. Olson , Ettrick , retiring
DEAR
BEEN:
You
bet
your
sweet
bippy!
(More
than
two or more adjacent grooves those tires should be replaced.
elementary school superviser of
one wife wrote to complain because her husband had
When loading, be sure to equalize the weight from side to
the Gale-Ettrick-Trempealeau
'
started
wearing
his
pants
too
tight.
I
advised
her
,
"Tell
ride and fore and aft Check your owners manual for correct
district, was honored Friday
your
husband
that
it
he
wants
to
wear
the
pants
in
the
'
size and inflation of tires.
evening
in the gymnasium of the
family,
he
should
wear
em
a
little
looser!")
'
The Tire Industry Safety Council and the Transportahigh
scliool
at GalesviKe. Speaktion Department both urge camper owners to remember to
DEAR ABBY: I am a happy-go-lucky, 25-year-old guy who ers were Superintendent Robadjust tire pressure only when tires are cool and not right
ert Howard , Mrs. Robert Sacia
Is still shook by something that happened to me last week.
after a trip. They warn against bleeding air from, tires when
for the school board; Mrs. Vicnewsstand
where
they
sell
I
went
to
a
magazines
and
tho
tires
cool
highway
use.
Let
the pressure has risen after
tor FoLkedahl for tho teachers ,
I
got
interested
in
books,
paperback
magazine
a
and
first and then check their pressure , Uneven and unexpected
started to read it. I was standing there maybe 30 or 40 and Lloyd Anderson. Presentatire wear can cause faulty steering, dangerous driving and
minutes , when the lady who works thero came up and said, tion of gifts was by Donald Henmar what should bo a relaxing and pleasant vacation.
think youve been here long enough . Either buy that maga- drickson,
"I
Send your comments and questions to Margaret
zine or put it back and leave.
Olson was honored at a noon
18914.
Dana, R.R. 1, Chalfont, Pa.,
Abby, I was so embarrassed I put the magazine back in luncheon at Drugans Supper
tho rack and left. A couple of people heard her, and I Club, Holmen , by elementary
really felt cheap. Aren't those magazines, put out for schoo'. teachers and was prepeople to look at? I wasn't bothering anyone or making sented gifts ,
a disturbance . Did that lady havo the right to tell me to
Julius Engelien , Ettrick , retirleave?
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FOUNDATIONS SECOND FLOOW

R-«8 STAIMTICS
7 Design RH86. has a llving room,
dining room, kitchen, ; family
room, giant entrance foyer, laundry rootn and lavatory on the
first floor, totaling .1607 square
feet. Upstairs, there . are four
bedrbdras, aij ; all-purpose room
and two bathrooms, totaling 1$05
square feet. Tbe over-all dimensions of 90' 6" by 3»' include the
two-car garage and a large portion of the rear patio.- 7
'
,;¦;¦
v."* -

Building in Winona

..

^"

11w^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i ai i i ¦
i ¦mmmmmr/A^m**j &wrc&*ar:'/,4ia&l ¦¦

- , TYPICAL of this architectural style is the 7 The diamond paneis of the tower windows also
generous;amount of brick used to complement are typical of the period.
the half-timber and stucco wall treatment;

House of the we^ft

Tudor is Idr ^
By ANDY LANG

TA lairge; family that, likes
. ;' things done . in the grand manner, will find plenty to admire
In this latest : House of the
,¦Week7 .
. '.: Outside, old world architecture is evident. The exterior is
. Tudor, ;with broken "roof lines;
stuccdj brick and rough - sawn
boards used to .define well-pro';' portioned shapes.. .
' ¦¦A .Inside, Design R-66 •: is 7 ele. gance personified; with
¦ Us four
bedrooms, unusual .' ' "¦"% bw er
RooBo," huge entrance foyer,
jfireplaced living room , dining
room with splayed sides, ideally
situated family room and bal; cony dinette at one; end of the
modern kitchen. .' .;
.. Architects- Herman H. York
¦ and
Raymond Schei?ke7have
given the entrance foyer , designated on the floor plan as the
."Grand Hall," an opulence that
reflects the tone of .the entire
bouse. Octagon-shaped , it . has
spaciousness and grandeur, with
.. a statu ary niche for tbe display

of a piece of art,
Nearby is the powder room
and walkrin coat , closet, with
its own vestibule, all idlesigned
to insure, private use, out of
view of other immediate areas.
The living room's .fireplace is
on a direct sight .line from the
foyer. The wall space is designed for unlimited furniture
placement. There are o» traffic lanes across this room, and
because it is two steps "above
the foyer, it'-will provide ; conyersatidri areas unusual to such
an arrangement.. •
The dining room ; with 7 its
splayed ; sides will, if properly
furnished, give; the impression
of a banquet hall. . A' huge,
small-pained window at the rear
overlooks the garden. 7 ' The kitchen is of the island
type, with all of the appliances
needed for today 's lining. A
balcony overlooks the family
room and, because the fireplace
is placed in the family room at
a point directly on . view from
the dinette, the atmosphere is

changed;frpni that of kitchen to
one bf inviting, warmth. A large
pantry closet will . store all ' of
the .family 's grocery needs.
¦Nearby isa large laundry, with
a sink, .clothes washer and dryer, and enough floor -.space to
allow,for . an ironing Ward, sewing machine or for other homemaking activity./There's even a
storage closet there.
On : the upper floor are the
iour bedrooms. The owners'
Ttedrown, with four closets, -is
showii with sliding glass doors
to a private balcony. The
dressing room leads to a-bath
with separate- tub : and shower
stall. .Because there are three
other , bedrooms ori this floor,
the bathroom for their use; has
been made large enough, in a
split arrangement , to. provide
twin lavatories and separate
tab and shower stall, thus pror
¦
viding multiple use. "A ; ' A
The conservation piece of this
design will be , the ' "ToWer
Room ,'* for here in a raised
floor arrangement; is an area

Volume .. AX- -. *... $4,043,342
Commercial ......... -.'; 2,046,941
Residential AX.,.:., :..: 626,120
Public (nontaxable)
1,372,281
10
New houses AA....X.: ...:
New multiple- ,
; 0
family units ;;*;..7
Volume sams date
•In 1973 ............ $3,699,896

ll'8"xl4'0" in the shape bf a
Tudor tower, with all of the
decorating ; possibilities any
owner might wish to use, Smallpaned windows look out over the
front; yard. The room can be
called a : multi-purpose area for
it certainly can be used as a
den , :T."V, room, guest room or
fifth bedroom,.Because of Its
location it can also be walled
off from , the hall ' and become
a part of the owners
¦¦ ' bedroom

10th permit
for new house
issued in city

Tho : year's 10th permit for
construction of a new house in
Winona was issued- last week . by
George;Rogge, city building;inspector.- ' ';' ;
- 7 ;- -.
This was one of 13 permits
for . construction estimated to
cost . $50,107 and pushed .the dollar -volume of new building in
the city this year. to.$4,045,324.
THE COMPARABLE figure a
The Rev;
^A^WEaa RJECEPWON . . .
7
year ago was: $3,699-896.
The house permit was drawn and Mrs. Glenn Quam, son paniel and daugh-..
by Loren Grage for construction . ters Debra and Kathy; were honored Sunday
at 1306 Crocus Circle. 7
at .a farewell reception; in B^llo-wsliip THall, :'.
Estimated to cost $31,270, the McKiijlfey ; -United; Methodist Church here,
J26-,by 54-fbbt house and garage where he has b^en pastor since 1966. Roy ,H.
will be of wood frame construc- Buswell,. right, presents a* plaque to Rev. and \
tion.;.;
'At re«j . from left, .are Arthur
It will be of one-story design Mrs. Quam.
with a split entry. ;
¦• Last . week's other permits
went-to: ::
James Jeressk, 1320 W. -Broadway.
$700 for construction of ;a 12*y 12-foot
and¦ Hammer
gazebo by Fowltr
¦¦; ¦ - ^Con. ;
. ¦;.;¦
struction Co. ¦•¦
Jerry Bonyskowskl i Box 942, ISO for
dismantling a 20-by 40-foot one-story
house at 1227 W ; Mark ' .St. : . Lawrence :. Pflughoeft, 702 WUnkaro
Ave., St,y& for construction of a 12-by
26-fodt addition.: by Henry ' pfiustvoeft,
Hiawatha Valley Corp., $9,000 for construction; of a foundation for . a. 46-oy
M-foot building 'to house a Brldseman
Ice Cream Store :¦ at. 408 Highway 14.
The contractor Is; Lee Holthaus. '
C, E.: Linden, 3&4 W, King St., «00
for enclosure of a.front' porch.
Clifford Gra|czyk, -.74? W. 41h St.; MOO
for ¦installation of a gas-fired fireplace
by .Richard ; Becker- •
Kellstrom' Enterprises, 415 Canter St.,
MOO tor interior and exterior remodeling
by.CDH. Remodeling and Building.
S tanley. Streuber; 924 E. Wabasha St.,
$2,000 for installation of siding,.
Mrs. William Galewski, 6S3 E. Broadway,: $1,200 for Installation of new windows and- siding at the rear, of her
houie by Vernon Gallagher.
Glen :Mason, -137S ;Crocus- Circle, SMS
for construction of a 10-by 10-foot deck.
Fred Huwald, M27E. Sanborn St., t?4
for construction of en elght-by seveii-fOot
shed.'
¦ Marvin Nelson,. 618 E; King St...$1,000
for construction of a 12-by 24-foot rear
porch and dismantling of on old porch.

Hooper, Frank Tuttle, Mrs,; Friebert7taak
and Mrs. Mary, Heyer, The family will leave .
June 12 for San Ahselmo, Calif., where Rev.
Quatn is enrolled in a^^ doctor of ministry program" at San Francisco Seminary.- In late,
August he ^vill assume the, pastorate at As-.A' Abiiry United ;Methodist Church/ Minrieapolls, ;
Minn. (Daily. News photo),
; . .;

GQP CQR ^

being influenced in awarding branch;".' he -added.-'- ' .
state contracts to campaign do- Johnson: deplored the power of '
nators. l H e linked such influ- the ; governor-appointed- energy . :
ences with a . secret .3250,000 An- commissioner as established
derson fund , noting difficulty in under the state energy bill. He
matching funds to favors ; b& noted that attempts to amend
: ' -: ' ¦• -.
suite.. - " .
cauie of withheld information the; bill to reduce such power
on donation . .dates;-' .
had failed and said, "That's 7
Citing contract awards for where the differences in th«e phi- ,
Rural Elkhorn youth
Fergus Palls Community; Col- losophy of government; come ' .
lege, Johnson . asked, "Do we into . playvV ' ;.
' 77dies in fall from Car
say that government's for sale The fqurth big issue ' Johnson
to .the highest. :bidder ? Do we said , wil be . one of economics,
ELIfflO^ Wis- (UPI) .- A
rural Elkhorn youth died Satursay. that you can buy architec- and he 'questioned the Minne- ¦¦;.
day of injuries suffered Tuesday
tural , work from the . state by sota tax situation on .income x>f
giving money to the governor? citizens and corporations. .
when he fell off the trunk of a
moving car in a parking lot and
We can't really; say until he
Johnson, 45, served four years
struck. ; his head on the pave- Although different in size and
gives us the. dates." ,
on
the Minneapo-Tis City Council
"
¦
'
degree,
of
toxicity,
.
scorpions
ment.. '
• "I have asked repeatedly and
; ' The victim was Gene A. Waite, can: easily be distinguished
WehdeU; hangs onto those dates and. eight years in the state Legson .of Mr. •¦ and Mrs. Loren from spiders : and . other arachharder - -.and tighter 'than- the islature. -. '
Waite.' Authorities, said the acci- nids by their clawlike pincers
President hangs . onto . , the Johnson urged state convention delegates ; from Olmsted. ;
dent occurred during the lunch anel long upturned tail at the tip
tapes;" he said.
hour in the parking lot at Elk- of-which is their stinger. .'
The . names .of 27 contributors Wabasha - and : Wipona counties
horn High School where Waite
were absent ; froiri the list, to the state Republican convenwas a junior. He died in a
because said Johnson, "It would tion in Duluth, June 20-22, to
(Continued oii page 12)
Racine hospital. 77
be embarrassing to them, acGOP candidate
cording to Wendell Anderson."
JOHNSON TERMED the alleged raising of; $250,000 for personal expenses after, election, by
Cloy, David Hall of Oklahoma ,
^'amazingly, similar to what happened her e in the State of Mirixesota." He noted that impeacliment proceedings .have been begun against Ha5L7 .
,-. ALMA,* . Wis, 7 ¦(Speciaiy 7. Rep. Johnson referred to "the
Househoats, . .jazz ', bands , balwholesale liquor monopoly in
loons and billiards highlighted
the state " and no increase in
the second annual Alma Marina
railroad taxes;since 1913 as. beDay here Sunday., -..
ing bad effects of special interThe feature of the day literalest: influence: / :
ly got Off the ground Sunday
Ah undue concentration of
morning as a 70-foot hot-air balpower in the state executive
loon rose above the marina. .
branch will be an issue in the:
The balloon, piloted by 16area cf the philosophy of govyear-old Denise Wiederkehr, St.
ernment,
said Johnson. "The
Paul, : was slated to race one
governor is getting more and
of . the local houseboats, but
more power, aiid this has been
gusty winds forced cancelation
accelerated" rapidly in the last
of the actual competition. Unt\yo years since the DFL took
daunted , the young pilot , holdover," he said.
¦
er of .12 world records for solo
Johnson related . -. a call he reballoon flight , demonstroted the
ceived from ah employe of a
mobility of her lofty craft.
OLD-FASHIONED BALLY . ... Rep. John W, Johnson , Minneapolis bank , who said the
Th& balloon was provided by
had been asked to sell 150
Raven Industries , a national ad- 45, Minneapolis, GOP candidate for governor/ speaks to an bank
tickets
to an Anderson testimonestimated
50
Republicans
Sunday
during
an
old-fashioned
vertising firm,
dinner two weeks ago in exWhile many of the people political rally at {he St. Charles, Minn., City Park . The rally ial
963 VV. Fifth
change for action on a branchgathering for the festivities had was \attended by. Republicans from Winona , Wabasha and banking
, Johnson asked the
bill
)
their eyes turned upward , their Olmsted counties. (John Brownell photo
employe to make a statement
ears -were tuned in to Art King
in writing, but noted that it may
and his Houseboat Five, proPhone
not be forthcoming due to the
viding background music while
employe's fear of the ' bill being
riding shotgun on one of the lodelayed. He said the bank
452-9275
cal houseboats.
bought seven tickets . at $100 a
Sunday afternoon the action
piece.
came back to earth and centerHE NOTED a similar call
ed around a conventional bilfrom
a trade association man
liard table — and some of the
quota was 15 tickets,
unconventional shots of trick DUBAND, Wis. — Since this came urgent when community whose
"This
is
the kind of strongshot artist Jerry B'riesath/ for- Pepin County , community of leaders scanned the growth here
merly of Winona and now 2,100 lost one of its two doctors and at Eau Claire and Menom- armed government you can get
1
when you put the concentraowner and operator of a billiard in January, the remaining phy- onie.
tion
of
power
in
the
executive
center in Madison , Wis. .
By JOHN BROWNELL
Daily News correspondent
Sf. : CHARLES, . Minn . -' A
Minneapolis GOP candidate for
governor 7 outlined wbat he
thought would be major. :campaign issues this fall to tricounty. Republicans here, and
urged their active .participation
in state-wide . - election, campaigns. "7
: St ate Representative John *W.
Johnson told about 50 jRepiiblicans.at a rally in St. Charles
City Park that;the campaign for
the statehotise would be divided
among issues of : integrity and
honesty, special interest influences, philosophy of government, and economics. He also
called for -an "open"
; Republi¦
can primary, "A .
JOHNSON charged the Anderson administration as possibly

Balloon race
gets Alma ever!
off Ihe ground

POLAGHEK
7EtEOTJ[C;

fireplace, one step down. Rear terrace can
be reached through sliding glass doors from
the kitchen and family roomi

FLOOR PLANS: Giant foyer leads directly to every room. Fireplaced living
room , is up one step from the other rooms,
with the family, room, also equipped with a

More detailed plans
Full study plan information on this architect-designed
House of The Week is obtainable in a $1 baby blueprint which
you can order with tills coupon.
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1 each :
"Your Home - How to Build , Buy or Sell it" and "Ranch
Homes," including 24 of the most popular homes that
havo appeared in the feature.
The House of the Week
Design No. 11-156
Winona Daily News
. Winona , Minn. 55!M7
Enclosed Is $1 for——baby blueprints
Enclosed is $1 for Ranch Homes booklet
•
Enclosed Is $1 for Vour Home booklet
,
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Zip
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^. Complete SatlsfacfcoT"^*
and
Guaranteed Workmanship
^Bkj r
¦
r You Need The Professionals

Mnnvllla & Certalnloed
• ROOFING—Johns
# SIDING - Reynolds Aluminum
AND DOORS• ALUMINUM WINDOWS

\/L\
H&\
¦Pafcv

_ Fr« E»<lmat«« With No Oblloatlon -

& SIDING
WINONA ROOFING
Phorw «M848
ED RATAJCZYK
209 E. 3rd St .

sician , Dr. Richard Bryant , has
been seeing between' 30 and 90
patients a day, six days a week.
But; relief appears in sight.
Citizens' efforts have resulted
in the hiring of Dr. David
Castleberg, a former Durand
resident, who was to begin practice in a new medical clinic
about June 1.
IN ADDITION to casing Dr.
Bryant's work load , it is hoped
a second doctor will ease the
financial problems of the city 's
hospital by allowing local medical business to be taken care
of locally,
Community leaders say tho
seriousness of the situation was
realized when a study by tho
Durand Commercial Club revealed a substantial number of
Durand and area residents .vero
going elsewhere for medical
service.
"Where people do their medical business, they usually do
their other business too," said
one city official .
According to Sam Bauer , a
leader in the physician recruitment drive , the situation be-

THE CITY is expected to experience rapid growth as construction of Northern States
Power Co; 's proposed nuclear
electric generating plant gets
under way and attracts new industry to the area, ,
The community hopes to hire
a third doctor , to complete a
staff of physicians for the new
clinic , a prefabricated building
purchased and equipped by the
city at a qost of about $90,000.

267 We»»
C UHV IOW

O B

j E f f l z W • CAR'PETINft — Flr»h, Discount Prlceil
ffi i'*
• SUSPENDED CEILINGS

WU

area doctor headache

W^

Pnrnoui Stormoiler

Wff isMw

Relief in sight on

Phon* 451-3136

BllE' 8 OFF .. , Well, she'a not really off. Tho hii fie balloon thnt appeared above the Alma Marina Sunday Is still
tethered at this point , but pilot Denise Wlcderkuhr was preparing for n fll R 'it. The lC-yopr-old pilot holds 12 w»rld records for solo balloon flights. (Ln Croix Johnson photo)
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FREE ESTIMATES

We Make Specialty Items
For Your Home! i „

POWERFUl PLUNGER CLEARS

CLOCCEDTOILETS

x^
mm $£i^- x^'^X <-^>

' /StLWi^A
^^mSUB^.
lS) '
IttaEtr" mmmmmwBB

^^^yP
NEVER AOAIN that •l<k U(..ll.tf
wh«n vowr toilet ovorflowt

TOILAFLEX
Toilet $WH551Plunger

Unlike ordinary plunge tt , Tbllaflex
docii not permit compr<«ied air or
mc»«y woter to spliuh buck or escape.
With Toiloflcn the (nil prciaure plowa
tlirough tli e clogging; matt and
•winhet it down,
« SUCTION*!M 8T0M *PU«H»ACK
• CINJtn. ITKIF, CAN'T 8KIO AROUNO
• TAPEHSD TAIU QIVII *|B.TIOHT FIT

CM tlto Oonulni'rollaflox*
$2°a Ar HARDWARE STORB8

•
•
•
•

PICNIC TABLES
FLOWER BOXES
FENCE SECTIONS
Other Small Items

—IP YOU WANT SOMETHING SPECIAL SEES US-

KENDELL-O'BRIEN
LUMBER COMPANY

I15 Franklin Si.

"Hers To Sorv« "

Phon* 451-3120
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third; inning with a sacrifice fly, blasted a Chiefs M) ¦brh Bravei tt); abrh 1
By BRUCE CLOSWAY
A tat
toaily News Sporte Writer
two-run homer over the.screen in left-ceriter
Semlins.tf :
i3 2 Le'e,rf
4 4 3 : Atirens,2b
R.Sauer.ss
5 0 1The Winona Braves wound up. with more in the fifth to finish off Braye:s righthander Schuitz
3.0 1: StoIpa.lt)
. 502
D.Sauer,3b"
3 1:1* LeVasseur.c: 5 1 2
Greg Zaborowski.
hits, hut the Winona Chiefs made theirs count
' 300
Rfess.lb ;
.3 0 0: Gora^b
The Braves poiuided out il hits in the ¦ Beqk.lb'
' - . 1 0 0 Wlse.lf ' .' ¦
-- especially: a pair' of two-run homers by the
tl 2
'
Barron.rf
"4 '01 .
3 0 0 Rendahl^f
Sauer brothers — and coasted to an 8-2 vic- . game,, three more than the Chiefs, but . they : S.WIItgen/:
4 0 0 Wrigttt.Js . . ' 3 0:1 ¦
tory in the first regular- season meeting be- hit into two double plays, : had one ruiiner
Kreuzer,2b
30 0
. 4 0 1 BritWh"
3 0 0 Zaborowskt.p 0 0 0
¦ tween . the local
¦ rivals Sunday at Gabrych. picked, off , another nailed for oyerslidihg the . Scovil.dfl
Case.p
0 0 0 Anderson^
0 0 0 ::
i' ,. - - AAy
' . .Park.". ..;;; .;.¦' :" ¦ ,
bag at second and left il stranded.
- . ' ——
Kr.inke,p
000* .
Total* #MJ .
It was the ChiefsV second straight win
Bob Lee, Terry Stolpa, Bruce LeVasseur Haerner.1) ' 0 » «
'.' -Totals 32 8 a *
against Tri-State League competition and left . and Steve. Wise each had two hits for : the .
them with a Z-l mark for : the season. The . .Braves .'but it was -a bases-loaded single: by. CHIEFS ..... ....;...;... 201 030
...
Braves dropped to 0-8 overall and 0-2 in the Jim. Wright in the bottom of the second Xhat BRAVES . . . . . . :.;.:. , . . . . . 02O 0M 100-*
DtXh-i .
'
'
E—Kreuzer, Beck, Barron, Wright -J. - , league. '• '. -. • ":
brought in both runs!: .
;.
LeVasseur. RBI— R. Sauer 4,
¦' ¦•. The Chiefs broke a. 2-2 tie with two runs
Mike Case worked the first five; innings Gora,
Sauer 3, Schultr, Wright 2. 2B—'R. Sau- . .- ¦
¦' ¦' In the top of the third inning arid padded their on the mound "for fche Chiefs, giving up six ". er, Semllng, Kreuzer, Ahrens. HR — R.'
Saver, • D. . Sauer,. SB—Semllng, Schultz 7 hits and two* runs, to earn his first victory
lead with; a three-run fifth inning.¦ ;
3, D. Sauer* Barron. - S^-Schultz. DP —
(Semling-Ross),. ID. Sauer-Wllt. Dick' Sauer * errjoyed a rather ' .productive.';' against one '-loss:' this season. Steve Krinke •'. ' Chiefs
; 7 afternoon for the winners, tagging a homer, pitched three scoreless innings in relief and oen).' , L0B-<hlefs '5, ' Braves 11. . ' "
'' " " " PITCHING SUMMARY
'
. double and single, driving in four runs and : . Bill Hoerner . worked the ninth;
BB SO:.
Zaborowski was touched for six hits and Case (W, 1-lV ;... 5IP H6. R1 ER
scoring four: The only time the Chiefs' short2 3 . 1'
Krinke ......:..... 3 : 3 0 0 1 1
, stop was kept from making a round trip to
six earned runs in the five innings he woried, Hoerner.
7 . .1 '.: .2
0 0. ¦ 0 1 •
. ... '.
7 the plate was in the top of the ninth inning : and Craig Anderson, a righthander from .Ma- - .' Zaborowski'(L,
04V 5 . .. "& 7 ' «• '¦ 2 5
•
Anderson
2
1 , 1 4
1
.
.
.
.
.
:
A
.
.
when he flied to center.
:-7" bel, Minn. , added to the roster just before
HBP—R. Sauer (by Anderson).. VW —
Dcug Saiier, who knocked in a run in the : game time, pitched the last four innfcngs. "Zaborowski, Anderson. . PB-rY/iltgen.
D

ffisMilfe^if

¦
relay.
:
7.
ALBERT IiEA, Mina. -- -Wino- the mile, atoned
;
his
perfor
na High will be sending six ath- . Haesly in the : pole vault in
letes to .the Minnesota State iformance
Meet, ; <he failed
High School Track Meet this the Big Nine
feet) by going ISweek as a result of Saturday 's to clear 12
career efRegion A Class AA meet here «, equalling his best
place
and the
second
for
:
fort,
at Hamiher Field Saturday.
state
The best the Winhawks could right ' to7coinpete . 7in the ¦ ' '
"
"
;
;
;
'
meet.
:
o
;A• •. •
'7;
made
field
,
do against a strong.
up"of the same teams that com- Bob Fleischman of John
a
peted in the Big Nine Confer- Marshal won the event with
effort
best
his
14-2V4,
of
vault
was
ence Meet the week before,
' ' - "A A "- 'A A
a second , from Mark Haesly in alsoV . -.
John Marshall won the. meet
the pole vault.
But Coach Jim Film's squad for the fourth year in a row
secset school, records iii each of with 59 points, .Mayo, was
.Albert
by
followed
'
40,
with
ond
,
and
events
.
relay,
the three
qualified for the state meet, Lea with 39, Austin with 33,
which begins Friday at Apollo Owatonna with 29, .Faribault
High School in St. Cloud, in ty/o with 25, Mankato East with 16,
Windna with 11, Mankato West
of them.
"Winona 's foiirsbme of Dave with 5 and . Hed ging with.l.
Walden , Dean Emaouel, Mike Winona 's. 880-yard relay team
Aeling and Rich Thurley took of Walden, Emanuel, ; Aeling
third in the sprint medley re- and Thurley also set a school
lay with Oime of ,S-35.4, shay: record of 1:33.0,. breaking, the
ing two full seconds off its old mark of 1:34.6 set in 1954,
school record¦ set in the confer- but had to settle for fifth place.
. Freshman Ken . Trautmann
ence meet. . ' .'
/Rochester John Marshall won equalled his school record time
the event-with , a time of 5:33,6; of 9:56.4 in the two-mile run
and Owatonna was second with but wound; up in sixth place,
the same time as Winona. The . and teamniate Glen Brown was
Hawks qualified on the basis of fifth , in ; the high hurdles ;with a
bettering the standard /time time; of 15.6, 7
from last year's state Claiss AA
meet. ' , - - .'"' : ' . .: ' . •;•
Tod Duffy, Emanuel, thurSLIGHT. HURDLiE . '.. ., Gary Ahrens, second baseman for ley and Aeling also .took ad|vanthe Winona Braves, takes to the air to; avoid a fallen Jbj i Sccr tage of the standard time in
vil of the Winona Chiefs in Sunday's first regular season en- . the 7mile relay. Despite finishcounter between the two local teams- Ahrens tagged Scovil ing . fourth behind John MarVault — 1'. Bob fleischman (JM»
out after the Chiefs' designated; hitter had been caught , in a shall, Owatonna and Rochester I. Pole
' Haeslev CW); '3. Hockinson (AD; 4.
7v
Mayo, Winona beat the stan- Larsen (AL) ;¦ 5. Fabry (JM).'. Dy*-2V,. .
rundown.7nie;'Chiels;won a^.
.
dard , time of 3:27 easily by turn- : Hiah ' JumW - :1. 'Bill ; Horrvan. (RM)» : .
' McCamy (AL)j 3; Olson. . (JM ); 4. . . ..
ing in. a 3:24.5 effort, breaking 2.Bergstrom
(AL); 5. Erickson -IAU). ;
another school record which the D—6-4. ¦ ¦. ¦
same, four had set in the Big Discus — 1. Jerry Brandt IAD ) 1. .
Anderson ( F);, 3. Kllsman . (JM); A.
Nine meet. ;Fltzpatrlck <R,M); 5. Bblden ;(RM). - !>- . : .
The Rockets took first in the 156-6. .
.- '
mile relay with a fast time of . 100-Yd. Dash : ^ 1. Dudley WalUrs :(Oj;
(AU); 3. Brooks (ME); . 4. AAon3:21.9, just two seconds away 23onNeve
(R«l); '5. ' Thomas (AUJ. - T-0:9.9.
from Edina's state record. ,
' /Vile Run : i- ¦(' . Tim :Richsrdt'(JM); 2. ¦
, ' .Split7times by Winona run- Keith (RM); 3, Sherman (AU); 4. Johiv ¦ '
CAL); S. Sandry (ME). T—4:J0.5.
ners in the relays were nothing son440-Yd.
Dash — I.-MIke " Newman (J«|; "' .
short of outstanding. Emanuel 2. . Flaaen (F=); 3. Gatei CF)| 4. SlmOndi *.
(AL);
S.
Taylor. (MW), .Tr-0:jo:i. .
was clocked in 22.1 for his 220
Two-Mile Run — .1. ' Harry . HoHman
relay,
leg of the sprint medley
(RM);,- 2: Gibart (AU);-3. Jurslk- (JM);
(JM); 5. Mullen : (RM). 'T—
Thurley had a 1:57.3 for his 4,. Vonshsen
¦
9:30.0. ¦' .
. ' ; ' • '' '. '' :;. :¦
anchor 88.0 leg . and Aeling ran :: 180-Vd. Low Hurdles
-^ . i: Jack Brookt
2: Thomas (AU);: 3. '• Elllnstiuy- ¦
a .49.5 for his 440 leg anchoring (ME);
'

Region A
track results

BELLY FLOP . .A Mike Semling of :the . Winona Chiefs
dives back to first base to thwart an attempted pickoff in
7 . Sunday's Tri-State League game; ' with the Winona Braves in
Gabrych Park. Terry Stolpa stretched to take the throw from

his pitcher, Greg Zaborowski. The .Chiefs won the game 8-2;
to raise their league record to 2-0. (Daily' News Sports photos
by Jim Galewski) ' .-

20;073 watch N^
By BRENT KALLESTAD
psey and :Graig; Nettles further
BLOOMINGTON, .Minn. CAP) embarassed the ' Twins before
— Minnesota's, largest crowd of 20,073 fans:
the. season may have headed :; "I wanted to prove to Calvin
home in a time vacuum Sunday (T\yins ' ; owner Griffith ) he
after The New York : Yankees made a:mistake," said Dempounded out a season-high 18 psey7after his three-run home
hits to belt the Twins 11-1; *. y run off 7 former ^ninor . league
The " Yankee performance, teammate Vic Anbury , moved
which included .ah assist from New York into a fro advantage.
Minnesota, was remindful of a "The: Yankees have confidence
decade ago when the gray-flan^ in me. It; was hard to feel con?
neled New York '.; visitors at- fident playing for Minnesota?' A
tracted record crowds.to Metro- Dempsey also drove , in the
game-winning run in New
politan Stadium.
Former Twins' Rick Dem- York's 6-5 victory over Min-

nesota Saturday.
;"I caught Vic (Albury). at
Chiarlotte in 1971 in the old Dixie Leagued 3)empsey said, "I
think he's a heck of ai pitcher.
He threw his waste pitch to
¦me. "-- .; 77"Dempsey has a lot of talent," said Twins' pitching
coach and former major league
catcher Bob Rodgers. !"He has
all the tools, but . apparently the
organization didn 't feel It could
wait to see if he would develop" 7
Mel Stottlemyre, who played

r
J|ckson s two home runs
aid A s tout of BreWers
OAKLAND (UPI) _ Regigie
Jackson is hitting
.399, has 15
42 RBIs
but the
homers^ and
last thing on his mind is the
Triple Crown.
"Sure, I guess I have a
chance for it," Jackson said
Sunday after hitting two home
runs that helped the Oakland
A' s to a 6-4 victory over the
Milwaukee Brewers and a
commanding lead in the American League West.
"With the kind of start I've
had this year," continued
Milwa ukee

(4)

ab r h bl

Oakland (6)

tb r h bl

5 0 1 0 Campnrs .M 4 0 0 0
Money.Db
Perry.ct
3 0 1 0 W«noual,d 4 0 0 0
Norlh.cf
00 0 0
Heaan.ph . 1 O O O
4 110
Moore.c
1 0 0 0 Bando,3b
5 011
Jackson.rl 3 3 3 1
Brlooa .ll
Scott.lb ¦ 5 1 1 0 Rudl.lt
4 113
4 0 J O .DJohnson.dh 4 1 l'O
Porleric
O OOO
Tenaco.lb
3011
Mltch«ll,rf
3 0 0 0 Fo!)c,c
30 00
El|l3 ,dh
3 0 10
1 0 1 1 Grccn,2b
Hansen.dh
Hunt«r,p
OO OO
Colucclo.rt
4 111
OOOO
Gnrcla.Jb
3 1 1 0 Flnoors.p
„___
J 01 0
Yount .ss
Mny.pd
OOOO
Totali 311 11
TJohnson,ss 1 1 1 1
OOO O
Wrlohl.p
Tolals 3M11 4
MILWAUKEE
.. 010 000 017—4
OAKLAND
010 JOO 03x-4
LOB—Milwaukee 9, Oakland A. ?B •
Porter, Garcia, T. Johnson, 3B - D.
Johnson. HR—Colucclo 3, Jnckson (J)
14, 15, Rudl 5. SB-Hanscn.
PITCHING SUMMARY
IP H R ER BB SO
6 t t
Wrlohl (L, 'Ml . . 8
2 1
Huntflr (W, B-3) . . Vfi 7 1 1 1 3
Flnoert
Vfi 4 1 1 0 0
Savo— Flrroora J. HBI'— By Huntnr (Garcia). T—1:58. A-9,309.

Jackson, "it's possible to win
the Triple Crown, but honestly
I' m not thinking about it, and
for some pretty- good reasons.
"First , thero is Rod Carew. If
I* hit .340 he's liable to hit .350.
If I hit ,r>90 he's a good bet to
hit .400. Carew is a tough batter
who you know is going to wind
up with a pretty good' average.
"Second , there is Jeff Burroughs. He's now coming into
his own and the Rangers are
getting a lot of men on base for
him. You have to figure he's
going to be in the RBI
¦ race all
the way. ' ' . . '
"The third reason why I'm
hot thinking about the Triple
Crown right now is because
there is a lot of baseball left to
play this season. If I'm going
this good in the middle of
August , then I'll start thinking
about it."
Jackson 's two homers Sunday
were; pretty good wallops. Ho
hit both off Clyde Wright. The
first came on an inside, waisthigh pitch which he drove 425
feet to right center. The second
was an outside fastball which
he nailed 350 feet to left.
"When I get my pitch ," said
Jackson , "I always feel I can
hit it out. You have to think
positive about this game in
every respect or you are not

Have more money from
your next paycheck.. *
without a raise

j $k .

going to be able to play lt
well."
Joe Rudi chipped in with a
thiee-run homer in th* eighth ,
wliich wound up as the winning
blow. It fattened Oakland's lead
to 6-2 at that point but the
Bo-ewers scored twice in the
ninth to make it close.
Jim Hunter got the victory,
his eighth against five losses,
while Wright took his sixth loss
in 11 decisons. Rollie Fingers
worked the last 1 1-3 inning to
gain his fifth save.
The A's are idle today, then
begin a ' nine-day road trip in
Detroit Tuesday with a twinight doubleheader .

MINNESOTA UMN & THRIFT

its; -Nettles , who was traded to
Cleveland in 1969 after Minnesota : officials/ decided he
couldn't play third base; was
one of three Yankees to get
three base hits. Ron Blomberg,
who also doubled, drove in four
runs with . a , home run and
single and Lou Pihiella sandwiched singles- around his second home run of the year . . .
The Yankees, who open a
three-game /series at Chicago
Tuesday night , broke open a 2-0
game with a seven-hit, seven-

Rhythm

run sixth inning highlighted by
home , runs from Dempsey,
Blomberg and Piniella.
"I 'gue&s you could call it! a
laugher," said Blomberg. "Everyone was pretty loose on the
bench with the big lead. "
Blomberg, who has been iised
almost strictly- against righthanded pitchers , said he enjoyed hitting against Minnesota
left-handers Albury and Bill
Butler. 7
"I felt pretty good against
the . 'lefties," Blomberg said.
"I'm eager to hit against any-

Btyleyen fa^

Bert Blyleven

BLOOMINGTON , Minn. (Ap)
— The Minnesot a Buckskins upset the Philadelphia Freedoms
29-22 Saturday night in World
Team Tennis action,
It was the first loss of tho
season for the Atlanti c section
lenders after 12 straight victories.
Also shattered , alon g with the
Freedoms ' win string, was the
WTT attendance mark. The
crowd at Metropolitan Sports
Center was 10,658.
The highlight of the night was
the 6-3 victory by the Buckskins' Mona Schallnu and Wen-

Oasis, Green Terrace
ousted in the quarters

body; I'm eager to get rid of
the label that. I-can 't hit lefthanders, You can't hit them if
you don't .play against them."
Yankee, manager. Bill Virdon
said he plans to increase., the
Tise of Blomberg against southpaws. . ; A 'X
"I figure on using hirn
(Biomberg) against Jel't-hand«rs," Virdon
said . "He's ca¦ ¦
pable." ' ' ,:
: Minnesota 's . Rod Carew ¦ singled in two attempts and ¦boosted his league 'leading average
tO .410;

'

off , not concentrating

BLOOMINGTON , Minn. (AP )
— Minnesota Twins' manager
Frank Quilici has removed
pitcher Bert Blyleven from Uie
team's pitching rotation in an
effort to help correct a defect
in the 23-year-old pitcher 's system.
"Blyleven has looked bad his
last two starts ," said Quilici.
"His rhythm is off and he isn 't
concentrating. "
Blyleven , 4-7, led the major
leagues with nine shutouts in
1973 and has pitched a pair of
whitewashes and lost two 1-0
contests this year.' , He was

scheduled to pitch Wednesday
night against Boston 7 but was
replaced in the rotation by
Dave Goltz .
"I feel all right," said Blyleven. "But Frank's the boss."
Minnesota continued a recent
slide losing to New York 11-1
Sunday. The Twins have lost 9
of their last IS games and
dropped into last place in the
American League West 6'^
games behind divison leader
Oakland.
M i n n e s o t a owner Calvin
Griffith wants to make a move
to strengthen the team before
the June 15 trading deadline .
"We're always trying to bet-

Buckskins upset Freedoms

SOUTH ST. PAUL , Minn. —
morelc of-yo ur pny- Two Winona teams , Oasis Bar
KC to have $30 or $100 ,0
^g&5jn*SSk Like
mo11
ML&T
en<!l1
m:in- and Green Terrace were elimirff\J<TOv^jB f
"1' 'J ""t
"
$jrf BK$/fy Jf lW n K e'' about , a pnyment reducing loan, The nated in the quarter-finals of
c innc *s aie wllh one loan lip can pay off all
lKi23''?^WBSl )r '
tlie South St. Paul Invitational
y °w inslnllment payment nccoiinls, Reduce ¦
'
Softball
Tournament here over
>y ^&r&ifflBSfl// yo
w P r ''scnl iwiymnnls 11s much as 50% ,
hZ%j@ 3mwl
weekend,
tlio
'
you
money
out
more
of
each
piwlenvin*!
M [II
/ VJE2
check f or olher lliings , To mnke your "ralso " Oasis, a 6-1 winner over ScnnMy j m'l l l
din in the opening round , was
effective next payday, call or slop in,
f l v'
m
dumped by Lamplight of River
Falls 3-2; Green Torraco, a fi-4
winner over tho Scnndia MerWINONA
Phone m-Wl
173 Lafayette Sf,
clmnts In the first round , fell
Loam imdtr t900 mty bt tnatlt at a Metier rati at ctieriQ,
\ to Menomonie 7-1.

^ ^

on the last great Yankee
¦ teams
in the. early ' . " 1960*8", stopped
Minnesota on six hits and ended a perspnal five game losing
streak. Stottlemyre evened his
season record at 6-6 with his
first victory.; since April 30.: .
Although the personnel is
vastly ' different 7 the ¦' rivalry
hasn 't changed; much . since
Minnesota won only 25 games
in its first four years of exis-.
tence against New York and
nearly all the Twins' regular
season attendance records were
established during Yankee vis-

. (F); 5. Hanstfl
sen (AL); 4, Thompson
* .' .
(RM). T-0:I9.6. . . . ' ..¦ • ¦
¦
¦
220-Yd. bash: —. 1. Diidley'. Walters to) > .
2. '. Neve (AU); 3.' . Slmtmis ', (AL);- t.
Fairclough . - (F); 5. Anderson '.'(Fl;. T— '
0:22.e:- ; ;.
. Shot PuA — I. Kent Kittmariii ( J M h
J: . Northenscold. (MW>; 3.' Prochajka ¦
(RM); 4. Brandt (AL); J. Farn«J , (ALJ. . '¦'
D—54-91,4.
yy '. .
Long Jump — 7: Jim Ellinghuysen
(AL); 2. Anderson (F); 3. Dobyns (RM); •: '
4. Erickson (AU); 5. Frye (JM). D—2J-1. 7' :
¦
. ' 120-Yd. Hijh Hurdles — 1 1 . Jack Brookl.
(ME); 2. Anderson (RM); 73. , HaTison ' •'
¦ (F)'j' 5. Brown (W).
(SM) ; 4. Thompson'
¦
¦
T-TO:M.S. '- ' '. .
;
'
880-Yd. . Dash ' — 1. Mike. Newman '
(JM); 2. Bautelle (JM); . 3. DeLallsch
(O); -4. McNamae . (AL); 5: Gale (RW).
T—1:56.5. . - ¦' " ' • ¦ '.
Sprint Medley Relay .-r- 1.' .John ' Marshall '.(Atlwton, . Sandberg , Burt , .Rich-ardt); !, Owatonna; 3, : Winona; 4. Mapoi
5. Austin.. T—3;32.6. ' .
880-Yd. Relay — -.!.. Austin (Neve, En- ,
right, 'D 'unfen Thomas); 2. Owatonna;
3. Faribault; i. Mayo; ¦. J.' . WInona. T— ' .
1:30.3.:- • ¦ :
.• ' . ;. .
' ¦Mile Relay - 1... John-Marshall (Tftomas, BurU Btulellei Newman); 2. Owatonna; 3. ' Austin). 4. . Winona; S., Albert . L»»
'"¦ ¦
f-0:21.9.

dy Turnbull in women 's dou- Buchholz of the Aces . defeated Buchholz and Tim Warwick debles. They handed Billie Jean Bob Hewitt 7-6, with a 5-3 feated Hewitt and Owen DavidKing and Tory Fretz their first tiebreaker,
son 6-3 in the men 's doubles,
loss
after five straight Chicago also won the men's
M 1n n e s o t a
the
triumphs.
' and women 's doubles, as Miss mixed doubles, assalvaged
Miss Jones
j
Mrs. King, however, beat I Stap and Janet
Young, beat and David Lloyd beat Sue EastAnn Hay don Jones fi-4 in worn- 1 Miss Schallau and Wendy
Turn- man and Graham Slillwell of
en 's singles,
bull , 7-6, with a 5-3 tiebreaker ,. I Chicago 7-5.
Bob Hewitt of the Buckskins
bent Brian Fairlle of Philadelphia 6-4 in men 's singles, In men 's doubles, Hewitt and
Owen Davidson of Minnesota
triumphed over Fairlie and
. . . All Work and 4-Wheel Driver
Fred Stowle, 7-6, witli a 5-2
tiebreaker.
David
Lloyd, and Miss
Schallau were (VS victors over
Stowle and Julie Anthony In tho
mixed doubles,
Minnesota , lending the CkilfPlains section of the WTT, now
has an B 5 record , Philadelphia
had been the only undefeated
WTT team.
The Buckskins lost thoir momentum Sundiiy night when
they were bonten 31-24 by the !
Aces at Chicago, It was Chi- 1
COME IN AND GET OUR MONEY-SAVING DEALI
cage's first victory in nine
matches.
Chicago's Sue Stnp beat Ann i
Haydon Jones and
Mona j
JEEP ir AMERICAN MOTORS
Schallnu , who took over foi' Hio
"Breozy Acres," E. of Winona, Hwyi, 14-M
Inst threo sets, 0-2, in tho womPhon* 452-M31
en's singles match, while Butch I

8
JEEP TRUCKS

KEN'S Sales & Service fl

tefsour club ," Griffith said.
"Weliaven't been able to make
a deal with anyone to benefit
both teams. "I won't trade
Blyleven , (Rod) Carew or (Joe)
Decker,'' Griffith said. "We
need a good defensive outfielder badly, " added Griffith.
The team 's top defensive outfielder, Larry Hisle, has been
sidelined the past 10 days with
a bruised instep suffered from
a foul ball. Hisle was the
team 's top run producer at the
time of the injury and led the
club in game-winning hits.
"We've talked to everybody
but Boston ," Griffith said,
"They seem more inclined to

deal wi th the national leagut
teams."
"The way it looks now we
won 't play Hisle and (Steve)
Braun at the same'.time," Quilici said.
Griffith said Craig Kusick at
Tacoma would probably be recalled In the near future. The
25-year-old Kusick , who hit .305
with 27 home runs and 104 runs
batted in last year at Tacoma ,
leads the Pacifi c Coast League
in runs batted iii and is batting
.345.
"Kusick is ready for the major leagues ," Griffith said. "We
need somebody to hit the ball
out of the park. "
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Wisconsin imcJt meef

RaGini Pirfc^

Cleveland wins
aftwigYailey

jilii^ii^fi !^
: BIAGK JRIVER FALLS, Wis. place finishes from Gerry !Ba#
— Winona shooters brought nlewski in the Class C f rees tyle,
homo seven first-place finishes, Marion Dooney in the Women's
and a second here Sunday in Glass B. freestyle, Dave .'.Morrithe second of the West Central son in the Men's Expert, DaVe
Field /Archery League's shoots. Altoff in the Men's. Archer,
tomah archers collected five Betty Drazkowski in '-, the . Womfirst and six seconds; Trem- en's championship, Mark Fiatrpealeau shooters claimed a first ke iii the junior beys and Rich
and three seconds; La Crosse Drazkowski Jri tlie - Cadet divihad four each and Black River sion ,;.'
Falls-had : one each.
A field of 108 shooters was
Winona's points came on first on hand and wili.be expected at
the next league shoot scheduled
loi June 16. m La Crosse, Wis.

Moorhead
grabs gaN'
track title

MEN'S FREESTYLE v
C-LASS A — 1. Bob Nelion, Tremp..
521; 2. Rosar Hlelland/ Tremp., SOO.
CLASS B — 1. Al Graewln, Tomah,
474; '2. Bud . Whillock, Tremp., 47U 3.
Howard th«l«niann,.:
Wlnoha, 448,
¦
. C LASS. C - I. ¦ Gtrrv BaBnfow»kl, Winona. 46It 2. OelJwrt t«ft, Tom«h, 41?;
3. John Ellington. Buck Rlwr Falli/
41fWOMES'S FREESTYLE
CLASS A — 1. Paulino F>o(f, Tomah,
:i7j 2. Mireo Bill, Tomah, 202.
CLASS B — 1. Marlon Dooney, Winona,
SW; J, Biintiy BurnaMe, Tomah, ' in. . -.

' : MADISQfN - : (UPI ) --. Racine high jump by Hands, a iifth
•Park arid Kohler used relay vic- place finish in the Iorg jump
,: liA . CROSSE, Wis. — Dennis
Cleveland of Winona beat Bruce
tories to grab state boys track by. Alroy Johnson and second
and fourth: place finishes in the
Siiiioiies of La Crosse. in a sudand field championships Satur- relay
races, /
den death playoff to. capture the
day and Ashwaubentoi relied on The fourth place finish in the
Twig Valley Open Golf Tdurnathe running of ace Mark Bork to mile relay — final event of the
ment . championship; here Sun'•
take the tliird claj ss crown.
day-was decisive, pulled Park
.
day. .'¦'.' .
{ No state, records *f«ll : during from behind to its victory.
. Cleveland, who won the tourthe second day .'of the meet as kohler scored a victory lii the
nament , in: 1972 but finished Id
the interest shifted from the In- climactic Class C inlle relay to
strokes behind, winner Steve Pedividual heroics of JfcFarlahd's score
tersen of West Salem: last sea-,
points and edge.Mc
Steve Lacy to the fighJfc fpr team Farlahd20 for
son ,; and - Siniones finished: the
a7fifth successive
18 holes of regulation play with ^¦ -r~~wimmmmmm^^^mmmnMmm^';¦<---y- -*•**. titles..
class
crown.
Lacy
had accounted
class:
A
the
'
Park
won
crown
dne-over-par 65s.
V
points
for
12
of
McFarland's.18
BRADSHAW SIGNS .. . by7%
: Cleveland then won the ; title
point from Brown Deer,
with his irecord ; shattering .twoby taking a birdie on the par- Quarterback Terry•; Brad-'A' . which got all of its .points from mile
victory Friday and a slower
"a multiyeiar Pat Sierra , who won the 100' and
three/ . 160-yard : second hole of shaw signed
¦ with the NFL's 440
than
win in tho mile Satcontract
and placed fourth In tlie long urday.usual
the sudden death playoff.
' : ' ¦' A .A A .
;
Steve Jahimiak of La Crosse Pittshurgti • Steelers Sunday, : jump. 7
was third with a 66. Peter- even though - there : yere ' Park's 14 % points,came on His two-mile time of 8;56i6
sen did hot enter this year 's hints the WFL's New York a win by Rich Hands in the low Friday was 18 seconds below the
tournament.
.';'. Stars offe?ed more money.: 7 hurdles, a tie for fourth in the previous state meet mark. His
-i

Sorenson ciaims 2 champs
in TSHDA literised trial

Teams needed ior
slowrpitchioufrtey

time in the mile - Saturday was soii was the only Winona area
4:15.5 - a class record, . but still thinclad; to place in the state
not .a itate meet record and well meet, claiming :'»..fifth.' in Class
below, the 4:07.6 he had run earl- C's 100-yard dash. He. failed to
ier, this year. The state meet place in the 220ryard.dash . and
mark stands at 4:11.1. ;
long jump; tetammate.Allen¦¦.'¦ '.
Bill Pearson, McFarland's bas- Campbell also .failed to place in .
ketball standout , . got: the other tte low hurdles. 7
points for . the Spartans , with his Other .. Class -CX entrant*,.
high jump will at:6-4 . . ¦;
Whitehall's Tom Ritland in7the "'.
Mark Bork : led Ashwaubehon low hurdles, bsseo-Fairchild's
16 the Class € crown, : finishing Richard Cuddy in the. two-mile
first : in the 440- aiid second in
the 220. The Jaguars' . other run and mile run, Mike Muihern
points. cameTpn/a second place; in . the 7 880-yawI: run and . the .
finish in the pole vault by Char- Chieftains' 880-yard relay quarlie Browii and a fourth place, in tet also failed to: place.
the high, jump by Chris Kreuter. In Class B, Arcadia's Kim :
Reuter failed to place in the
Ashwaubenon .finished with ; 16 lOflh and 220-yard dashes and
points, . Sheboygan
Falls was Gale r Ettrick - Trempealeau's .
¦
next 'with l'M;". .
Terry Smith failed to place , i n .
Eleya-Btrum's Glenn Thomb- the 880-yard run* '. :

Milwaukei gi^ri^
5i02.24 ih stafemile

Several: teams are' still needJUNIOR BOV'S FREESTYLE
RICHFIELD7 Minh. (AP) - l. Ron Radl, Tomah, 428; 2. Wark
ed to complete the field for an
Vlnty,
Tomah,
331.
.
Moorhead High :School cruised
open slow-pitch Softball tourJUNIOR OIR1.S FREESTYLE
to its second cdhsecutive Minnament to be held Saturday and
1. .Dabble Andwjo h,., Tomah, 422; I.
nesota Stated High School girls Debbie Poff, Tomah. 2$0,
Sunday ' at 7 .the Club . 4-Mile
track and Ttield championship
Field located near the Hillside MADKON (UPI)-i- Madison : In; Class. B Lake . Mills won
MEN'S BAREBOW
Saturday in a meet highlighted CHAMPION
Siding, West dethroned Madison Mem- the team crown ;with723 points.
. - 1. Keith Bltr, Tomah,
Audlon,. lab, owned- by. Mr. and - Mrs . Fish House
¦ ¦:¦ in .Bluff
ProfesMinn,
chester;
William
Wunderlich,
WEAVER,
Tomah;
452;
3.
2, Frank Rasch,
by one . national and eight state 453)
7 '' -7 7 A' - '. orial as State public high school Sturgeon Bay had 19. and Prairie .
AVahlco B. Wallace, . st, |.o-ult, Mc, han. Wis."'- 7-7
7
Roller Ellington, BRF, Mt. ' ¦ ¦ .
,
and
formerly
of
'
'
Winona
and
"Super.
Duper
sional trainer Tom Sorenson
Bud died by T-om' Sorcnsom
records.: 7'
EXPERT — 1. Dave Morrison, Wlnoha,
The touniament .wiK be con- Class A girls track arid field du .Chlen 16.
lab,: owned by. James H. Steph2. Toni'.RIstutxn,. 'B'RF,. 4W; 3.' Rich labrador . retrievers had -. a. fine Safranek, Homer,- Minn., collect- Snooper,
ens, Alvln, Tex., handled by Philip Berg- ducted on a single^liminatipn champion Saturday,
Led : by sprinter Lisa Ols- 421;
¦
Drazkowski, Winona, 382. , .
but most of . tn addition to .the national, mile
ribbons
ed
their
'of Boy River, :ab, owned . by
silver
7for
weekend
near
here
as
the
26th
and
er;
Karar
— I. Bob VJeaux , La Crosie,
¦
ga ard and two record-setting 314;BOWMAM
Or. Bradford Ames', Alexandria, .Mlnn.i basis,, and the first 16 teams the meet's attention was focused record ,. Sue Talj ard of Madison
2. Bob Dorn, Wlnonn , -290; '3. Gary annual AKC licensed field trial; efforts..' ' ¦;.
AugusSKers;
.
handled
by
Darrell
"Cy
"
ehter will make up the field. on a pair of Milwaukee area Memorial bettered the national' . . 7
relay, teams, Moorhead totaled Bauer , Winona, 287.
sponsored by the Tri - State . Last year's event saw golden tus of Del-Tone,* lab, . owried by '-2, Z. toAny
- 1. Dava AifoH, Winona,
teams planning on enter- girls-77- '
43 points to (outdistance . runner- tiltARCHER
While,. Storm Lake, Iowa, handled by
440-yard mark, for dris with a "':
came
/taking,
retrievers
home;
the
2.
Arnold
Sch
tndter,
La
Crosse,
7M1
Hunting
Dogs
Association
top
Philip Berger. '
ing
the
tourney
should
contact
:
up Mounds ' View, , which fin- 3. LeRoy Orazkovyskl, Winona, p.9.
time
of 56.96 seconds.
:
prizes
several
'
in;
events,
Lyoin
Morin
Hale
end.
.
of
West
Allis
but
to an.
AWATBUR ALL-JUJE
ished with 18.
1. The Hustler, .. lab, owned, and han- Ron Workman at the Dave and Liz Berry of Whltefish Bay
Double winners in Class A .
this year the lats returned to •dledWOMEN'S/ BAREBOW V
dogs
in
Sorenson,
handling
13
by James A. Bonham> North St. Moorman residence, 103 W, WaCHAMPION — I; Betty DrarkowJkl,
"VVe had li girls ranning for Winona,
were expected to:fight it close- were Terry Simonsen of Racine
285) 2. Orace Whillock,. Tremp., the ; Open 7 All-age stake;, and the fore. The labs dominated Paul, AMnri-j 2. Beau. Oentry, lab,c«ned basha' St.
by Thomts F- Hubbard,
and
handled
lis today and our ' depth really 2*1; 3. Dalorii, Raeae, Tomah, 227.¦' .
only,
with
the
points
goldens
and they did-in both the mile Case in the shot and discus and
re,
Qualifying
three
more,
in
the
Wis.;
.3.
S.
AFC
CandleBorllnglon,
FC.
EXPERT - . -1 . Eunice Dahl-er, La
::
came through *for us ," said Crosse,
on,
coming
a:
fourth
in
and half mile with: one national ]Vfiss7Morin7;,
owned
and.hanLou,
lab,
s
Little
wood'
HS> 3.. Frin Shldar, La Xrotse; stake, came away with two ceived
;
dled by Wary HoW'ley,"Madison,- Wis.)
Moorhead coach Paiila: Bauck;
IM.- "
the
and two state records fallir.jg..: .' : Class ' s double winners- were .
'
Open
and
Judges
Awards
of
champions.' cups for his threei. Ruffy 's Loco Express, Uo>'owned and
BOWMAN - Bev Wakerhauier,
; BRF,
•
"That's really quite a-teat/'¦"; ' 1J9;
~
Carl.
Rullalo,-:
Rochester,
.
MLss Morin won both events, Ann Mulrooriey of Pralrie'' :',"du,
Merit
(JAM)
in
other
stakes.
by
2. Dorothy Bagniewski, La Crosse, day efforts ,
* handled
'
Minn,; JAW
— Paha tip* Greta, lab,
7 Preshmah Mary Grinaker IW; 3. .'Diane Vleaux, La Croiw, 91.
OPEN 'ALL -ABB clocking
a national record 5:02 Chien in the inile and 880, Barb . .'
Georgia
won
black
lab
from
Davis,
Maple
owned
and
handled
by
Joa
n
A
: l. WIn-Toba'i Malestje L«d, Isbradcr,
also posted a first for the winMinn.; FC 8, AFC Air Express,
in the mile and a state xecord Klapatch of Sturgeon Bay In the
: JUNIOR BOYS 7
Sorenson's
dithe
Open
under
•6wh6d : by- '.Charles F, Elrtieir - Alb«ny, Plain,
'
August
Bel* . Registration is now open
CHAMPION — 1. ;Rbn-ScWnicht, La
handled by Tom Sormsoxi) 2. FC lab, owned ' and handled by
ners; with a victory in the 60 Crosse,
for 2:19.3 in : the half .. mile. Miss long jump and hurdles and Jane
rection and a lab from Missouri Gs.,
2107
Flints . Nifty Arrow,' labraijor, owned by mont, Easton, Md.; Great Plain 's Corky,
lab, owned and' handled by Dr.: R. B. membership in
yard hurdles, :.
the
:
Wlnoha
Berry finished second in both Ubhelohde of Unity in the 100
BOWMAN
¦¦ ¦ - V. Mark Franke, Winona, teamed with Sorenson for a win Jack Laftus, Sherport, La., handled by Sabbann,
Rochester, . Mlnn.j . Fox River
William . Wunderllch) ' - '3.- -Ju Ju Jives,
"WhKe the Spuds: "ran . away " lie. ' . .
AAU Swim ..Club.
races ,, clocking: .5:02.87 in the and 220.
¦ ¦ CADET '
in the Qualifying. . lab, 'owned 'by Penny Younsblood, Scotts- Klns> -. lab, owned and h-ahdled by. Ev
Butte Des Morll, WIS,; Moose 's
and; 2:19.6:In the half mile. Faye Kurth of Independence
with' 'the 1974 title, Mounds . Rich Draikowski; Winona,: 2*1Club
membiership
is
open
to
mile
Arli., handled by Jim Rogers; Hbrta,
There.were some . faces more dale,
,
and handled by Niary
' Miss.Berry had set the nation- was
JAM — Bonnie Brook's Red, ."selden re- Louise, lab, owned
boys
and
girls
of
all
ages
View senior Lynii Larsen and
who
Wayzala,
Minn.;*
Wllbbr,
Wanarun
familiar
to
local
dog
teialers
S.'
the only Winona area place :.
.
NOVICE :
'
triever", . owned and handled by Harold
Cooper High. School sophomore . -1. Scott Vieaux , La. Crosse;.' llBi ' 2. also in the winners' circle: this •J; 8runinga
,' :Sprlngfleld, III.;: 7 NCF : '73 Lucky Yoyo, lab,, owned .and handled- by can swim at least 25 yards and al rnile mark: at 5:07.4 a. few finisher as she was 12th. iri- the
Md.; RiverR obblt Vleaux, La. Crossei . 1)2; 3. Mike
S, AFC Balrd's Centervllle Sam, )jb, August. Belmont, Easlon.
golden retriever, want to be: coached jn either weeis. ago. Third place finisher mDe run. Osseo-Fairchild's 880^-- .
E\a Kruger . established nation- Bauer,
weekend/ as Carl.Buffalo, Ro- owned
Winona, w.- . - . . .
by Mr. and Mrs. Mahlori B. Wal- view 's Klnfke Rocket, James
owned
and
handled
by
Venerable, swimming or diving. Prfictice Beth: Heiden ": of Madison West
lace Jr., . St. Louis, .'MO., handled by
al standards in their specialyard relay quartet failed to '•
Tom - . Sorenson; FC 8. .AFC- Marten 's Huntley, 111. *
sessions wiU run for .10 weeks was also under that mark with place.- ' . "• . ' ¦.
ties. 7 ;•'
. ,-DERBY , .- . : . - - . - '
Castaway, Jab, ownad and handled , by
Philip R. FltzseraW, ' Fdrso, N. Dak.; '..-!. Gedrgo^s "Second Try, lab, owned, by beginning today at 1 p.m. in 5:07.3. :
Miss Larsen blazed Over the
FC St. A.FC .Chief .Sands', tolden, owned B. R. Beler, Freerhan, S- Dak., handled
Miss Berry also .held the old 1
110 yard hurdles in 15,4 seconds
and handled ' by Richard Sam^scn, Van by Bud. Safranek; . 2. Don Ben 's Rascal,, the Winona Senior High pool
Bowling Standings
Dyne, .Wis;;. . Big River Nancy, lab, own- lab, owned by.Dcnald BenkuSky, Intermeet half-mile mark of
state
Registration
forms
and Miss Rroger ran the mile
may
be
obr
ed and handled by. Harry Slnz, . Eau national , Falls; Minn., handled by . Philip
In 5:12 (the latter broke the
Claire/ Wis.; Warpath Black Powder Berser; 3. Tonkah Sahd-on Monee, lab, taihed from Swimming Goach 2:21.2, set last year.
'.- '.LADS -I, USSES ' ." -. - .. . ' . :.
¦:. W . .:- L. .
Shama, lab, owned "V J. Dudley Oltley, owned and handled'by Charles Mile, Tony Hoyt or Diving Coach LarRecords fell in almost; every
old national record, but . a WisAtlanfa, Ga.> hand-led by "Kim Kirk- Spirit Lake, lower I Watchlnri Smoke,
Daniels,
- Gjy«H« ....;..... 6 . 3.
event in this, the:fourth year, of Chamberlain
i .Dalridt.'
lab, owned by Gary Hol-rhqulst, Tarawa 17 Clingnian.•;
consin girl ran 5:02,24 this
• Nelson ...... & . 3 . , '- .,
Terrace, N.C, handled by. Jim K»ppes;
a
:
- Loth : ..,.;....
QUALIFYINO.
meet; A total of 19 marks Oebsert
the
A- ¦" ,- - :
weekend).:."'* .
'
¦
JAM
—
Klmberwood's
Rock
'-River
,
gold- Tlionnij .......... *
6
3
1. Trlx of- Belletrlx* lab, <wned by
were set and ih Class 7B only Spalding
' *¦»• -tVk
Charles R.. Mateker, handled by Tom en, owned by Torn and Judy Jorgensen,
Kukowskl -' Glowackl . '.
"I was just , shooting - for a
Sorenson; 2. Tosle of Evergreen, lab; Algonquin* ' III., handled by. Jim Vener- LeJetz practice
- Volkman
.-;* . . ' • 5 ' . . -. ,
the long¦ jumpi record was left Armltage
good time," said Miss Kruger.
Dungy '• Gerls
owned and . handled by .Keniielh Small, able; ¦ Rosies Black¦ Magic, lab, owned
4 .5 " - :'
¦
•
'
,
¦by
The
Winona
intact,
LeJetz,
weather
•
•
'
Sam .and. Jean Ann - ^arra . Griffin,
worthlngton, Mlnn.i 3; Big River 's Pete,
Kauphusman - Kiekbusch ., * 5
.
"My ; best time before this was
4
s
lab, owned and'.handled ' by- Richard L. Ga., handled by ' Kim Kirkpatrick; permitting, will hold a practice
............
Malerus
Piank
,
West finished with: 20 points
6:20: or: 5:21. My coach said 1
Lambert, Menomonie, Wis.; "^. Meadow Clrriarbc Joe -Willy, .lab,', owned by Jack
- Wagehaar .;.,., * 5 :
7:atthe to 18 for Memorial and; 17 for Schroelke
¦
session
iat
6:30
p.m.
today
.
D.
Howard,
Houston,
T-ex.,
handled
by
..,4
Vallev
Slrlttmaler's
Happy
Rip,
lab,
Slrlttmater
'
tellig
owned by Jerry
could run 5:12 and kept
Comp iled from Daily New s wire services
¦5 .
and Jan Sheetz, . Rockford, III., handled Cy Sifers ; Bang Bans . Boomerang, lab, Winona
- Myer ............ * ¦$. . -:
Senior. High - School Madison East. Racine Case and Andrews
me that over and over until I
owned
and
handled
by
Jim
MacDbusal,
.......i..
3»
by
Del
Huffsfotter;
Ttieli
Torter«H
¦
JAM
JV*
— Disaster ol
BOB MENNE shot a final round 67 to tie Jerry HearoV
field. ' - - ' '
West Allis Hale had 15.
Prairie:du Chlen, Wis,
Flatten - Youito ...;.....;., 3 .«
thought I could;"
then sank a 30-foot birdie putt on the first¦ extra hole to cap^¦ '. .' .
' "I could feel Mary Grinaker ture the Kemper Open Golf Toui-nariient" , ¦:. .
closing in and I had to really
JUDY RANKIN, wilh a 144 for 36 .holes, was declared, the
sprint," said Miss Larson. "My winner of ;ihe Baltimore
Golf championship af terrain washed
start was good and I was gain- out the final round of play . . •
ing on the rest of the field in
A FIELD OF NEARLY 250 was to begin play today, timthe middle of the race , but: I ing to jbeat; America's defending titleholder Dick Siderowf in
started to Epat near the end."
the British Aniateiir Golf Championship . . ;- ... ¦
Moorhead , established records
CHRIS EVERT won the women's singles title of the Rome
In the 880 and :8£[0 medley re- Open tennis Tournament with a e-3; -6-3 victory over Marie
lays and Northtield' s 440 relay ". Navratilova of Czechoslovakia . .'¦¦; '•¦ :- . -¦ ¦ ¦ '
anchored by Vicky Peterson esENGLISHMAN BRIAN REDMAN charged past fading
tablished a record. Miss Peter- pole-sitter Mario Andretti midway through the race and won
Ben also captured Ihe long the Mid-Ohio Formula; 5,000: auto road race .. .
Elgin-Millville came within
jump with a leap of 17 feet, V.
HEAVILY" . FAVORED WISCONSIN came home four three points of claiming the
inch.
7 lengths ahead , of MIT to win its second straight Intercollegiate
team title, in the Region One
Other state reqord perform- Rowing Association Championship . . .- .' .
Class A Track Meet held in
ances included:
MAREN SEIDLER of Chicago's Mayor Daley Youth Austin Saturday. '.• . ¦ ' ¦
Minneapolis
¦—Carol Flnsrud;
Foundation broke the American women's shot put record with
E llendale w»n the meet with
West, threw the discus - 121 feet , a 56-7 toss In the Kennedy Games . . .. ¦ . '¦¦:
28 points , the Watchmen wound
8 inche s,
GEORGE "SKIPP " WALTHER . hrotlier of Dave '!Salt" up with 25 followed by Peter—Cheryl Stcltz, Owatonna , Walther , was killed while piloting his hydroplane racing boat, son and Byron with 19 apiece ,
Wgh jump ed 5 feet, 5 Inches.
which bounced out of control and turned over oii him .. .
Wabasha with 18 and Alden
NICOLET WON an unprecedented, eighth straight Wiscon- with 15.
—Kathy Griffin , Dilworth ,
outpointingj
yianitowoc
heaved the shot put -39 feet , 7 sin public high school tennis: crown ,
Wstriet One champion Lewisand Whitefish Bay 26-24 . . .
inches.
ton finished well back in the
;
MEMPHIS APPARENTLY has a good chance of being team standings and qualified
—Cindy Ceikkula , • Cooper ,
named as a franchise site by NFL owners at their meeting only one runner — miler Gary
ran the 880 in 2:13.5, .
—CeCe Cox , Mounds View, Tuesday In New York , in spite of the fad that the WFL has Servais — for the Minnesota
established the Memphis Southmen ... .
State High School Meet.
ran the 440 in 57.4 seconds.
UW-OSHKOSH, a-iirst-rbimd. lospr , eliminated Fort Hays,
Elgin-Millville's Laurie OlServais was ¦
second in the
¦
¦
¦ ¦
¦^
' ^¦
•"
- "'• Same typo tread design
.
son also finished third in the Kan., 11-3 frrthe-kwers' bracket of the NAIA baseball cham- hiile but was clocked in 4:32.4, I
f W P Tf y j W W ir m H*}
*
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L
pionships,
hurdles.
his
best
career
performance. .
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with a playoff birdie
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Defending state champion Dave
Tappe of New Bichland won the
event in 4:28.7 .
Eigln-Millville got a first
from Greg Schuchard in the
shot put , second from Rick
Chapman in the 220-yard dash
and a first from its 8110-yard
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In tho 880-yard run (1:59.5).
t-m
Preston , got a second from
Brian Hoff in tho 440-yard dash
and n second frpm Jim Snyder
Vm-mm ^^
in tho two-mile run , Pete Bo. I
+ .
llmn of Lanesboro was second
in tho long jump and Tom
^
^
Breivington ot Dover-Eyota |
won tho two-mile In 10:02,
La Crescent had to settle for
fifth place in the Region One
Class A Meet nt Albert Lea
Saturday with 19 points and
(Independent Goodyear Dealer)
II
Caledonia was ninth with 12.
Waseca wns the team champion
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Hut tho Lancers got. a fi rst
4th
and
Main
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Serv
61
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i I
from Pnul Hnrlos in tho 220'
°
'
"
y ard dash (23.0) and from Ray . \
Hount Mon.-Frl. 7:30 tt.m. to 5:00 p.m. I\^^^DC1^B£1 I Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30 a.m.to 5:00 p.m,
|I
Serres in ' the two-mllo run I :|
Sat. 7:30 a.m, to 12 Noon
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7:M
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12
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(10:13). Hnrlos wns also second
'
in the long jump with n leap
of 19-10%.
Mnrk Schroeder of Caledonia
won both tha high nnd low hurdles with respective times of
15,3 nnd 20,5,
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Mafehiriists strike
Lak^ Gity i>|aiit

ry y AX DENNlS THE MEMXCE

YVant Ads
Start Here

¦¦
' ¦ NOTICE. ' •¦:.
Thli newspaper will 'bt responstblt
for only one Incorrect Inierticn or ahV .
clatsifled : advertisement, published In
. the Want . Ad section. Check your ad
and <oll 452-3321 If ( correction.must
b» made. '

LAKE. GITY, Minn.-'A strike
of machinists at the Pi-Acro
plant here began at midnight
Sunday. Ay " - " '.
::•:¦'A $1.55: per hour across-theboard pay increase, full shop
seniority, better insurance coverage and longevity pay are
demanded by the International
Aerospace
and
Machinists
Workers, JAM District 77, Local
23267 A - A '.A
THE CONTRACT exp irod Sunday .for the 249 : Di-Acro workers.The strike vote Friday was
unanimous, according to : Bill
Wiidei- chief union steward.

Personals

¦ ¦
.- -, -' - . . ' ' - -; -7

Plumbing; Roofing A_ AXA_ 2 ¦>'"'
GEMNO TO VELLCWSTO NE^0 ;i»t oM
about Ihe old

SUMMER IS here and the LEJETZ once
IgJW}"!
.
Falthfull . How
again are In action under new manager, - water heater-upper , n Your baHnwMJ
/ Jack Rader. Support IM L»Jeh baseball
oe«,n«--of
the
spouting
keep
Does It
team by attending at many games, as
water heeded for convenient every «lay . r
you can. See the Sunday News sports
living 6r let you. down when you. need
LEGION
.
schedule;
section for the
It most? Take a vacation from Irrita- - - - .. ' . ' : . - . ¦ - . , • " .. ¦¦- '
.
, CLUB. . . .- ;.
tion by letting us Install a water heater of (he proper size -for your family.
WANTEP-slow pitch loftball players - to
fill out team for June 8th and 9th. Tel.
¦
452-9147 ' or 454-3486... : ; . ' ' . ' V \ - ¦;- .
. . .
PLUMBING & HEATING. ¦:¦' 7*1 E, tlh , . ¦ ; '. 7. ¦ Td- Wj**>
.. man's
LUNCH
whets
»
BUSINESS. WITH
• appetite. . Nothing helps a successful
¦ business transaction like excellent food Sjtuittant Wantect-F«m. 20
..- . . and . We serve eun In man-sued
portions. Bring hearty appetites to .us. WANTED - babysltllna In the . Midlio ii ,
¦ . ¦ ' ::: .;¦
D.C;, THE ANNEX. ;¦' ", . .
.,
. .
School Area, daytime P"'"" ^' **.1 . ;¦
.
furnish p references, Tel. 452:28<4 atty 5. . . . .
IF YOU; SERVED* overseas, you are
. eligible to loin the V.F.W. Why not-do BABYSITTING In my home. Tel. 452: - ' ¦¦ :v '
so now? V.F.W. POST 1287.
' ; ¦ ¦' - ' ¦ '
:¦:,, - ¦ ¦¦
¦:. •; .
7278. ;
. . ' '
''
pilots
fly
KITE-real
h*™
GO FLY A
30
gilders. Attend Northwestern Hang Glid- Situations Wanted-^Mal*
Tel.
ers Flight School. For Information
¦
- Ay ¦ ¦ , ; . ; . -¦ ¦ ;.
La Crosse 788-2410..
WANTED—part-time Job In forenoon;.. J
.
or 6 hours. Write A-4r Dally Ntwt.
auc
High
INSTITUTE
INC.
HYPNOTISM
cest ratio* In weight control, smpklno
3*
ad|ustn-ienf Investments X X A" "' A . - '.
elimination and., linage
areas at a. low cost. Call for. appoint•
brochure
,
MUST
SELL
HAVE SILVER
ment or Information. Free
.-.
7 -Tel. oOS-582-4040;, «08-782-299l .
- mailed, upon request. Newburg Building,
'421 Main. La Crosse. Tel. 7S4-10W.
Rt. 2. Box 71, Ettrick, Wis.. .

Frank O'Ldughlin Ay .. .

The local .also! rejected a second contract proposal Saturday
afternoon, Wilde said. The strike
Pro Baseball '
7 AMERICAN'LEAGUE . - : , '
is the first in the company's
'
¦
.- . . '. ' EAST
" .- . . ' ; :• BLINB ADS UNCALLED FQfc - -.
history, he: added. Di-Acro's
' ¦¦• ¦ W. ¦L- .---P.ct.- . 0»
'
M , 14, 20, Jl, JO, - .35,A i l.45, 4*.
parent company moved to like
Cily in 1946, ;
¦*»_ ;
»*
,
Cleveland ..,,.^»:
¦»
•<*' ¦ -J*
Management refused to com^
New York- , ¦.........
Lett and Found
4
-.....,• « "
¦3W>
M .«»
fealtlmore ..
merit, according; to a spokesman
¦ » » -*w 3/ a
Detroit
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
foi* general manager Arthur.
,WEST :• '. •
tret found ads will be published when
: factory .: manager AnOakland ...,...,.,; 2? Jl ,M» ¦; Knight,
• person finding an article calls the
:
Winona
Dally « Sunday News - Classithony Haleen and manufactur¥^:^.;;;;;:
."g:.» i!!-'r
fied Dept. 452-3321. An. 18-word notice
ing
njanager
Jack
Johns.
wlH
be
published free for 2 days In
.
California , .../.;.„. 2f . 77 .«;. M
; an. effort to bring finder and loser
Di-Acro is a division of HouMlnnesola . .;..... .,:. 2 0 - ? 5 .444 . «fe
¦ together. ¦- r ¦ ' .'- • ¦ '. .
.
daille Industries, which acquir/
SATURDAY'S RESULTS ¦
'SSW60J
¦
Tel.
ed the company in 1965, ProdLOST—man's gold bracelet.
Cleveland 5, Kansas City 2
allec t p.m.
Now York 6, Minnesota s, 13 innings
'tool and die maucts
include
Oakland 4 , Milwaukee 1 .
:hihes and urethane.
LOST—black and whlta female cat with
Boston 8, Chicago 0
HOUSE Cleaners tor altera4J2
¦
•white feet, named Boots. RewardI 715 CARRIAGE
Dogs, Pet*, Suppllei
Texas.4 , Baltimore 2 .
union
s
eelcs
pay
increases
The
.
tions, repairs, tewlns, pocket tippers,
¦
E. Wabasha. . ¦
1
California -A. Detroit
.„
Ave.
.
:
Gilmore
tewing;
lining,
general
because : the average hourly
. SUMDAT'S RESULTS
MINIATURE SCHNAUZER puppies; AKC,
af Vila St- Mlrtela -iyial.1 entrance.
FOUND—male, German. Shepherd, tan
Cleveland .J. Kansas City 2- . .
GOP candidate wage of $3.80 for a grade ,4 ma2'/a months, ears cropped, snots, ne.
home
with white tip on tall; Gerald ChrlstO:
New York 11, Mlnnesola 1
and . fast With GoBes«! ' shedding, excellent bloodlines,
REDUCE
SAFE
'
chinist
is
well
below
the
$5.59
-•.
' .
4
.. . . . ' . ' .. .. .
.
pherson, Witoka; T<l. 454-3W7.; .
Oakland 6, Milwaukee¦.
(Continued from page?)
Tablels and E-Vap "water Pills'* at. . raised. -Tel, 452-6007. ;;. .
:- .
Boston »,. Chicago 7 ' .
-workers
paid similar
in the
¦
. Drugstore.
Baltimore *. Texas. 5, 10 Inning s
. ¦.'•-- - -.;: 5 your nearest Ted Maier .
FOR SALE^-whlte miniature Poodle. Tel. . :
Flowers : - .. '.not endorse candidatesTfor gov- Twin.Cities, the chief steward
Detroit 2, California 0
- , ¦ - . - -A-. -y " ¦ ' ' ' . . .. ¦- "
: 452-4670; . .'
Need
Information
or
PROBLEM?
GOT
A
TODAY'S GAMES
ernor arid: lieutenant governor, said '
Call .YES evanlngi
¦
Kansas CH/ (Busby 7-4) at Baltimore
BEDDING and vegetable plants. . We fill - lust want to "'"rap"?.
¦
¦
puppies, AKC /regie*
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making both short- and long- . Miriam
EXPERIENCED
a 9-4 triumph over Zumbrota had returned to Minneapolis ta , Hokah , Houston , Lanesboro, CntlDat 28 RepStl
Poppe — J9.730.C0
AUCTION
EVERY
21%
FRIDAY
from Worthinfiton with plans to Mazeppa , Millville, Minneiska ,
educational decisions.
Sunday.
Linda Johnson — $9,775.00
12 NOON
Dartlnd
18 ReyInd
43% range
Mrs. Larry WVoore (3/5 time) —
college girl or housekeeper
The
meeting will begin at 7 15,598.00
Wanamingo grabbed .r share go into residency for a spe- Minnesota City, Peterson, Pres- Deere .. . 37% Rockwl
26V4
or Contact:
for general housework, in
Mrs. George Cipov (3/5 lime) —
ot second-place -with a 3-2 vic- cialty in internal medicine, but ton , Rollingstone , Rushford , St. Dowm
64% Safewy
39 p.m. in the lower library at Wi- *5,598.00
Paul Evenson - 467-2190
siona
Senior
High
School.
tory over Lake City in 11 in- decided to open practice in a Charles, Stockton , Wabasha Und duPont
all
modern,
pleasant
homo
(half
time)
—
(Harrington
Mrs.
Richard
160
SFeln
30%
Zumbro Falls.
H2J0.OO
Walter Ode — 467-3759
nings and Zumbro Falls crush- small town instead.
with all conveniences. Pri. aunaay, may zo r , iy/4i
EastKod 105% SearsR
83% ir-inr
time) —
Mrs. Grace ¦ Maly (half
"He's the type of doctor who
ed Plainview 20-3 for its first
Virgil Bothun — 467-3407
.
$4,442.50 ¦.
Esmark
NOTICE
ShellOil
27'A
vate
room
&
TV,
48%
two
adults,
will complement our hospital
Darlene B|oraker (2 hours dally) —
win.
WINONA TOWNSHIP RESIDENTS
Exxon
Luther Olson — 467-2295
73-1'H Singer
32
no laundry, top salary, loveThe Local Tax Board of Review of $3,516.58
very well," said Maynard Clip- Wilkie galley opens
Annefle
Horfon U/S tlme-154 days) —
¦Winona
Township will meet Wednesday,
Plrestn
18%
SouPac
30
Freddie
Frlckson — 643-6143
per, president of Tri-County 's Refreshments and light lunchly home for the right person.
June 5, 1974, 11:00 A.M. at College $5,583 .90
FordMtr 52% SpRand
Annotle Rasmussen (4/5 llme-154 days)
37% ¦Center
Building, SI. Mary 's College for
Badgers sign Mcintosh Hospital's board of directors. es will be available daily from GenEl
Poultry, Eggs, SupplUi
purpose of reviewing and correcting - $5,708.04
44
48% StBrnas
51% -the
Tel. 454-3611 ask for Evelyn.
Alice Zlmrnir tl semester only) —
Tho area has been short a IL a.m. to 3 p.m. on the top
the 1974 Personal Properly Assessments ,
2:% Mobile Home Assessments, and only $3,997.50
MADISON, Wis. (UPI) — Ca- physician since last spring when deck galley of the Wilkie Steam- GenFood 24 StOHCal
LAST CALL—Last hatch o( siason, June
Marnaret Guenther (33,45% time) —
Property that has become subject
GenM
50% StOillnd
14, oood supply ot chicks stm available
nadian hockey star Norm Mc- Dr. Vasu Orora moved his boat Museum. .
79'/i toRealtaxation
PART-TIME—must no wbe employed and
since Ihe lasl previous as- $2,674.33
Juna 7 and 14. Order now. SPELTZ
GenMtr
Judith
Benson
(M
hours,
40
mlnules
50%
Texaco
25% sessment .
able to work 4 evenings, e:30 to 10:30
intosh has accepted a Univer- practice to Owen , Wis.
According lo Miss Marion
CHICK
HATCHERY, Rolllnostone, Tel.
p er week) — J2.3W.00
Dated Ihls 9fh Day of May, H74.
p.m. and some Sal. In our small appli689-2311,
sity of Wisconsin hockey grantPeggy Ohlortn (1* hours) — $5,1'U,80
Olson and his wife . Lois, Neoscr , who is in charge of the GenTcl . 22% Tcxasln 110%
Cv A. Hodlund
ance business. 1300 per monlh salary
Luann Maas (7 hours, 40-minutes per
3,3% UriOil
36%
or profit sharing, your choice. Tel. 452- HATCH DATES On
in-aid scholarship and will en- have one child , David II, 1%. galley, access to the top deck is Gillette
Dabcock Chicks , XL-£
wr-ek) - $3,319.67
Cy A, Hedlund
871] between 5 and 9.
40%
XL-10 meat-fype chicks are Tues. <•
Belly Wall (3/5 lime) - $5, 598.00
roll at thc campus here in Aug- They will reside in the CEFE free and the daily hours will Goodrich 20% UnCarb
Clerk of Ihe Town ol Winona
Frl.,
weekly,
—
4-w«ek-old
lime)
Sandra
Wershofen
(2/S
caponlled
lfi% UnPac
66
MEAT CUTTER needed, wllh or withust.
¦¦
apartments on Dewey Street. include Sundays and holidays. Goody r
birds, ducklings, goslings available
$3, 198.00 ¦
(Pub, Data Monday, June 3, 1974)
out experience. Good wages and beneGreyhni) 14% USStl
42
now, See us (or Dutchman cages or auCheryl Lohnerll — $7,995,00
fits.
Apply
In
person,
Piggly
Wiggly
NOTICE OP INCORPORATION
(Pub, Dale Monday, June 3, 1974)
Duane Adams — $8,440.00
tomatic chicken or hog feedlno emtioGulfOil
20'/s WesgEl
15'/s Nollce
Meal Ocparlment.
Is hereby given that FIBER
merit, Dob's Chick Sales, Alice Good*,
It was moved by Kronebusch. seconded
REVENUE SHARINO
Homestk 74 Wcyrhsr 367/8 DYNAMICS, INC., was Incorporated on by Rogers and carried to appoint Norman
K?r;;/l 5nS, W,u 2nd' wlnonh' Wmi. Til.
May 28, 197-4, as a Minnesota Corpora- J. Decker chief negotiator to carry on WANTED-dealers for Richland Building,
Honeywl 68 WinnDx
41% lion pursuant to the Minnesota Business negot iations wllh tha custodial and main- Inc., from Buffalo County, Wabasha 507-454-1092. - Home. 454-3755,
County, Norlh Eastern Trempealeau AVAILABLE NOW:
InlStl
31% Wlworth 15Vi •Corporallon Act, Minnesota ' Statut es , tenance personnel.
Started XL-» Extra
(K J
PLANNED USE REPORT
County, All types 0/ dairy or hoor poulChapter 301.
It was moved by Sadowski, seconded
Hovay Brood Breasted Males at Special
try or beef systems, machine slied, daThe
general
nature of Its business Is: by Kronebusch and carried lo award
GENERAL REVENUE SHARING
Prices. Finest eating for broiling or
V5£/
raoes, etc. Wrlto or Tel. Bill Trim,
This corporallon shall have general the bid tn furnish closed circuit tele-
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^
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Stacks ma ke
modest ra Iff

Governments
still ta act on
flood rules

7ftSK?5
WANTED

¦ ¦

Whifehall to
get anothef
doctor Tuesday

District schpo!
survey results
on boa rd agenda

mh win in WCL

CUD

Central Hovomj o Sluiina piovides federal funds directly to local and stale oovernments, The law requires each oovommant to
publish a inpoit nl ils plans for tha use ol these funds lo Inform <l* cltlrens and lo encourage th iirpiriicipilion In deciding how
the money ouplit to be spent. Wilhm the purposes listed, your povernment may rhanfle this spending plan.
~
~~"
MANNED iXPENOHUIlES
I
THf nni»nifJM»iiiTn»

Wins awa rd

MONDOVI , Wis. - Bill Amidon has received the Lowell
Moy Outstanding Student award
ANriCIPATING A 0ENERA I REVENUE SHARING fAY.1 rujucsAfirr
j
at Gilmanton High School.
_______
,
Hi 694
MENT 0F
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Pnoucnon
$
FIFTH
ENTITlEMENTPEfllOOJULY
1,1974
S
FORTHE
___
_^
Robert Amidon, Rt, 3, Mondovi,
THDOUOH JUNE 30,1375. PUNS TO SPEND THESE
TZ~.
An honor student , Amidon is
t«*NiroatAtlori
$
S f ' S i * f
FUNDS FOFI.THEPURPOSES SHOWN.
_
.a.
^AccouNTNa 24 2 ^85 All
also student bod y president , sen_ *_
1
ior class presitfent , a forensic
RICHHONO TOWNSHIP
winner and Hi-Timcs staff mem$ ¦
$
TWP CLERK
____
'"¦c"tA"0,<
HW0Nft ccmv
ber.
^
^
Tho award is presented by
LAMOILLE HINNESOTfl
~
55948
T socr^yrc,.
Mr , and Mrs. Kenneth Moy in
ron A o i o on mon f$
S
memory of their son , Lowell.
f /WANCIAl,
OV-^t/r
ADMIN ISTHATI0N
5
|5I Th" Mwi madia han bun »<Mea<t U»t • copy pf
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—_ _ _ S
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a
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DKMO BEAN FEED SET
• u,,,,,,,,.,^,,,,.
cJiculiiton. I have (iwrile doainrnntlna the ctnHnu el thli
OINSML OOVT
S
il^lsSSsSsisIs
wnMind
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) ~
ftifarf ^Jt
lhii/lnliMnbfmibllesciulliiy
'
n
5^^!««®«5S^
10 (OUCATIOM
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The
Trempealeau County Dem^
*
.
>7< A t r r i t .-U*CfA
^
^
^
^
^
M .,
ocratic Party will sponsor n
oihtf
Hated
' DivuorMtNT
|
l
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AKUnANCISlrltlirlolntiniollorill
$
nport
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"Meet tho Candidates " Bean
UieTriMury shit llx rwn-dlKilmlns.
2. „-,,.„.„ . ,„,',
'
i& S wSsSSSSJSW&S
I •<•»'• «''• 8«««urv
•lalutoryol iMulramanu
slot and
In comnllwf
Pin I ol (he
" MUNIiyptvH0PMtWl
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ffi i^^^M^W
e
Feed Saturday at it p.m. a|
Inilnifllont
letwnpinylnj
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«lll be
Willi
^
^
^
^_ H^
i"t *!• ref'ptinl e«»irnm»et wllh iiiptd tv th* enlWimint
«K(-»»S55S»K$»
Club 188, Highway 121 between
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I
«
.
$
,(undi..poii««h«.on.
¦IvUOr MtNT
^
^
^
^
M
Independence and Whitehall,
-"
'
^
?
-* *aty V^
_
14 0wa.sp.cirr)
Signiturttil
j$
^
^
^
^ W Y..yX.. ^^u/i
cnlil CJiKull^Ollleir
Candidates will bo introduced
^^m^^^ S
¦WmWBmm ^vt/i^ i^^ ^j
and given an opportunity to
—
f
r
t^^
U
'^
. ^^
» TOMU
Tickets for $2 are availNirrnMll l.-rHillPlkit ^
speak.
' One
/
j
& J Jtf/
able in advance nnd nt tho
door.
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business purposes and shall have unlimited powe r to engase in, and do any
lawful act concerning any and all lawful businesses for which Corporallon may
be organized under lha Minnesota Business Corporallon Act, Without limiting
the generality ol the foregoing, this Corporation shall have Ihe following specific
powers:
(a) lo enter Inlo nnt or mort partnership aoreemonlt or one or mora Joint
venture agre ements wi th tny other person, firm or corporation,
(b) lo become surety (nr or guarantee
the carrylnu oul and parlormonce of
any contract, lease, or obligation ot any
kind pf any person, firm, or corporallon In connection with the carrying on
ol any business which In tha |udgment
ot the Board of Directors of this corporallon will be ol benefit lo Ihls Corporation) and
(c) tn acquire, hold, pledge, mortgage,
-hypothecate , tell or otherwise dispose of
-the shares , bonds , securities and other
¦evidences of Indebtedness of any person
¦or ol any domestic or foreign corporation,
The address of Ils reolslered oltlce
U - 503 First Nallonal Bank Building,
¦
"Winona , Mn.
Tho name and address ol Hi Incorport1or Is Waller R, Thompson, R 3, Old
Elms, Wlnqna, Mn,
and Ils first Board of Directors consist ol:
Duane M. Peterson, 41« Hiawatha
•Olvd., winona, Mn,
Walter R. Thompson, Old Elms, R
3 Winona, Mn,
Stephen J, : Delano, M7 Wesl Broad
¦way, Winona. Mn,
PETERSON, DELANO J.
THOMPSON, LTD,
Allomoyi for Corporation

vision equipment lo Community Camera
and TV , inc., La Crosse, Wisconsin, at
Ihelr bid price of $6,952,50,
It was moved by Rogers, seconded by
Decker and carried to permit Hie Winona
Jaycees 1o use the Junior High School
auditorium for tha 1974 Steemfcoal Days
celebration,
It wos moved by Kronebusch, seconded
by Decker and carried to approve payrolls in tha amount of $27,010,24,
It was moved by Kronebusch. seconded
by Rogers and carried to ratify Payrolls
In Ihe amount of $4,115.22 and approve
overtime payroll* In the amount of
$1,201.59.
It was moved by Kronebusch, seconded
by Decker and carried lo ratify bills
paid from funds as follows: General
Scfiool Fund - $951,157.84/ vocational
School Fund - 9211,497,14/ Transportation Fund - $78,740.15/ Capital Expenditure Fund - $450,758.56/ School Auxiliary
Fund — $1,301,03; Debt Service Fund —
$303,220.57/ and transfe rs of funds and
purchase ot C.D.s bo ratified as folowi: General School Fund - *lo0,000,00 >
Vocational School Fund - SMOWO.00;
General School Fund - $510,000.00/ and
o ratify bills paid from tha Food Service Fund In Ihe amount ol $10,335.17,
II was moved bv Kronebusch. seconded
py Rogers and carried tn approve bills
o be paid from Ihe following funds In
Ihe amounts Indicated:
General School Fund - «1,05J.06
Vocationa l School Fund - $29,208,31
Transporlallon Fund - $860.45
Capital Expenditure Fund — $6,646.57
Auxiliary Fund - $3,0S3,M
Food Fund -/S25,7I4.M
I t was moved(by Rogers, seconded by
Docker and carried lo ad|ourn the meelln» al f;3l PM,
Paul W, Sandars , Clerk

roasting, Less care Is required on start'* J> r If Mt tHbYy cWc*. problems are
ellnjlnaled. CaponUed birds available
on May 24lh, day old XL-? on May 17.
Leghorn pullets for while aoos We
hjyf 'go'llnos and ducklings, Tel. 3074J4-5070 or virll«, Coral Clly Poultry

113 N, 5th Sl„ Galesville, Wla. Res.
606.582-2835 or Bus, 608.647-2194.

SINGLE MAN on modern dairy farm,
aulomallc feeding and milking parlor.
LeRoy Tibesar, Minneiska , Tal. 6692545, Only ope man hired,
HIGH SCHOOL boy or man for farm
work, very lillle chores, No milking.
Tel. Lewislon 5771. Write Box J39,
Lewiston.
SEMI TRUCK DRIVER — experienced
only, must havo clean driving record,
clly ant rural delivery, over-the-road
operation , good |cb, good pay II you
are willing to work. Wrlle A-40 Dally
News.

CASUALTY
ADJ USTER

needed for Winona • La
Crosso arep. Must be experienced and havo own car.
For further details , contact
the

Minnesota
Department of
Employment
Services
62 E. Fifth St.
Tel. 457-2050.

located on Breejy Acres. Free f r \i .

Wanted—Livestock

4fl

HORSES WANTED-Wa can pay more
Ihoin anyone elsa. We pick up. Waller

B C
S» " '' Rlv "r Fa"'' ""'" Vt" "'"

WANTED-Holsleln calves, Norbert Ore.
den, Allure, Minn. Tel. 7^701.

Farm Implements

43

'
M
' „ '''"•f '"""mUslon, 12T
"!
!;i t, i7n
l n <l ln• overhauled, new
v0
l0 n,mI'
. J14M,
. ^ * Gehl
^ I!? chopper bnx wllh
paint,
bealars, 7-lon wnson, J700, Tel, m-itn,J

W

T,E "J n i^r
^1"^"
ri?r S,
spreader,
alson ^
14" hammerrnill, Wrlle
™'^
^«
or see Dan D. Hershberg.r,
RL
Bon 3, Conlon, Minn. 5!?2J,

I!

FOR 5ALE-»' Internal'io^hTv^nerNT
616, Blnar Dalflnton, OalesiH e; l.l
5
r 4 "- m ° "V-M54
¦"!
:" !- °i_

""

INTERNATIONAL-4II1 4-row
Tol , Dpver HS-3J60.

"
culHvalor
«u»ivalor.

Rato,, c,,a 'E"'

FIELD SPRAYER-JOO-OaiT^^rT.T

Farm Impl«m»nf»

48 Artlelei for Sal*

NEW. AND. USED Kbois blowers ancTWex
forage boxe*. Bladex, Aatrex, crop
oil, . Agrlclde Activator, Funk's G seed
' corn . and. alfalfas... Fountain Farm -Supply, Fountain City, Wli. Tel. 4B7-M21.
INTERNATIONAU AM haybti*, good
condlllon. Roger Smith, Pepin, Wli;
Tel,. 715-442-5133. 7
INTERNATIONAL MOWER. conditioner,
Ar)odal 816. WaUmandde mt26-2Kl;
IHMtt-6 chopper with 6-cyllnder m>
tor and 2 heads,. excellent condition.
Clarenca Scherbrlng, Mlnneiota ¦ City,
Minn. eW:2554.
. . .. ¦ ' ; "
"
"
DEERE
430
JOHN
tractor, Wide frbnt,
powar steering and 3-polnt hitch wllh
Freeman loader, hydraulic - bucket and
snow\ bucket. John Deere 4-row cultivator lo fit any model. Allis Chalmers irow cultivator D-17 or 0-19, International . 461 . cultivator . tor S60. Several
new quick-facfi for John Deere eultlva. tors. Lyle HOiudeK, Tol. Caledonia 724" 2564. * '¦ : - . : , . - • ' :: ; ' ;. - . . . ;: - - .
.
. .
.

57 Apai+mentt, Furnished

COMPLETE 310-lb. York barbell sat v/t th ONE-ROOM furnished apartment; near
course, , press bench, slant board. Good .' WSC, $40 month. Tel..452-4036.
condition. Bargain at J85. Tel. 4J4-4544. .
'
THREE ROOMS ind balh, all '.-ut llltlk'
PARAG E SALE — household Items and
furnished except lights. Available July
small electrical appliances, children's
1st. $100' month.-'. Tel, 454-3557 after ,4.
clothes. TuM. . and : Wed., T-l. ' 826 - w.
Broadway. 7
ONE ROOM with kltchenitta and'-' baih.
central locetlon. $65 plus deposit. Ttl.
SMITH CORONA typewriter, *15. Tel. ¦ 454-3036. :¦ , - -' •
4S2-403t.A;
LARGE 2-bedroom -apartment, laundry
: facilities, central location , Available
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64 . . Immediately. Tel. 454^738; 7
~
FATHER'S: DAY. SPEC1AL-Sav«: tl5 on CENTRALLY- LOCATED apartment ' for
a foam ; padded rddter recllner In
4 students. Ulllltle* Included; Tel. 4J2black expanded vinyl. 'Only ill? ;W<t.
512?. - '
BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd «,
: Franklin. . Open Frl, evenings. - Park -be- GROUND FLOOR efficiency aparlment;
hind the sfora.
Private ball), entrance ahd garage;.Tel.
:' - _ .- , 7 y- yA ' ;.
452-9327.:, ' . .' . ' .: -

Good Things to Eat

765

99 ;iJ8ed , C«Mi:7:77 7;' ' X y :i69

7 . ; 88 Hou»s forSal*

91 Houses for Sals

BUFFALO CITY, WlS.-^basement house,
furnished or unfurnished, Complete with
?ias, water and septic tank, .2 blocks
rom river, live In while ' building on
top. Tel, or see; Mrs. Celestlne Weizlen; 16th St., Buffalo.,City, WU. :Tel.
249-2542., ':

BY OWNER-rCharmlno 3-bedroom, 2-story
brick home on former, estate, near clfy
limits, beautiful grounds, SBiSOO down,
take over contract . Tel.. 454-5724. . •

MUST BE SEEN -expertly constructed: 2
ant • 3-bedroom Townhouses. Attached
¦ patlo and flaraoei,
Open dally. Tel.
'
.; ¦ ¦¦
NEW.SPLIT -foyer, 4 largo bedrooms, J . 454-105?: ,
full baths* rec room- living room, combination kitchen and dining room, cen- NEW: HOMES ready for occupancy,: 2-5
bedrooms. ^Inanclhg available. Wllmor
tral air, till carpeted, large double
oarage. Located In excellent area on* a ' Larsbn . Construction. Tel '. 452-6533 of
'
. 452.3801 . . .
spacious lof with a view. Many other
. "-A ' A A - .
extras, ia Hickory Lane.. Tel 454-4151.
'
NEW : 3-tjedrobm homo with double sarage and pole shed, , Includes 9 acres
of lanbl. Located In Waumandee area.
'
Tel.. 323-3912.
YOU, Invest In a - home every day, -yours
. .- or your landlords. FIRST . FIDELITY
Savings It; Loan helps you flat a hpmel

RAMBLER—1964, 20 mllfcs per.gal., 6cylr
Irider. runs fair; $85. Tel, Centervllle
¦
539-3677 eyenlngs. ¦; ¦: ;¦ .
ANTIQUE ,1929 - Model A Town7 Sedan,
new paint, hew tires, rebuilt engine,
. $1600 firm,
viery drlveable. Tel, 1-6CB¦
:782-4825. ' • ¦
FOR SALB—'41 Willy* Jeep, metal cap,
' lockout hubs, body rough, mechanically
excellent. $500.: Tel. (715) 672-8938 workdays or <715) 672-8065 alter S and waek*erids. .
DODGE—1953 M ton pickup, mechanically In good shape.. Will make someone a sbod utility truck. 1970 Volkswagen station wagon, In. excellent condition, will sell reasonably. 1972 Ford
LTD 4-door hardtop. 1972 Volkswagen
Super Beetle, low mileage, In excellent
. shape. VVI1I sell reasonably. .1973 Chevrolet 'U-tbn pickup with' . topper. ConDepartment,
fact - * Installment Loan
.: MERCHANTS N.ATlOMAL BANK.
.
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MARY ; C^EL :ESiV^-7-7 .; \ : .7 - ; 7* .7

0Rl'HERN INVESTMENT CO. j MM j ;
m j'J

Located 6 miles north of Houston in the village of i
:Moriey;Creek,. -7 .. - ' / .
mA

SitW
^y77X yStarting
at 10:3Q . a.m,

-7
Luhck on grounds . I' * '
I:
MACJEUNERy
•
|
Oliver
1600
tractor
with live power, 1 .
McDONALpLANE)
WINONA
power steering with manure loader and snow: bucket, i CHEVROLET^-1967 Impala 4-door hard- I
TWO .GIRLS to share apartment with
others. Sunrirher rates ; with paid utllltop/ 283 engine, automatic transmission,
in; real good condition; John Deerei niodet B tractor , with 1 Cookies, ,:tles.
A r y lOS W; Broadway
LIKE ; NEW-Jotin Deere " haybine. eohTel. 452-6514.
--power, steering,: white with black.vinyl f|7
fact. Northern Investment Co^i Mondovi,
By :. OWNER — 3-bedrdont, family room,
r .
top, average 18 mlies per gal. :. Tel. %A: cultivator ; Allis Chalmers C tractor with mower; Farm- |
• fireplace, fully carpeted, dining roorn,
, - .' ;
:Wls. ':.' - .
to rent for the summer, kitchen
. 608-562-2307. / .
¦|j7' alt H traictor with cracked block; Auger :.wagon; JD 280 if
7 Baked ROOMS
Prompt
X
Alert
—
Courteous
-.color;
.
monlh.
Tel.
454.
beautiful
location,
Piriecrest..;Tel.
452TV, $58 per
: and
¦
§ : corn planter; JD 40- elevator ' in good shape; John Deere f| :.
" .1756. . - ¦ ¦; ,:. . ' •' ¦• ' , . . - ,- . .;:,
FOR SALE — sprayer, J-row. complete.
A - - .New -Cars. 7 ' 7
7/ .in7the'; : " : 4533. • between ' 8 a nd .5.. . .
.
. Tel.- 4S2-96J4. . ¦ "
I-.: 2 b-ottom plow; Steel wheel rake ; New Holland ^ manure: #
FULL-TIME
DELUXE DUPLEX—3 bedrooms; avail'
¦
* Lots for Sals
' - '¦
' spreader ; "loading : chute; JD * PTO . hathmermill; 1962 |g*
|
|
IOO ". - • ' 1974 CHEROKEE 4-wheerdrlve.
able June to Sept., $200. Ideal for 4
ROCHESTER SILOS^-teed-easy depend'
Shape
KEN'S SALES J. SERVICE
'V 7
7
7.
able feedlno ^systems , Everett Rup.
®
'
t
girls. Tel. 452-4649. ' :. '
7SEI^iGE7
;
'¦ Hwy. 14-61 E. . . " . - Tel. 452-9231' , " ' §i. . Chevrolet- .II 4 door; electric motors ; -emery , wheel; air .-: 7f|':7
7;
'
precht, t-ew/lslbn, Minn. Tel: . 2720.
ONE OF last sood river lots, sandy .;
to share furnished house
;7rabbit. hutches; electric motors;! Ij : .
ip 7 compressor; , elevator
of Your Favor ite; WANTED^glrls
shore line, -101' frontage; 200' deep, 'hlgh
: Call Us Anytime
1
AX. : - FITZGERAL
D .SURGE
Tel. 452-7641 slier.
:
with other, girls. - $55.
|
|
A
Wanted—Automobiles
1
1
0
¦
:: : A A A "W; '
bank
on
Sprinp
Lake
near
Buffalo
30
pine
boards.
.
City,
¦ .Sales B, service - . ' • ¦¦¦_ „ • .• ' '. ', ¦
• -5:?o; - • • - . - .
smalt
cabin,
$10,000.
.
Write
.
Box
384,
7
MGDohaldland
Day
or
N|git
7
7 7 . Marshfield* Wis. 54449. . - '
:. HOUSEHOLD GOODS -.Norge refrigerator; Electric 1
Tel. Lewiston 553-2525 or
HAV E YOUR Junk car picked up and re- if
¦ St. Charles
¦- ¦, '• or Weekends
TWO ROOMS, no pels, ho students. $95
932-3255 * , 7 7
ceive a bonus. TeL . Ungers Recycling % range; 30'7 gas range; 2 oil stoves; 2 kitchen cupboards ; P
Characters.
per
month.
Acorn
Motel,
Minnesota
'
'
¦
~'
Accessories. Tires, Parts 104 Service, 452-1125.: y ; .
7
I buffet ; library- table ; davenport;: portable electric sew- $- '¦¦'¦
, -;¦ TRANSFER . SYSTEM! .
"•- :V^^cp^'f^tt5'5':;- " y, ¦ Clly. Tel. . 689^2150. .
Office Hours: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
¦¦ Permanent or portable.
•
;
ing
machine;;
Electroltix
vacuum;
Salvage;
Wanted
,
TV
set;
stuffed
CAMPBELL'S
AUTO
rocker
;
.
i
- .I
ONE PAlR ,of' 'Sehjon meg wheels', -5COMFORTABLE HOUSING for 3 or 4
Ed's Refrigeration 4 Dairy Supplies '
Monday through Saturday
junk cars. Any condition, any shape.
$1... three small: tables; lawn chairs ; dining table ; end tables; p
spoke grey, disc, UxS Penney '* Scat
: students. , Inquire . 980 W. 5th.
1127 Mankato
Tel. 452-5532
Will: pick them up. Tel.. 454-5769 any:
tree: tires; F7014, goed condition, sold
Musical Merchandis*
1. afghan; rugs ; five dinette;chairs ; rocker; three book case M
70 ONE BEDROOM—$130 month. ' No pets.
. time.7 ,
as a set,- .555, Tel. 687-9653. -:
GENE KARASCH
Fertilizer; Sod
49 riLDJlAN CYMBALS, drum sets, gul ' No students. - Acorn Motel, Minnesota
I stands; steel cabinet; sofa: and chairs Hotpoint- raaiigle; 1|
. -City. Tel. 689-2150. .
Xm '
Boats, Motors, Eic.
tars, ,- amplifiers . microphones, . accord-, .
7 106 Mobile Homes, Trailers 111 f misc. .chairs;,pots, pans , dishes and other items.
:
REALTY,
INC
CULTURED SOD—delivered or laid. Tei.
All
lans, .Violins,' stands. Bargains!
¦ - .¦454-U94. . ' .
AITEMS
OF:
POSSIBLE
ANTIQUE
BARGAIN,
oh
a
.new
FOR
A
REAL
J
.
VALUE
Wicker
.|
.
"
.
guaranteed A Weischi Fountain Clly,
Broadway & Main
GLASfPON . — 1973,. 1965 Mercury, ' : tilt . home,
Stay Cool
see . 'Green. . .Terrace Mobile
¦ -- ,::.
'
. WIs^.
' Homes. " Special . for June, , one 1974 I - rocker; two wood rbclcers; old post cards; World War ,I:'|l
.
Spartan,
trailer.
Tel.
,452-2412,
.
MLC - CO.—landscape ¦ " contractlnS, dirt
.
'
uniform ; :three .wood trunks; pedestal; walnut commode; If
work, .. sodi. trees/ black, dirt, (III, re¦ American Made , ¦
14x70 . Medallion. . Regular- price S980O. f
owner of this
A A x - X y : crt.M e y AA y r: WOULD YOU LIKE to be.
ts) nlng wall's, driveways, cal wor k and
. 14', never
Special price $8500., Lots available.'
¦ *-bedroom split DOLPH IN . CANOE-neW, 1974
.
beautifully
.
decorated
" trucking. Tel. 507 452-7114.
'
'
. .used.. Tel. 60B-248-2959.; ..
J mirror with hat hook; wash boards; 2 small dressers; l|:
:"
Tel. 454-1317 Wlnqna. . . '
:
DIAMOND NEEDLES
:
Key Apartments! ¦ foyer
tiortve?. Living rbtim and dining
| |Columbia phonograph;
sewing machine; 2 dressers;
kitch-. |
|
:
¦ with eating area, gar¦
room;
kitchen
YOU'LL love coming home, to a cool, ipaSUNSETS vvdre . never more besutl/ul TEXON 8' pickup camper, 1969: Furnace,
BLACK DIRT, all fop toll. ArcMalfaT-enr table.
'- ' *: §¦ '
bage
disposal
and;
dishwasher;
balh
up,
:
tasteful
furnish'
^.
clqus:
efficiency.
The
than
from
the
deck
of
your
own-boat;
Verson,
Tel.
452-4573.
box,
stainless
..
: 2-burner gas stove, Ice .
:: Slightly More for Special Needles
"
*has large vanity with twin sinks; large
:
ings, drapes and shag carpels, require
Your own boat was never more possink', heavy duly loading lack. 'Ex- I" . .:-• TERMS — NORTHERN ON THE SiPOt CREDIT 7 7 1
steel
family room. Completely- carpeted. Consible, than alter a visit to . the Install 'minimal care. You'll have time to enCULTURED SOD
:
cellent condition. $850. Tel. 765-3385 - alt7 JACQUES
7
'• •
,
tract for deed available, by owner. May ¦ ment Loan Department, MERCHANTS
: picnicking with friends-:using our
Freddy
Frlckson
.
Auctioneer
,
.|oy
1 roll or a 1,000, may be picked up;
er
6'
evenings.'
f.
7.::7fl
¦
TV Sales A Service,
7
new gas grills. Electricity and . laundry . .be seen -af- -5015 .W. 9ih/ Goodvlew.
NATIONAL BANK. Have a Happy SumAlso black -d|rl.
';
. ni w. 3r*. •'
Jim Papenfuss representing Minnesota; Land and
:i
Included. Terrific storage space. Close
After 5:30, Inquire 726 E. 7th.
: merl ; ':. .
GO JAYCO. for the best deal/ on a 5th I
¦
;
"
COMFORTABLE
centril:
home,
by
W..
.
to shops. 1258 Randall St. Tel. 452Tel. 454-S983 or 454-4132.
wheel, tent or travel frailer . See Loucks
-7'
.p .
v Auction Service, Clerk ' . . - • - ' .
I
otoher, wilking-'-distance to schools. 4-5 ONE JOHNSON 5 h.p. outboard -motor, '"
'
7760.
Auto Supply, 503 .W, ,.5th,.Open until. 9
Subs ; Northern Investment Co., Independence,,Wisconsin M y
bedrooms; 2 baths,. .60x150' lot, Tel.
; motor,
J7\
Jofrnson-'
/
i.
h.p.
bottoard
BLACK DIRT, fill dlrf, - fl(r sand, crushed
lO'
p.m.
Tel.
452-i844.
Sun.
:I-J.
p.m.
Frl.,
's
7Leadfng
'
"Area
KEY APARTMENTS: : . 452-2979. '
rock, gravel, excavating, landscaping,
aluminum boat with trailer,, miscellan:
eous Items, slip covered lounge chair, HOMECREST " — -lOXSd, air condllibring, ^#m«p^ssgsg^^s^^is^g^^
cat »nd fronl loader work. -."Serving the
COMPLETELY . FURMlSHED, Carpeted,
$165 month Includes all utilities. Avail.
- able . June-I.Tel. 452-4504.

'

10% DOWN—3 bedrooms, neW carpBtlng,
Central heating, stove and refrlgera: tor Included, small yard> location not
too great, agent ewrted. Contract for
deed to qualified party, Tel. .454-4812:

454-4196

'

:Ay \.y $\m:x.A -y .

T

- Winona area lor ' ever 25 years ".

, ' VALENTINE TRUCKING .7 .

'

Minnesota Clly, Tel: 454-1782,

II no answer, Tel. 454-5254.

Hay, Grain, Feed 7" 7 .

A

JJQ

FOR SALE—cob' .corn, 400'bu. Tcl. Way . mandee JOWW-2051, . . :¦
.
.
WANTED—ear corn. • Eugene
¦¦
Tel. .; 507'534-3763. '

Seeds, Nursery Stock

Lehhertr,

BLUE AND white , spruce frees,- J'. -io 5'
toll; $5 each birch trees, V or more,
¦ »2. Circle - G. Ranch, fel. 454-1160.
.;

Professional
repair service in ; out
' .' 7' shop. '. '.A iA A. - r'

Hal Leonard Music

, 64 E-,'-2n 'fl •'. .' :¦' . - '. '/Tel: .454-2920; ::
56 A "Vie Servic e What ive Sell"

'
'
NOW OPEN lO- to' -J-eyc ryday but Sun;
Mary .Twyce , Anllqu'ei and Books,

ntyu .w.r.sth.'

Articles for Salai.

^' Name brand instruments
available on a trial rental
'¦' 7'- ' .plan. 7 ;' .. -7' - : ' -

53 V^ C6^plete7

RL ANTS,' ONION, tomato, cabbagei broccoli, celery; .pepper, ' parsley," petunias,
marigold, ¦ oeronlums, salvia; ' coleus,
snaps,vlvy. ,Winona Potato Market.:

Antiques; Coins, Sfairips

X Band 7Instrument
7j- ieadquarters'' ¦

57

SEEKEN TUBULAR' (jotes; New ' Holland
twine In stock; Schmidt Sales.* . Service,

- Rt. . 2, Winona, . Minn. Tel. 507-454.J6H.

Slewing Machines

73

7

77

Typewriters.

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for.' -rtril or sale. Low rates. Try. us
tor all your olilce supplies, desks,
files or office chairs LUND OFFICE
SUPPLY CO. 138. E. ,3rd. Teh 452-5222

SPAN1SH ' 5-plece dinette.7 set, red and
black, 2 years old, excellent condition.
Tel. 454-5380. ';

tllGHEST PRICES PAID
tor scrap Iron, melols, rags, hides,
raw .fur and wool.: . - .

REGULATION SIZE pool fable with slate
-'top. -Tet,. 452-4262. .7
DINETTE . TABLE and 4 chairs,, ullllty
: cabinet, .children;: . , -clothing, rocking
riorsc, miscellaneous. Call .afternoon 1-5,
1114 W. . Broadway. . '
THREE WOOD tanks, 9,000-gal; capacit y,
.13' diameter, 10' high,* : 3" .- . Oregon fur
lumber'with steel hoops and. cover, Excellent condlllon. Very reasonable. For
Imrnedifte sale, Tel. Won. or Tuei.
452-3433, ' ¦
LIGHTWEIGHT Slh . wheol assembly, SSOj
pump tank and : telescoping ram, $75.
Tel. 454-4314. , 7
HEAVY DUTY portable washers, with
aSitntor wash by Speed Queen. FRANK
: LILLA & SONS, 761 E. 8th. .
PXILCO REFRIGERATOR, very good
- condlllon, S50. Wllmer Smith, Houston ,
Minn. (Ridgeway). Tel. 896-3978. '
HUGE DISCOUNTS on all remaining
* 1974' G.E: black and white and Colored
TV' s . Prices , as low as $69.95. B U B
ELECTRIC 155 E, 3rd. .
SUPER STUFF, sure nufl Thai's Blue
Luslro for cleaning carpets. Rent electric shampooer SI, $2 and S3. H. Choate
& Co.
GARAGE SALE-cverylhlnrj must go tonight , (ow prices, 326- Chailleld.
FAIRLANE 5 h.p.
. Tol. 689-2404.

riding

mower, .565.
-

ARTCRAFT RUMMAGE Sale . Walnr and
snow skis, tennis racquets. Boat, motor , trailer. 1740 W. - 7lh, Tues., Wed.,
9-5.
carpet
cleaner Blue
PROVEN
THE
Lustre Is ensy on the budget. Restores
forgotten colors. Rent Mectrlc shampooer *li.'« and J3, Robb Bros. Store.
UEAKING FAUCETS, slugrjlsh drains, not
enough hot water? We can cure those
lllsl THE PLUMUING BARN, Service
and Repair Division,
FOR SALE-camncr, fits Ford pickup.
Bunko'a Apco, 700 E. Sarnla,
lIsED MELROF. Bpbcate, Tel. 123-3564 ,
"""
HOTPOINT ELECTRIC RANGES ' ,'
fl 1973 MODELS loll at reduced prices.
Buy now and save. GAIl'S APPLIANCE, J.U E. 3rd.
_
OARDEN TILLER RENTAL-also tawn
lhalchers and vaccums. WINONA FIRE
tt POWER EQUIPMENT CO,, 54 E,
2nd. Tel. 452-5065. .
{MAPPER COMET rldlno mowers now In
stock for Immediate delivery. Reserve
yours nowl WINONA FIRE 8. POWER
EQUIPMENT CO., 54 E. Jnd. Tol. 452 ;
5065. "The business Ihnl service built. "
WANTE D - stee ' pari bonds. T«l. 4522697.
. . _ _ _ . __
IP RAY TEXTURING ol ceilings or wal ls,
New and old Pnlntlnn and Interior
remodeling. Brooks 8. Assoclnles. Tel.
454-53112.
WE HAVMUsI »'» rlohl cap lor your
CAMI'ER
STOCKTON
pickup bn*.
SALES, Stockton, Minn. Tel, a07-6af?670.
'
HOMEUTE RIDINO MOWERS
Sales - Paris Servlco
POWER MAINTENANCE «. SUPPLY CO,
TCI. 452-757 1
207 E. 3rd
^
dry
cleaning, 8 lbi.
BULK^CONOMY
perma-press
our
now
S2 50, also try
.
washers, Norgo Vlllago. 60L Huff
^
Installed
All
Irnrllor
hllchns
CO,
MLC'
autocuntom woi H Inrolgn min domnsllo
and
anointprices
lor
mobiles. Call
ment. Tol. SIW-45J-7IH.

NE EDLE S

s Music . Store
Hardt'116-im
Pi«/»
E

""
ANTIQUE

VVahled to Buy

8*

* ; 450 VI. 3rd ¦ •

LOVELY- * 1-bedroom
. End. Tel. 454-1787. .

apartment, -West
. , .

GIRLS—exceptionally nice apartments.for
summer or falli -fu lly. '.furnished,-fully
carpeted, very/ clean, very cheery, Reserve now ! Tel. .454-3323. .
VERY NEAT, ' various sized apartments,
available soon. 264 W. 7th. .

ONE ROOM—kltchehett end-bath,:empl«
Closet space, off-street parking. 321
Washington St., Apt. 4. . '
SUAAMER SPECIAL—very.spacious, carp-'
eted - 3-bedroom apartment; 1 block
from ' WSC. ' Special - summer .rates.
Males or married couple.- Tel. 454-1111
. 'days; 454-4745 .evenings.

' Tel 452-5847 .

YOU'LL love relaxing In your soundproof,
air. conditioned apartment or entertaining guests on your private palio With: a
meal prepared on our charcoal grills.
Each spacious 1-bedroom Is exquisitely
decorated
with ' co-ordinated, drapes,
luxurious shag carpet, and completely
. furnished Including electric, appliances.
are excellent laundry facilities on
86 - Thero
Rooms Without Meals
the premises and an abundance o!; storage space. Close to shops, on busline.
BEDROOM and balh, separate enIrance,;
1752 W, Broadway. Tel. 452-4909.
air. conditioning and TV. W. location,
Tel, 452-4212.

KEY APARTMENTS

NEW FOUR-bedrdom split foyer, localed
¦on : 1 . ' acre. Ibl, with beautiful view: 2
baths, finished basement, double attached garage, redwood - deck. Near
Minnesota - City. . Mid. . thirties. Larry
: poetmr : cdnstruclloh,'- Tel. 689-2835;
.
:-

60%

"

. electric refrigerator;; 915.W. Mark,

RUNABOUT 16', ' 75 hip. Johnson motor.
•
~- -T«l. 452-4961.

Business Placet for Rent

REALTOR

; A BUSINESS:
^GONOMISTS
ADVISE BUYINCB
A-HOME^ NOVV '- A"
7 AS A H EDGE"
y ; x AGAINST : ;
:; ^ NFLATipN ;;

AVe-;have homes .in. all
price ranges, sizes and
locations.7 ; ¦:.'
' AFTER:HOURS CALL: '.' ,
.
Avis Cox Ay ^X - A . . : 454-1172
Laura 'Efsk .7........ 452-2118
• -." Nora Heinlen :-A . 452-3175
WEyles Petersen ... 452-4009
Jaii ; Allen ..' ..'-...-,. .' 452-5139 .
' 454-2990
Dick Rian ..... ...
7 Marge Miller-; ..... 454-4224

REGISTER, for free . drawing to ¦ be
. made each' Sat. We have the largest
selection : of, mobile, homes' In Winona,
5"# . OFF on. 1974 Brute Cycles In stock. plus a free pair of children's shoes
1- . double - seat, l single seat; . Street
(I " per family) lust for slopping at
legal: Brute Cycle Sales, 510 Minnesota
TRI-STAT E MOBI1.E HOMES, Breezy
St. Tel. 452-2266. .
Acres. Tel. 452-427*6.
:.
HONDA—XL 350, : 5 weeks old, approximately 700. milts, Tel. 454-5010.

SobSsdovuh.,
tHsialty.
120. Center

Tel. 452-5351.

RUPP -

92

~

'74 KAWASAKIS
"All Models Rolling In"

STUDENT APARTMENT (or rent, approved for 4 people. Loucks Auto Supply,
Til. 452-2644.
APARTMENT for rent, stove, relrigerator and utilities furnished, tl 15. Tel.
452-3636 anytime.
GROUND FLOOR—Vi duplex for
unfurnished. Adults only. No
Tel. 452-5678 alter 3:30 p,m.

rent,
pets.

SPACIOUS
APARTMENTS
• 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bedroom
• 1 Bedroom Efficiencies
Furnished or Unfurnished
LAKE PARK & VALU
VIEW APARTMENTS
Tel. 452-9400.

WANTER—2 or 3 olrls to live In 3-bed. room furnished house wlh 2 collegeage girls,, Vi block trom WSC, 30-day
lease, deposit required, no pets, Write
C. Strand, 717 8, 19th SI., La Crosse,
Wis. 54601.
NEW LAROE country home with acreage
on scenic bluff near Dakota, Minn. -20
minute drive. to town on 4-lnhe highway. 1 year lease at . $32$ per month.
Tel. 643-6752 or 643-6410.

96

Wanted to Rent

WANTED—2-bedroom apartment, carpetcri. with stove and refrigerator, Tel. 4522755.
PASTURE
2357.

WANTED—Tel ,

Whalen

467-

THREE to 4-bdroom homo , In town, Tel,
454-2299 9-6 Mon,-Frl.
WANTED — unfurnished house, 1 «r 1
bedrooms, tor single male eolleo"
teacher. Tel. 452-354 1 after 5 p.m. ¦.

Farms, Land foi- Sale

98

CENTRAL LOCATION-heeted lower 1bedroom, partly furnished. Permanent
adult only. $135. vvnte P.O. Box 316,
Winona.

EIGHT ACRES ot land localed on County
Road 33. Please Tel, 523-3505.

EFFICIENCY APAHTAAENT-newly re.
modeled, partially furnished, JW month,
W, end location, Tel. 452-1076.

93 AC RES - about 60 tillable. Well-kept
older homo ,, nearly now pole shod,
olher buildings.

IN LEWISTON - 2-hedroom apartment
available.now. Stove, refrigerator, carport. Tel. Lewislon 523-3778 or 454-4768,

Rushlord, Minn. 55971, 'Tol. 507-864-9381
or 864-9368 (alter hours)

Do You Al ready Own

1,
2,
3,
A.

Air conditioner
Shag carpellng
Private bntcony
Wnshor 8. dryer

5, Pfllln

6. Gat charcoal grl II
WE DOI
1752 W.
Tel. 454.4909.

Rrnndway

KEY APARTMENTS

SUGAR LOAF
APARTMENTS

apartment,
TWO-BEDROOM
lurnlshed. Tel, 453-3513.

LAND LISTING & SELLING - Feirms,
Hobby Farms, Small Acreage Our
Free Appraisals. SUGAR
Specially.
or
454-3368
LOAF.
Tel,
454 -3367
evenings,
IF YOU A R E In the mnrkol for a farm
or home or are planning to sell real
estate of any type contact NORTHERN
INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real EMata
Brokers, Independence, Wis., or Eldon
Real
Eslnle
Salesman,
Bert),
W
Arcadia, WU. Til. 320-7350.

Houses for Sola

658 E. Sarnla
2-Bedroom Aparlmwla
featuring :
• Air conditioning
• Laundry (acuities
• Reserved parking

Apartments, Furnished

BOYUM AGENCY

99

BY OWNER—3-bcdroom, spill (oyer, In
Glen Echn, 2 balhs, formal dining room,
lamlly room with llreplaco, Tol. 4525001 or 452-1876,
WOODED 5'BCre lol, creek runs throunh.
7 mllea Irdm Winnna, cedar vniioy.
Aflonl ownefll- Tol, 452-3798,

91
partially

GTRL WANTED lo sharo large, comfort-

nhla 3-bedroom aparlment, all utllllloi
paid, $45. Tol, 434 4012 alter J p.m,

FOUR-BEDROOM home wllil loft of living ipnce, inmlly.sltod kitchen, dining
room, living room, full basement, Several rooms wllh nearly now emoting,
Interior completely repainted recently.
Located In Peterson,

BOYUM AGENCY

Rushlord, Minn, 5J*71, Tel. 507-M*?381
or 864-9368 (alter hours)

TROTWOOD . — ,1959, -.16* travel trailer,
sleeps 6, new refrigerator, gas or electric, furnace. 103 Fairfax, Tel. 454-3690.

m$ri^

IJ^
ii

YAMAHA!

ONE-BEDROOM all modern air conditioned apartment, slave end relrigerator turnlshed. Available June 15. Tel.
Fountain Clly 687-7191.

carpeted, - 2.bedrooms. - Skirted, set up
¦in Lake Village. $2,800. - Tel. 452-7W6. : '

CRESTLINER 14', red, 30 h.p. Johnson
with". . Spartan . trailer, excellent coiidl.tion, includes skis and boating accessbr- VACATION TIMES are all ahead'.of us.
:ieSi' S575. Tel.- .454-1682 ' or . - 454-5670, . 875-'
NOW Is the time to get a,GOOD DEAL
; 3»(i .' Ay».. . ;:
on a COACHMEN fold down trailer
y/ith' COACHMEN, famous warranty.
TWO " USED gems-16' Larson-with MerSee them :. now, InSide. display, room.
cury 85 h.p; and heavy, duty trailer.
, F. A, KRAUSE CO. "Breezy -Acres '-*;
' .Special. $1999; 14'. Alumacraft". - F.D.
-Hwy. 14-61 . E, Wlrittha. . .'-.;
wllh 40 h.p. Johnson (manual), like
new. S695.- Bob's . Marine,, ft. of Laird. SEE THE new ' 1974' Lark, travel and
¦ camping trailers - — see Gary . at WiHOUSEBOAT for sale, A-l condition; May
nona KOA, 6 miles-2. -of-Winona. -' '.'The
. be seen- -at slip- 4, Municipal: Harbor.
..people : that . know - camping. "
Tel. 452-2916.
,
-SUGAR LOAF TOUVN &. COUNTRY
CHRYSLER . OUTBOARD, Lund Aiuma. MOBILE' HOMES
. Craft boats, also boat motor rental . WE HAV E a large selection of new and
Fishing tackle. Live: bait. Paul's Land- used Mobile Homes, DISCOUNT PR ICES.
ing, Reads - Landing, Minn.: .Tel. 612- ,
Free . delivery and. set; up. Open 7 days
. -,£65-3466. '.
.. ' - . - . . ,
a< week until dark. SUGAR -LOAF
TOWN 8,' . COUNTRY. MOBILE . HOMES;
LARSON. 18' 7 runabout -wilh* 115 * h:p.
Hwy. 43-at . foot of Sugar Loaf, .Wjn oha,
. Johnson outboard and . trailer. 14' sea
Minn. Tel. 454-5287. 7
King runabout.::with " 40. h,p. :: outboard
and . 'trailer, i hew sportsrnan boat TOWN & COVMTR Y SUGAR
LOAP
trailer, $165.. Tel. 452-1366. :
,
'
¦ ' .CAMBER . SALES . 1974 Starcratts (No.
. 1 in camping) now on' display.at Hwy.
and Pleasant . Valley Road. 15%
Motorcycles, Bicycles
107 43
discount for month of May plus free
. .. hltch ' or 'spare . |lre.:installed; , 7
USED MOTORCYCLES — 1970 Yartiaha
250 Enduro, 1967 Honda 160, 1970 YaMOBILE HOME, TRANSPORTINO
- Minn,
maha 350, . 1972 Yamaha -350, S495, 1969
.and Wis.. ICC . license .
Yarhaha 60; 1974. Yamaha pT-125 En¦7 Dale Bubllti, 66 Leno*
duro, only 460 miles, GTC Motor Parts
Winona, Minn.' .
& Equipment, Whitehall, Wis. Tel , 715. Tel. 452-9418; .
538-4309. /'Authorized Dealer for. Yamaha and Honda. "
DETROITER — 197-1, 14x64, 2-bedroom,
10x10 utility shed, ' furnished¦ or unfurKAWASAKI—1973 90 CC 900 miles.
5350
nished, . Te|. -452-6647; .;• - . ' .,' . -. .v .
¦
or best offer , :. Tel. 452-5574. • ¦ ." " -. . .
camper bus. perCHEVROLET^1953
¦
BOYS' 3-SPEED: 20"' high rise ¦ bi cycle.
fect, condition. Tel.. .452-1366. . - ¦
$30., -Walter ' Nahrgang, Rushford, Minn.
. . Tel.\864-7195. :: .
MUST SELL—14x52 Pathfinder, « large
bedrooms, carpeted throughout, large
HONDA —: 1973 :CB-350,,' less - than .2000
porch. . Make an otferl Tel; 452-8883. .
.
. mites, plus extras.
¦' - ' ¦' • Tel,.Galesville 5824166. . 7
- • ;. .
VACATIONING?
Rent
a
Winnebago
Motor Hbmei. se lf-contained. -Weekly
FOR SALE^-26" Iris' 2-speed Schwinn: bl- . or dally rates. -JAotor Home Rentals,.
:¦ Tel. 687-4945.
cyqle. - Tel. .452:2776 after 4.. "
.
.: : - ..

NEW LIST1NG-W. end- .on quiet street
near sriopplng and churches. 3-bedroom
A Mlnl-Endvro, .80 CC A
1-story: frame,, full . basement, l'/i-car
Street legal , . . . $429.95 :
garsge. Under . $30,090.
WINONA AUTO SALES
lease,
13,000
for
rent
er
OFFICE SPACE,
INCOME PROPERTY—3 bedrooms down,
¦
3rd «, Huff
Tel. 454-5950
so.: It Prime E. location. Inquire Mer2 bedrooms , up: Stoves, refrigerators,
CLEAN, SHARED room for young man.
'
Tel.
chants Bank, Trus t Department.
washers, ' • dryers. Full basement. Big
Separate entrance. TV and cooking
.
OUR
.
SHOWROOMS
ARE
NOW
- 454-5160. - ..
lot. Prime location neer college, Aparea provided. Tcl; 452,7700.
.
OPEN FRI. NIGHTS FOR YOUR
pointment only. Under $40,000.
. . . CONVENIENCE UNTIL 9 P.M.
SUGAR LOAF REAL ESTAT E CO.
ROOMS FOR guys and gals, clean, nice- WAREHOUSE OR storage space for rent,
Honda
S200, Includes heat, lights and outlets.
Tel. 454-2347. Gerald Swehla 452-6446),
ly dicorated, single and double rooms,
, Triumph - Norton — BMW. .
Located at . 1671 W. Slh.' Tel. 452-1751.
reasonable rales , nice big kitchen, TV
Peler Klas 452-6687.
Parts-Sales—Service
lounge, quiet. Tel. 454-3710,
ROBB MOTORS, INC.
PROPERTY - 1 efficiency
Houses fot Rent
95 INCOME
. . .- Winona, Minn. 8, Eau Claire,-Wis, .
aparlment, 7 sleepi ng rooms and 1
90
Apartments, Flats
largo 3-bedroom apartment. Central loFIVE-ROOM -house lor rent ..at 125 W..
cation. Immediate occupancy,: For "ap-'
10th. Inquire at 223 E, 10th.
GOODVIEW AREA—Deluxe one-bedroom
polntmcnt Tel. 454-4782.
.
Quality Sport Center
apdrtmenl, turnlshed or unfurnished,
3rd & Harriot
Tel. 452-2399
THREE-FOUR bedrooms/ furnished, cen- ROLLINGSTONE—3-bedrbom
adulls only. Tel, 452-6533.
ranch, fortral. Available Aug. I -May 30 on lease,
mal
dining,
;
finished
basement,
lor
S30O. Tel , 454-4244.
TWO FIREPLACES'In this unique 1-bedapartment, patio, 2-car garage, financcentrally
located..
apartment,
roorn
ing Tel. 669-2B46-699-2234.
Stove, refrigerator, heal and electricity AVAILABLE JUNE 1—3-bedroom modern
spacious
lawn,
Centervllle,
unmarried
students.
home
In.
furnished.
No
- Available . Juno 15. $175. Tsl. 452-9287
references required, Tom Dalllnson,
Tcl. 715-983-5733. :
for appointment, .

CENTRALLY LOCATED^sltepIng room
for gentleman, separate entrance, Tel.
;¦ 452-647*. . ;

• Shag canxllng

chnlr
AND newer turnllurn «lr liming,
canlno and siml uphnlslorlng. Free pickup and delivery. Tel, FtAmIMn Clly
4k7-9?5l,

FUR NTSHED. ' -. elflclency
PARTIALLY
- aparlment, suitable lor i; Heat, hot wa'
furnished:
ter
.S120 per. month. ,305 : Wl.
, - nona' :St. ' . '-. ¦ • • ¦
1

7
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON J, METAL
CO. pays blghset prices for scrap Iron,
metal and raw fur.
Closed Saturdays .
• iZJJ 'Trempealeau Drive Tel. 45J-206?.

TEL.452-2725
^

STUDENT APARTMENTS now ' available for summer and fall. Please Tel:
454-5870;. if- .no answer 452-4007 or
454-4489 or 452-9035. . Leave ." your name
' and requirements ' and' your. C.all wi ll
.: be . returned. ¦ :

Life isvGood 7 ;
\Ay '7 ^A 'tHeA . A: -AiAA
'isman & Sons Key AApartments!
Sam We
INCORPORATED

• Pnllo

Fnr All Makes
ot Record Playori.

CENTRAL LOCATION-^lust redecbrat. ed apartment for 4 . or 5 girls. New
furniture and carpellng. 2 bedrooms
¦ with showers ., Tei:: 452-5904 after 5.,
;

COMPLETELY FURNISHED 2-tedrooni,
' 5-room lower aparlment, central locaCLEAN USED sewing machines; strilght
S25
dnd
up.
WINO. tion, sludents or family accepted, availzag,
stitch and zlg
NA SEWING CO., .915 W. 5th.
.able .now until. Sept. . 1.: Tel. 454-2B98.

LOGSAGE CARRIERS, . twin strollers,
flourescent lights, play yards, play
pens,.: maple chair's, thesis, ' gun: cabinets, folding : chairs, corner cabinets,
queen niallresses, pool table, ' shutters,
chair scats and backs, porch - roll.ups
•nd . bamboo .fencing. Bargain Center,
253 E. 3rd.

BE GAS DRYER, automatic and time
cycles. $75. Tel. 452-7182 or 4S2-72M. -

TWO BEDROOM furnished apartments,
near WSC. Available June 1 to girls.
Tel. 687-7416 or 454-2561.:

Stiy . gjt

diiciiteiV
REALTOR

iMLS

Th ey Thank Us —
But We Still
Aren't Satisfied !
Often we hear from n customer that he was favorably
impressed by Uie courteous ,
considerate, understanding
mniuier of our salesman
because
1, He didn 't try to "push"
a house that wasn't exactly right
2, He didn 't annoy Uiem
with a call every time a
listing came in
3, He found out first what
tliey wanted — how much
they could pay dow n —
and then showed houses
to "fit" their desires.
We're glad t» hear this —
but wo still aren 't satisfied,
nnd we won 't bo — until we
have the chance to prove
thnt we can find the one
PEKFE CT p lace - for
YOU!
After Hours Call:
Gale Pederson .... 452-20T>l
<ir>2-232B
Judy Startler
4r.2~l(50:i
Chuck Nafile
Connie Pederson .. -152-2051
Kent Holon . . . . . . . 452-101B
Betty Rlclilor ., .. - 452.1151
George Rublein .... 454-3052

RICHTER REALTY

Tel, 452-1151 or 452-1B50
Home Federal Building
Winona
4lh & Center

BOB'S MARINE
Ft. of Laird Tel, 452-2697.

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108

WICKCRAFT r- 197T, 14x52, skirted , and
set up In Lake-Village , furnished and
. In: excellent condition. $4,500.. Tel. 4521034 before 11 or after 4. .- .'.
ELCONA-1968, 12x60,
furnished.
In
good condition. Tel. Peterson 875-2590.
AMF . SKAMPER-1 974 Travel ; Trailer,
IB', 10' fold-down pickup, camper, some
used fold-downs. STOCKTON CAMPER
SALES, Stockton, Minn. Tel. 507-689' 2670. ARTCRAFT — 197D, 14x68, front living
room, 2 bedrooms,- ¦ Good condllon. $5900.
Tel. 689-20257 , ,

|

BUS MOTORHOME, 307 delightful, profcsslonal conversion, air, sleeps 7,
self-contained. Tcl. La Crescent 507895-2564. .
STARCRAFT CAMPERS
Trailers & P ickup Campera ' ,
(A leading brand that Is .also .
sold by a dtsler In Winona)
Snlos — Sorvlco — Rentals
DICK'S SPORTING GOODS
Durand, Wis.
Tel. 715-672-S873 or 672-5199.

Auction Sales

CHEVROLET—1957 flatbed truck. See nl
Vnlontlne 's "66", 1656 . Service Drlvo,
Te|. 454-5254 or IS89-293B.

FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes and kinds of
auctions. Tel, Dakota 643-6143.

FORD—1959, 6-cyllnder ' Vi-lon pickup, In
fair condlllon. Milton Simon, 388 Harrison St., Lewiston. Tel. 523-3434.

|
Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

GMC—1971 Suburban carry-all, awheel
drlvo with lock-out hubs, overhead nir
conditioning, 3 seats, power steering
and power brakes, tinted windows all
around, ad|ustnble steering wheel, 45,' ooo miles, owner Is purchnslnn new
vehicle. Tol, 608-240-2255.
~
INTERNATIONAL
1972 tt-tnt! rlck^p,
excellent condition) 1950 International
2-ton pickup with utility box, has now
engine, very good condition) 1S69 International Traveled, excellent condition) 1965 Chevrolet convertible. Tel.
454-5311.

"

Everett J. Kohner
Winona, Tol. 452-7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota Tel, 643-6152
FOR YOUR AUCTION use Ihe Boyum
System. BERTRAM BOYUM Auctioneer, Rushlord, WMnn. Tol. 864-9381,

AUCTION SALE-rtt Indlnn Creek Resort, Sunday, June 9, 1 p.m. Twn houseolds ol furniture , Washing rnachlnc,
dryer, couches and chain, miscellaneous, Hshlng tackle, 11 snowmobiles,
Barbcque Chicken and Bake Sale, Hems
. taken on consignment. Sponsored by tho
Indian Creek Snowmobile Club,
^
ALV1M KOHNER
AUCTIONEER-Clty and state licensed
and bondod. Rt- a, Winona, Tel 452.
4980.
CHEVROLET-1965 Impala, 4 door, small
V-8, with automatic, power s-lcerl no,
very good condition, $395, Inquire Speltz JUNE 4-Tuos. 6 p.m. 3 miles N.E. 01
Alma on Hwy. 37, then 4 mllos E. nn
"it" , 178 Walnut St, Tel. 4)2-2435.
Counly Rd. S. Mrs. Ray Grob, owner;
Rkhnrd Krncko-w, nucllonnorj NorlhMONZA-1964, 4»pecd, asking price $625,
' ern Inv. 1 Co., clerk.
Apl. 3, corner ol Fremont and Mnln,
' Lewiston, Minn.
JUNE 5-Wed, 5 p.m. 40B illawnlha
Blvd., Winona. Mnurlce Li Mariner,
PONTIAC-1962, runs good) J h.p. Mini
owner)
Alvln
Kohner,
auctioneer*
Wke. Tel. 454-2037,
Everoll J. Kohner, clerk,
MUSTANG — 1966, V-B , automatic. Tel,
JUNE 5-Wud, 5 p.m. Ilnusnhold, Antiques
454.3706 alter 8.
R. Misc. Aucllon, nl Texaco SI<i1lon and
A 8. W Drive-in, Fountain City, Wis.
CAMARO-1967 2-door hnrdlop, .177 en.1 owners) Mil Duellman, nucllonoor)
olno , nutomnllc transmission, chrome
Louis, dork,
wheels nnd new 11-60x15 llros on rear,
Gold wllh hlncK vinyl lop, Ov/nor In
iS~-Thurj . I-2.- .10 p.m. 2 miles soulh
JUNE
service , Tal, Galesvllla 608-SB2-m>,
ol Arcadia, Wis. on Counly Trunk "J".
Hnrlmnn Bros., owners) Alvln Kohner,
COMET-1973, IIKn new, 17, 000 miles,
auctioneer) Northern Inv , Co., clerk.
$2*50. Tol. 452-3871.

Used CaTT

~~

109

OLDS CARS-J962 Ford wagon, V-H) 1959
Rambler , bailly ruslccl , othcrwlte O.K.,
4-cyllndnr, (iiiloninllc Irummlrvslnni 3
olher cars, lier.l oiler, Fr«nc)s Marl,
Tol. I.owlston 5J.135I6 al trtllor house
by Wyaltvlllo Store,
GREMLIN '73 standard Irnnsmhslon, air
conditioning. $2J95. Tol. 452-7S83,
BUICK—1965 Crnnd Sport , 445 Wlldcal,
good condition, reaionabla. Tel , 454-2787.
AAGB—1971 convertible and hnrdtnp, AMFM radio, luqanflii rack, overdrive,
$1,975, Tel, 454-3986.
cilEVROl.F.T-19<B Impala Jdoor hardtop. Sluacnl, rr»i».l soil. »700 or best
oiler. Tel, 4S2- -9147 beiore 9 mm.

JUNE 7-Frl. 4: 45, Furniture Auction,
In Latsch Dlila. 60 W. 2nd St. Mrs, E,
F. Holm, nwne-ri Alvln Kohner, auctioneer) Evorolt Kohnor, clerk,
JUNE O-Snl, 10:30 a.m. 6 miles N. ol
Houston In Iho Villngo of Money Creek,
Mnrv Chnpul Gslntoj Freddy Frlckson,
nucllonoor) Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
JUNE 8 — Sal, lt:30 Slaughter Mouse
E r|ulp„ Tools S, Mlsc, Aucllon, 1 mile
N, ol Alma on Stale Trunk Hwy. 37.
F rank Glomski, owner; l|ll Duellman,
auctioneer) Louis, clerk.
JUNE 8--SM. 1 p.m. Renl Eslnle & Furnllure Auction, 515 17 2nd St„ Winona.
Alvln Kohnor, auctioneer) Evornll Kohv
ner , clork.
>l

^^^^m : & m^ ^^^mg ^&0^s ^m s m^ ^^s m^ ^ ^m A
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Slaughter House. Eqiiipnient^ Tools arid Miscellaneous. ;:
f|
^
'1
mile
N, of Alma. on stata trunk Hwy. 37.
||:1

:
1
"
v
Sattit]trday>;; JtMe^S':- :;' . 7 §.7
.
7
'
.
|.
.
'

y y . :|; '|"'- --7 V "
7 . . Starting at 11:30 Sharps A ;Ay
'
'
§
Full Gospel Ladies ^Aid Serving Liwch
|:-7
7
¦
'
"
v Cabinets; sausage stuffer and 'grinders;, butcher |
|
^
rope hoist; hooks; tracks and- switches; vvooderi |
|i. knives;
|
|;
| barrels;: shovels; wrenches; steel writing desk and filing M ,.
g: cabinet;: double wash tubs; 2 exhaust ' fans; large circu- .j|
§' lating fan on stand ; step ladders; electric heater; door i 'M
platfortn |!
P7 and windows;/dresser ; butcher scale arid little |
'. •§-• scale;, electric ihotorsj- different sizes; *rV;' - MgiMi and ||:
;
P radio (combination; oil barrels; tools of all kinds; axes;: g
:meat saw ; tools - aiid . hooks; locker hook and scaffold il
|
|
hook; compressor for walk-in :cboler ; extension cords ; Jl^
|
: rhedicine cabinet ; bath tubs; . stool. and wash basin and p :
:: |
|
|.fixtures; deep freeze;-old r'adio;7cabl)a 'ge- cutter;, 2 Wheel:
i| cart; electric: splitting: saw ; bicycle frames and parts ; ^,:
7
1 axes; hatchets and grinders; hand track hoist and track , i
|I ' complete;' 40 gal. Red Wing7crock and 25 gal.; .oil and :,vl
l| gas heater ; truck scale; shallow water motor; also a jet g
|
1 pump; - electric, mixer; dishes; T Christmas tree; Norge |
I automatic , washer ; gas stove;7plastic pails; , portable I
I'- . -vacuum cleaner;, water skis 'and equipment; Z. knife
|
to j
and kiahy; more articles tod^ numerous
I sharpeners
|j
¦ rn - ¦ ¦'' '"'¦"' - .
orientioh. ' 7 :
• '" -'
•
^ ¦:
•
-7
OWNER
7
FRANK
GLOMSkl,:
:
- * J^
|
;¦ -¦-• - 'M .
. Hil Duelliiian, Auctioneer :
7
If
:
7 7 Louis; Clerk : - '
'|':.'v7: 77
:
- 7-l 7
immmm ^^sm^^m^^m
%mmm^mmimmsm ^^^^ m^m^mm^m^^mm^^^^
m
- .;.
^^mm^mmmmmmm ^m^^s^
' : - :- ¦ ;•: ?' '
:
'
7
|:7 MRS.E.AF. HEIM FURNHURE
|7

:
|7 ;A P::eM^
I

Located in: the Latsch'Building at 60 W. 2nd St. ¦'

1

I ¦' ¦¦'. - ¦. ¦.-¦.-' ¦
Starting at 4:45 p.m;
/
I
Coldspot
refrigerator
with full width freezer; : Roper |
I
I gas range ; Kenmore automatic washer; Hand carved |
solid oak dining room set , extension table, 6 chairs and §
:|
|:huffet ; bedrobw set, corhplete; twin beds, complete; slh- §
| gle bed; full size bed; rollaway bed; 2 davenports; Ant. h
|
arm chair ; drum table with radio; stuffed chairs; occa- |
II sional chairs ; humidifier ; dehumidifier ; hi gh chair; ant. 1
p piano stool with claw feet ; ant. mirrors; spool corner I
|
|shelf; ant. desk; ant music stand; wood cabinet; wood |
|
|tea cart; large' wall painting; Maytag wringer washer ; |ji
I small drop leaf table ; drop:leaf kitchen table; commodes; |
I] j lressers; chests; radio-phonograph combination; book- p
1 case; ant. cabinet ; library table ; fireplace chair ; child's |
I*. picnic table ; child's desk ; desk ; luggage, lamps; dress- |
|] ing table; end tables ; child's chair; lawn furniture; step |
j$j ladders; Goodall power mower; garden tools; Scott lawn I
g-|: spreader; leaf sweeper ; sleeping bag; bedding; Ant. f
I rocker; coffee table; arm chairs ; kitchen stool; pedestal; U
I small rocker and chair ; books; pictures, and frames; il
| jugs; jars; bottles ; trunk ; TV trays; Christmas decora- If
fe tions; wood barrel table; Ottoman ; roaster; broiler; |
I scale ; ice chest; flower stand; wash bowl and .stand; ,|
i| bench ; cot; nest of tables ; step stool ; fruit jars ; dishes, |
1 pots, pans and Misc.
1
ALVIN KOHNER , AUCTIONEER
i|
I
EVERETT
J.
KOHNER
CLERK
,
|
1

I

REAL ESTATE AND FURNITURE

§

Located at 515 E, 2nd St., Wlnonn , Minn.

I AUCTION J
¦'
|

Saturday, JiuLiae 8

|

|

|

Starting at 1:00 p.m.
R '
I
i
REAL ESTATE
|
'
2 bedroom houso with living room, kitchen , utility jjf
%
|^ room , bntli and new gnrnge. Real estate will bo offered i^
I'
I for salo at 3:00 p.m.
TERMS
10%
down
on
sale
date.
Balance
-wlion
titl«
I
P
'X
li'i is transferred,
OPEN HOUSE Tuesday evening June 4th from 6 to 7
li
I 8 P.m.
|
GOODS - Westlnghouse refrigerator |
P withH0USEH0)LD
full freezer top ; Kenmoro automatic washer; Kcnmore |;
^|
electric dryer; Monarch gas range; WestlnghQiise chest (?;
|
i;[i type freezer; living room set; dinette set; 2 motal beds; 7
|ij 2 metal wardrobes; rollaway bed ; 2 chests of drnwera; 2 7
[j dressers ; top and bottom kitchen cabinet; 2 treadle sew- $
|i ing machines; Now Vlata TV; occasional chairs; wood f
|{ chairs; kitchen cabinet ; buffet; lamps; small round $
table; oil hentor with fan; 205 gallon fuel tank; Homko ii:
|
power mower; garden tools; ladder; step ladder; 15 gol- \i:
|
f?i lon crock jar; iron bed; hamper ; bedding ; suitcases; jara, }>.
f/j jugs, dishes, pots, pans and mlsc,
|i
$
AMN KOHNER , AUCTIONEER
f
gi
EVERETT j . KOHNER . CLERK
i;
i-7a^aasx£^;gia£;'^^

;
; W#e^i#idfr '^y:: l0#pi0s/tt»^%-, ->
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fire^

*y Charles M, Schula

PEANUTS

'
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'

i 'A REDEYE

'

'
1

¦
ii ¦

¦
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SCUNTHORPE,. . England
(UPI) -. . Firemen battled
stubborn : flames licking .the
wreckage of a northern England chemical plant today and
searched through the blackened
debris for. workers, trapped by a
thunderous explosion....
Authorities, said Sunday night
:7 777- .'by " :-ehic.. . Younjj' they had recovered eight bodies
from the rubble, of the Itypro
(UK),' 'Ltd., .plant in nearby
F1 i xb:0 r o u g h, 160 miles
northeast: of London. Another 21
persons / were missing and
presumed dead,
IJ

1

1

¦
¦ im i f-f PWI - .

¦

" - ¦ :- "by. Gordon ;Be»

.

A total of 105 persons were
reported injured Saturday ,when
explosion rocked
the massive
the plant, ¦damaging buildings
in a 7l0-mile-wide: area and
sending: up a 300-foot', sheet of
flame and a mile-high cloud of
toxic gas. 7
: At tne time of ; the explosion,
70 men were in ' .the DutchBritish 7owni3d plant, Which
made « h e m i c ai 1s for ihe
manufacture of nylon.:The Wast
damaged every home in Flixborough, a¦ : to-wn : :with:. $10
residents/ •

. Police said the: death; toll
would have been much higher
had the . factory been : ringed . by
homes, as . is Uie case with,
inany other : British chemical
plante. *7' - ; 7* 7
Gordon Oakes, undersecretary .in the environment ministry^ said a check was being
made of chemical plants
through the country. . . . .
"Dangerous processes and
homes must V b» kept well

apart," bakes said.
Most of the 3,000 residents of
seven neighboring villages . returned Sunday aftei their
homes were evacuated because
of toxic gas.
"It wais like a mini A-boinb,"
said Clifford Puryies, who -was
In his :auto two miles from , the
blast. - '<The fireball burned , the
paint-off .my car ,"
' "Suddenly : I started going
round: and round in the. air,

tossed here and there in pitcb
blackness,'' said Barry Carter,
27, a draftsman at his desk
when the explosion occurred. "]
:.
thought, .this was what dying
;
7- was all about.
' "Th6 next thing I knew ]
looked up and could see the sky
and.debris falling all over thi
place. The roof had caved in. It
was like night because of the
dust. The heat was tremendous,
it/scorched my face ," ?

0M #at«0.A^^a^,.A AJlffflM.

New Bntitart king
vvprld's yourigesf

- THIMPU, Bhutan (UPI) Lamas blew, hbrns from rooftops, bows and spears clanked
against medieval armor ahd
thousands of persons carne
down from the Himalayas for
the glittering . coronation of
their:new "dragon king."
King Jigme: Singye WanChuk,: 18,' SUnday .took up, the
sacred 7. five-color scarf :of
authority - in the tinyX and
remote kingdom of Bhutan,'
becoming
the world's youngest
'
v
:
7
' - ,;7' .7 . '.7 ^ 7^ .7" VV' :;i>y ''%:Cran> monarch..
With meKiieval pageantry , and

splendor, a two-mile procession
of- Buddhist monks and soldiers
escorted , the : young ruler to
Bhutan's royal palace for the
hour-long ceremony.
A line , of Buddhist lamas
stood on the roof of., the pialace
trumpeting the.king iriside as :a
31-gun salute boomed out
across, the valley;,
The scarf . --Hjolored * red,
white, blue, yellow and green ~
represents '•'. purity of speechj
mind, body and knowledgie and
blessings in all activities. It has
never been touched 7 except by
the king and head Buddhist
Caledonia church lama of Bhutan..
. King Jigme, the-fourth of his
dynasty, sat cross-legged on an
to host school
ornately carved -gilt throne
CALEDONIA, Minn . (Special) embellished with crossed thun—The Caledonia United Method derbolts and 'an eight-spoked
dist Church will host a: vacation wheel. : ¦'church school today through
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to noon. Aii estimated 30,000 persons
Three churches are takang from remote mountain villeys
part: United Methodist, First poured into this tiny capital,
Crooked which was bedecked with
7 ; by Mort Walk«r Presbyterian a n d
thousands of; bright banner s 7 Long or siiprt s
Creek.
Sessions are for children nurs- and prayer flags.
A' ; prs.:Polyester and Cotton in siz65: 14- \1AV
T.. "- 'A i
ery age through grade six with Among the dignitaries here
the following teachers: Mrs. was Indian President . V.V. Giri
Walter . Harms, nursesry; Mrs. and the kings . of neighboring
Robert Robson, kindergarten; Nepal aiid. Sikkim., Also plreseht
Mrs.Del Rowse, first hand sec- was Daniel P. Moynihan, the
ond grades; Mrs, Milton Inglett, American ambassador to India.
third grade; Mrs . . Paul Plager, The young druk gyalpb
^
^ f f mS
¦77'V- .7: 7MENSWEAR ^- '' . *' .
A A- A AA. y *
fourth grade, and Mrs . Dale Xdragpn king) has ruled Bhutan
Witt , fifth and: sixth grades. ¦•-: .' and its 1.3. million people since
MAIN FLOOR *
777:7.7 ; / -^ f y¥ \~% '4 '£\A' ' '
Mrs. Marlowe Potter will have the death of his father on July
charge, of music and worship. 21, 1972. .
The coronation awaited the
"' ¦"A Xa r \A A WhertPerMonolSerokitt i
'
A b
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\/' to S«B Itnportont
. b y Alien Saunderi and Ken Ernrt Six awards given
mourning . and the blessing .".of
the -country's of fi e i 'al- -. as- A
to seniors
, ;.A 'A X A A '; A . i iA ''A' r . AAy .;p^er '-s;Abay; Is June 16
trologers. .
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MARY WORTH

mmms

at Caledonia

REX MORGAN, M.D.

¦

¦

¦

¦

¦

CALEDONIA,; Minn . (Special)
^-Six awards were given to
graduating seniors : at the Memorial Day program hosted by
the Veterans of Foreign Wars
and American Legion posts and
their auxiliaries.. :
Recipients were:
Citizenship a w a r d , VFW,
Mike McCarthy ; outstaridisg
by Dal Curtii athlete, Robert Link ; outstand'QJ^L ^*&jfe?/*J0EMy ^B H' I'M WM I l^^l eHrara, W@B» fiS^ JS& i^^ iliiiiiilili '&& fi ' lUsf SSSmk ^mmmXmmmmmm^^^^B ^^L ^J ^^B
'
ing scholar, Candace Holte;
citizenship, VFW Auxiliary,
Linda Peter ; citizenship, American 7 Legion, Roger Holland;
citizen, American Legion .Auxiliary, Barbara Ryan.
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{ By Dr. Reginald Gold, DC - .]
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BARNEY GOOGLE AND SNUFFY SMITH

CHIROPRACTIC

i

EVERY WED., 8 P.M.

i

|This film will explain to all
[ who are interested how and
i why Chirrpractic relates to
by Fred Lasswell |Ihelr health. The film ex» plains how Chiropractic re|lates (o
»
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SLIPPED DISC

I doosn't jound llko anylhlnq
very sorloui, Just a lillle something which slid oul of plflco •
llltlo bit. II shouldn't hurl anything, and It'll probably slip buck
Into place lh> next tlma tht urg»
¦
slrlkfs It.
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|
I The disc Is ona ol lha soil tush- (
> lorvllka segments which sep«ra let i
> the vertebrae ol lho spine. It i
I servos ' as a ' ballhearlno and (
' shock absorlier for tha viYltbc/u. I
[ When a disc slips, somalhlnrj else I
J has lo tllvo, end nerve pressure- In j
: Ihe affected area It the ImmedlJ ate result,
| Chiropractors are students of
. fhe spine and tlie body 's nervoii* '
, tyalem. II It Ihelr business lo j
, Incele such disorders In Ihe ne-rv- J
I oua system) make simple, gentle ,
I adluttmenlt to correct Ihe dlil order and lo restore normnWunc- (
I Hon to the riorve tyalem end lo ,
i tho body. Wllh Ihe disorder re- i
i moved, nature cures .
i
i Tha poralyilno ellacts nl 1h» i
1 slipped disc respond nulla natural- i
ly lo competent chiropractic ad- i
(uslmant.
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MARK TRAI L

by Parker and Hart

by Ed Dodd

Dr. Desmond J. Smith
Chiropractor
3930 6th St., Goodvlsw

Phont 452-m.
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revertibU foam T-cushion. In your choice
. of black , copper or ' avocodo.
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OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 9 .. ¦
FREE DELIVERY

Better TT) T. T IT) TZ T^9 O Furniture
Buy s At Jj (J K i \£V O Mart
81 YEARS THIS 74
Phon» 452-3762

PIENTY OF FREE PARKING BEHIND OUR STORE

Eaif Third & Franklin

